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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

North Carolina demographics have shifted rapidly since the 1980s. The state has become
a favored destination for immigrants, especially but not only from Mexico and Central America.
From the 1990s through the mid-2000s, an expanding labor market and employer recruitment
initiatives attracted new migrants to the state. The demographic shift presents opportunities to
establish policies that affect the future of North Carolina in profound and permanent ways. In
order to ensure the continued social and economic growth and progression of North Carolina
communities, state and local governments must work to implement strategies that will
successfully integrate immigrants and refugees into the population. These strategies must
accommodate cultural diversity, and work to ensure that all residents have equal opportunities
and equal access to state and local institutions.
This policy report aims to provide a resource for statewide entities and initiatives
working to assist with immigrant integration, particularly in regard to advocacy for language
access and language rights of minority populations. The report is intended to assist and augment
the efforts on Building Integrated Communities (BIC), an organization whose purpose is to work
with North Carolina local governments to implement integration strategies. As noted in its
mission statement, the purpose of BIC is to assist local governments to
Successfully engage with immigrants and refugee populations in
order to improve public safety, promote economic development,
enhance communication, and improve relationships. As a result of
working with BIC, local governments and diverse community
stakeholders have the tools to generate locally-relevant strategies to
strengthen immigrant civic engagement, linguistic achievement, and
economic/educational advancement. 1
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Building Integrated Communities, LATINO MIGRATION PROJECT, http://migration.unc.edu/programs/bic/ (last
visited July 15, 2014).
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This policy paper focuses on specific aspect of BIC’s integration strategies: language access and
language rights. It endeavors to participate in the initiative by fostering language access and
ensuring the protection of inherent language rights to all individuals.
This report proceeds in four Sections.
SECTION ONE: INTERNATIONAL AND REGIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS AND LANGUAGE ACCESS
SECTION ONE outlines relevant international law and human rights norms concerning language
rights. It includes various instruments of international and regional human rights law, namely
international and inter-American human rights treaties. The Section starts with an overview of
the international human rights treaties that the United States has signed and ratified with a focus
on the provisions relevant to language rights. If state and local governments fail to implement
treaty provisions, the United States cannot, as a practical matter, meet its obligations under these
treaties and comply with international law. Further in regards to international human rights
norms, SECTION ONE provides a summary of other persuasive, non-binding international
standards.
SECTION ONE also describes the European Union’s model approach to language rights
and language access. The European Union (EU) has created a treaty framework based on human
rights principles that promotes multilingual societies, equal citizenship, and the integration of
linguistic minorities. The EU currently consists of twenty-eight Member States, three alphabets
and twenty-four official languages with sixty other languages being spoken by certain groups in
various regions. Over 175 nationalities make up the EU citizenry. Their success may be derived
from the fact that they characterize language access to be a basic human right that is inextricably
linked to an individual’s cultural identity. Further, the EU has been motivated to establish
extensive rights to language access as a means to promote greater economic growth and
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productivity. While the various EU treaty provisions and court decisions interpreting the rights
to language access may not be binding on American states, they serve as models of what can be
accomplished in terms of integrated social communities. Moreover, the success of the EU in the
context of such diversity demonstrates the feasibility of establishing language rights for all North
Carolina residents.
SECTION TWO: TITLE VI
SECTION TWO provides an overview of the approach that U.S. domestic law has
employed in addressing issues related to language rights: a civil rights approach. This Section
includes an in-depth review of Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, a statute that prohibits
discrimination on the basis of national origin. Any discriminatory practices or effects that stem
from an individual’s lack of English fluency are considered to be discrimination on a basis of
their national origin. Thus, Title VI provides protection of language rights and language access
for individuals with a limited English proficiency at the domestic level.
SECTION TWO provides general information about Title VI regulations that relate to
language access for persons with a limited English proficiency. Title VI obligations are binding
on all entities that receive federal financial assistance, which includes federal, state, and local
agencies. The Section explains the obligations of both grantors of federal funds as well as
recipients of federal funds. Any agency that grants or makes sub-grants of federal funds is
required to monitor its recipients. Similarly, recipient grantees or sub-grantees are obligated to
report to the entity or entities that provide them with federal funds. The statute, its related
regulatory scheme, executive orders, and case law discussed in this Section provide detailed
guidance as to when agencies are obligated to comply with Title VI and its provisions, the
language access assistance options an entity must provide to be in compliance with Title VI, and
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the monitoring and enforcement process that is used to ensure recipients of federal funds are
providing the requisite language access to persons with limited English proficiency.
SECTION THREE: LANGUAGE ACCESS IN NORTH CAROLINA
SECTION THREE provides an assessment of language access in select areas: public safety,
transportation, workforce and employment, and health care. The state and local agencies that
operate in these areas provide services that are essential to the day-to-day well-being of persons
with a limited English proficiency. These are also some of the agencies that will be in the most
frequent contact with persons that have a limited English proficiency. Thus, language barriers
that preclude a person with a limited English proficiency from accessing the services provided by
these agencies are not only unlawful, but impair the functioning of a well-ordered community for
all residents. SECTION THREE explains the importance of the agencies and their services to
individuals with a limited English proficiency and the larger communities, seeks to identify
current practices, and offers recommendations with regard to full and meaningful compliance.
The Section also provides example protocols drawn from the effective practices used by the New
York City Mayor’s Office on Immigrant Affairs and offers suggestions as to how agencies and
municipalities can comply with their legal obligations as efficiently and effectively as possible.
This part of the section additionally provides general language access recommendations for
North Carolina state and local government agencies.
The next part of SECTION THREE explains the work of the Building Integrated
Communities (BIC) Initiative and efforts to foster immigrant integration into the municipality’s
community with an emphasis on improving language accessibility. This part of the Section
begins with background information on the initiative and its goals and then examines two of
BIC’s municipality partnerships: High Point and Winston-Salem. It first discusses the role of
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Title VI in these municipalities and their current language practices under Title VI compliance
obligations. It then provides an overview of the exemplary efforts of these two cities in their
partnership with BIC. These examples demonstrate the changes that can be effected when
municipalities and their leaders participate in initiatives that promote language access not only as
a means to achieve Title VI compliance efforts but also as a contribution to a larger effort
towards community integration.
SECTION FOUR: SPECIAL POPULATIONS—UNACCOMPANIED MINORS
Part of this project for Building Integrated Communities and language rights focuses on a
particularly vulnerable population: unaccompanied minors. SECTION FOUR focuses on this subset
of BIC’s initiative. Recent migration waves from Central American countries and Mexico have
contributed to the state’s changing demographics. Media stories about the arrival of these
children have created the opportunity for communities to offer welcoming services while others
have manifested distrust if not hostility with regard to their presence. Given the vulnerability of
these children and their imprecise and changing or evolving legal status, communities should
have the benefit of the facts of their arrival, as well as information about their rights, including
language rights, as they take up residence in our communities. Thus, Section Four provides
information about the background and context for the recent wave of immigrant children,
information about agencies that may be required to assist them while they are in the custody of
the Office of Refugee Settlement, and the services to which they may need and may be entitled
once they are released to sponsors and take up residence in North Carolina’s towns and cities.
It is hoped that the information in this report will create stronger, more vibrant, and more
humane communities.

5

INTRODUCTION
The Limited English Proficient (LEP) population in the United States has skyrocketed in
recent decades, and nearly nine percent of all United States residents—approximately twentyfive million individuals—have been deemed to be Limited English Proficient. 2 North Carolina is
no exception to this trend. Between 1990 and 2010, the LEP population in North Carolina grew
from 87,000 individuals to 430,000 individuals. 3 This 395 percent growth rate is the second
highest in the United States, 4 and it includes those who speak Spanish, Hindi, French, Chinese,
German, and Vietnamese, among many other languages. 5 As of 2011, nearly twenty languages
were spoken by at least five thousand people in North Carolina. 6
Language can often create social, economic, and cultural divisions within populations.
Language barriers represent perhaps one of the most notable obstacles that arise as foreign born
residents attempt to weave themselves into the tapestry of North Carolina communities. In North
Carolina, as elsewhere in the United States, persons with a limited English proficiency (LEPs) 7
often endure many disadvantages and are subjected to discriminatory practices. Language access
is the cornerstone of integrated communities. Without the ability to communicate, LEP
individuals will be unable to avail themselves of services to which they are entitled, information
that is critical to their well-being, and general participation in the economic and social fabric of

2

CHHANDASI PANDYA ET AL., NAT’L CTR. IMMIGRANT INTEGRATION POLICY, MIGRATION POLICY INST., LIMITED
ENGLISH PROFICIENT INDIVIDUALS IN THE UNITED STATES 1 (2011), available at
http://migrationpolicy.org/research/limited-english-proficient-individuals-united-states-number-share-growth-andlinguistic.
3
Id.
4
Id.
5
Rebecca Tippett, Top Ten Non-English Languages Spoken in North Carolina, CAROLINA POPULATION CTR., (Feb.
17, 2014), http://demography.cpc.unc.edu/2014/02/17/top-10-non-english-languages-spoken-in-north-carolina/.
6
Id.
7
ABA STANDARDS FOR LANGUAGE ACCESS IN COURTS 9 (2012) (“A limited English proficient (LEP) person is
someone who speaks a language other than English as his or her primary language and has a limited ability to read,
write, speak, or understand English.”).
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the communities where they reside. Thus, language access for these individuals is essential in
order for them to be able to enjoy the rights that they are entitled to as human beings.
The connection that language has to an individual’s cultural, ethnic and national origin
identity, the bias that minority language speakers can suffer when they are not proficient in
English, and the necessity of effective communication for individuals to be able to exercise many
of their basic rights links language accessibility to many multifaceted and complicated issues.
This report will explore the best ways to improve language access and protect linguistic
minorities while giving adequate consideration to these issues.

7

SECTION ONE: INTERNATIONAL & REGIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS NORMS & LANGUAGE ACCESS
This Section introduces international human rights and legal norms related to language
rights and language access and provides an overview of the various compliance issues that
govern municipalities. Under international human rights law, in addition to the development of
specific legal rights to language and language access, a culture-based approach is often used to
address language rights issues. The focus is on the protection of language minorities and their
cultural identities. 8 The United States and North Carolina are bound by many of these norms,
while others may serve as persuasive authority, and should be considered as good guidance.
The first part of the Section describes the human rights approach to language rights in
detail and explains the legal frameworks that support this approach at the international and
regional levels. It proceeds by providing information about the international and regional human
rights instruments that stipulate legal norms and principles related to protecting language rights.
It explains how these instruments function in the international and regional systems, and to what
extent they apply to the United States as binding or persuasive authority. The next part of the
Section describes the merits of the culture-based approach that the human rights system provides
for dealing with language rights. It does this by describing in detail a model provided by a
successful multilingual society that has taken this culture-based approach: the European Union.
The European Union’s international model provides a positive example of the application of the
culture-based approach to a society, and its successful practices provide useful guidance to other
societies.
I. HUMAN RIGHTS NORMS AND LANGUAGE ACCESS

8

See Gilman, infra note 13, at 15.
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International human rights law, as defined by international human rights treaties, is a
component of international law and applies to the United States. International law is binding on
U.S. state and federal courts through the Supremacy Clause of the U.S. Constitution. The U.S.
Supreme Court has recognized that the laws of the U.S. should be interpreted as consistent with
international law whenever possible. In a federalist system like the United States, national laws
are often implemented most meaningfully at the local level. Indeed, human rights treaties were
written with the expectation that they would be implemented regionally and locally. If states fail
to implement treaty provisions, the United States cannot, as a practical matter, meet its
obligations under these treaties.
Sources of international human rights law such as treaties, which the United States has
not signed, nonetheless serve as persuasive authority in U.S. courts and can bolster arguments
based on domestic law. They set forth standards that agencies and especially courts might
consider influential in determining the parameters of language rights. As demonstrated below,
many of these human rights norms govern standards related to language access and language
rights.
International Human Rights, Human Dignity, and Language Rights
“Human rights” refers to the “basic rights and freedoms to which all humans are
entitled,” 9 such as the right to life and liberty, freedom of expression, and equality before the
law. Human rights also consist of social, cultural and economic rights, including the right to
participate in culture, the right to food, the right to work, and the right to education. Language
rights are more broadly understood to ensure and protect human communication and expression.
They are intrinsically linked to a person’s rights to individual consciousness and cultural identity.

9

Universal Declaration of Human Rights, G.A. Res. 217A, U.N. GAOR, 3d Sess., 1st plen. mtg., U.N. Doc A/810
(Dec. 12, 1948) [hereinafter ‘UDHR’].

9

In addition, language access can inhibit or foster an individual’s full exercise of all the other
basic human rights that are listed above. The inadequate protection of language rights or
provisions of language access can lead to injurious discrimination. In light of these
considerations, language rights and language access are ultimately essential to the adequate
protection of human dignity and human rights.
In the aftermath of World War II, the United Nations (U.N.) founding nations resolved to
make the protection and promotion of human rights a priority. In 1948, the U.N. General
Assembly promulgated the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) and declared that
“respect for human rights and human dignity is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in
the world.” 10 The UDHR is considered the foundation for many human rights treaties. Over the
years, a network of human rights instruments and oversight mechanisms has been established to
ensure the promotion of human rights and to confront human rights violations anywhere they
arise.
Many international human rights treaties and norms focus on the protection and
promotion of language minorities and their cultural identity. 11 The UDHR, International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), International Convention on the Elimination of
All Forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD), International Covenant on Economic, Social, and
Cultural Rights (ICESCR), Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to National or
Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities, and other U.N. treaty bodies comprise the
international laws and mechanisms that have been developed to protect human rights. 12 These
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Id.
See supra note 9.
12
The United States has signed and ratified some treaties and have committed to their obligations but other treaties
to which the government has not ratified still hold persuasive value as a reflection of customary international law or
widely-held international norms.
11

10

instruments address directly or indirectly the importance of non-discrimination of language
minorities and the promotion of language rights for all as part of their cultural identity and
inherent human dignity. Although there are no international human rights treaties solely devoted
to language rights, many, the majority of these human rights instruments and mechanisms deal
with cultural rights and “closely connect language rights with culture.” 13 Human rights norms
further place obligations upon “States to protect and promote the languages and cultural identity
of minority language speakers.” 14
Since the U.N. human rights system is the “universal” human rights law regime, its
treatment of language rights best captures the approach of international human rights law to
language rights. 15 The U.N. system contains an unambiguous expression of the “culture-based
approach” to the language rights analysis that is primarily used under international law. 16 Under
the sphere of “international human rights law, language and cultural identity are inextricably
intertwined, and language rights claims mist be viewed in this light.” 17 There are three
fundamental prongs to the culture-based approach to language rights in international human
rights law. First, language rights “ensure fair and proper treatment of traditionally repressed
minorities.” 18 Fair and proper treatment further removes the potential for conflict in multiethnic
communities and thus brings peace, stability and most importantly security. 19 Second, “language
rights are intended to guarantee the general civil rights of individuals.” 20 The majority of human

13

Denise Gilman, A "Bilingual" Approach to Language Rights: How Dialogue Between U.S. and International
Human Rights Law May Improve the Language Rights Framework, 24 HARV. HUM. RTS. J. 1, 12.
14
Id.
15
See UDHR, supra note 9.
16
In contrast to the international culture-based approach, the United States has generally approached the language
rights’ analysis within the framework of Civil Rights, specifically the right to non-discrimination.
17
See Gilman, supra note 13, at 11.
18
Id.
19
Id.
20
Id. at 12.
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rights instruments prohibit discrimination on the basis of language. 21 Third, language rights
“seek to guarantee diversity and promotion of multiple cultural identities in a society.” 22 Under
the culture-based approach, international human rights norms demand the opposite of obligatory
assimilation, by promoting language diversity, diverse identities, and multiculturalism.
1. Universal Declaration of Human Rights
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights serves as a model for domestic constitutions,
laws, regulations, and policies that protect fundamental human rights. In its Preamble, it claims
to be a “common standard of achievement for all peoples and all nations.” 23 The UDHR is a
progressive instrument that aspires to “secure [the] universal and effective recognition and
observance” of the human rights contained in it. 24 It clearly urges all States to implement the
assurances of these human rights at the domestic level, and explicitly states that, “human rights
should be protected by the rule of law.” 25 The UDHR has been and will continue to be a primary
source of global human rights standards. Practically every international human rights instrument
contains at least a reference to the UDHR, as do many declarations adopted unanimously or by
consensus by the U.N. General Assembly. 26
The UDHR covers the range of human rights in thirty articles. The first two articles lay
the universal foundation of human rights: human beings are equal because of their shared
essence of human dignity. Human rights are universal, not because of any State or international
organization, but because they belong to all of humanity. Article 1 declares “all human beings
are born equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience and should

21

Id.
Id.
23
See UDHR, supra note 9.
24
Id.
25
Id.
26
Human Rights, International Instruments: Chart of Ratifications as at 30 June 1994, Secretariat Centre for Human
Rights, U.N. Doc. ST/HR/4/Rev.10 (1994).
22
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act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood.” 27 Article 2 sets out the basic principle of
equality and non-discrimination with regard to the enjoyment of human rights and fundamental
freedoms. It forbids “distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion,
political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status.” 28
The first cornerstone of the UDHR is Article 3, which proclaims the right to life, liberty
and security of a person, is a right essential to the enjoyment of all other rights. Article 22,
another principle foundation, introduces economic, social and cultural rights, which are
discussed in more detail in Articles 23-27. The Article sets out these rights, and states that
everyone is entitled to them “as a member of society.” 29 It further characterizes these rights as
indispensable for human dignity and the free development of personality, and indicates that they
are to be realized through national efforts and international cooperation. 30
Eleanor Roosevelt, Chairman of the U.N. Commission on Human Rights during the
drafting of the UDHR, stated that:
Taken as a whole, the Delegation of the United States believes that this is a good
document – even a great document – and we propose to give it our full support. [...] In
giving our approval to the Declaration today it is of primary importance that we keep
clearly in mind the basic character of the document. It is not a treaty; it is not an
international agreement. It is not and does not purport to be a statement of law or of legal
obligation. It is a Declaration of basic principles of human rights and freedoms [....] This
Universal Declaration of Human Rights may well become the international Magna Carta
of all men everywhere. 31
The words from Eleanor Roosevelt clearly state that the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
while not a formal treaty, is a “global testament of humanity” giving the document persuasive

27

See UDHR, supra note 9, at art. 1.
Id. at art. 2.
29
Id. at art. 3.
30
Id. at art. 22.
31
Eleanor Roosevelt, Delegate, United Nations General Assembly Meeting (Dec. 10, 1948), available at
http://www.americanrhetoric.com/speeches/eleanorrooseveltdeclarationhumanrights.htm.
28
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authority of the highest moral value with implications for the federal government as well as
states and localities.
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights explicitly addresses language rights in
Article 2, by stipulating that basic principles of equality and nondiscrimination forbid distinction
on the basis of language. 32 However, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights is also
connected to language rights by its provisions concerning human dignity. The UDHR sets forth
that:
…the inherent dignity and…the equal and inalienable rights of all
members of the human family [are] the foundation of freedom,
justice and peace in the world… [The] peoples of the United
Nations have in the Charter reaffirmed their faith in fundamental
human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person and
in the equal rights of men and women. 33

Human dignity is a fundamental right to be universally enjoyed by all persons, without
discrimination on any basis. Human dignity is an important underlying principle in the language
access movement, “for human dignity is quashed when an individual lacks the ability to
understand or be understood in the face of rights violations,” 34 or when an individual does not
have due regard given to their cultural identity. Furthermore, inadequate language access places
limitations on an individual’s exercise of their social, economic, and cultural rights, as defined
by the UDHR.
2. International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

32

See UDHR, supra note 9 at art. 2. (“Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this
Declaration, without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion,
national or social origin, property, birth or other status.”).
33
Id. at pmbl.
34
Julia Alanen, Language Access is an Empowerment Right: Deprivation of plenary language Access Engenders an
Array of Grave Rights Violations, 1 INT’L LEGAL STUDIES PROGRAM 93 (2009), available at
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1578607.
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The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) is a U.N. treaty based
on the UDHR and further elaborates on the civil and political rights and freedoms listed in the
UDHR. 35 The United States ratified the ICCPR in June 1992. By end of 2001, it had been
ratified by 147 states. The ICCPR (along with the ICESCR discussed later) forms the bedrock of
international legal protections of human rights, including language rights, and is one of the
principle U.N. treaties that explicitly links human rights to language and cultural identity.
The ICCPR is divided into five parts; it contains fifty-three articles that cover the range
of civil and political human rights recognized in international law. Part 1 recognizes the rights of
all peoples to self-determination, including the right to “freely determine their political status,”
pursue economic, social and cultural goals, and manage and dispose of their own resources. 36
Part 2 requires the rights of individuals to be recognized “without distinction of any kind, such as
race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property,
birth or other status.” 37 Part 3 lists the rights themselves. 38 These include rights to liberty and
security, in the form of freedom from arbitrary arrest and detention; 39 procedural fairness in law,
in the form of rights to due process, a fair and impartial trial and the presumption of innocence; 40
individual liberty, in the form of the freedoms of movement, thought, conscience and religion,
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speech, association and assembly, family rights, the right to a nationality, and the right to
privacy; 41 non-discrimination, minority rights and equality before the law. 42
The ICCPR links language and cultural identity in the treaty’s clear expression of the
protection of the rights of language minorities contained in Article 27. 43 Article 27 of the
ICCPR provides that:
“In those States in which ethnic, religious or linguistic
minorities exist, persons belonging to such minorities
shall not be denied the right in community with the
other members of their group, to enjoy their own culture,
to profess and practice their own religion, or to use their own language.” 44
Article 27 further grants persons belonging to minorities the right to national, ethnic, religious or
linguistic identity, or a combination thereof, and to preserve the characteristics, which they wish
to maintain and develop. 45 In General Comment 23 to the ICCPR, the U.N. Human Rights
Committee noted that Article 27 “establishes rights of minority groups, including language
rights, which are distinct from other rights established in the ICCPR, such as the right to be free
from discrimination on the basis of language and the right to freedom of speech.” 46 The
Comment further states that the protections provided by this Article are intended to ensure “the
survival and continued development of the cultural, religious and social identities of the
minorities concerned.” 47
Article 14 of the ICCPR is also significant for language rights. Article 14.1 of the ICCPR
guarantees that “[a]ll persons shall be equal before the courts and tribunals,” and Article 14.3(f)
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guarantees “the free assistance of an interpreter if he cannot understand or speak the language
used in court.” 48 Providing assurances that all individuals will have the equal ability to
understand and to be understood in the judicial system is an essential part of the very premise of
civil and political rights and principles of equality. Depriving individuals of language access in
the judicial realm essentially denies them the use of the justice system, leaves their fundamental
interests vulnerable without the protection of the justice system, and violates the principles of
non-discrimination and equality before the law.
States that have ratified the ICCPR, including the United States, are obliged to ensure that
“individuals under their jurisdiction enjoy their rights; this may require specific action to correct
inequalities to which minorities are subjected.” 49 U.S. state and local governments are subject to
the ICCPR, as well as all government entities and agencies. The ICCPR also applies to private
contractors who carry out government functions. At ratification of the ICCPR, the United States
included a Reservation, Understanding, and Declaration (RUD). The RUD stated that the treaty
“shall be implemented by the Federal Government to the extent that it exercises legislative and
judicial jurisdiction over the matters covered” by the treaty, “and otherwise by the state and local
governments” with support from the federal government for the fulfillment of the ICCPR. 50 This
RUD demonstrates the applicability of these obligations to all levels of government.
3. International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination
The International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination
(ICERD) 51 is another treaty adopted by the U.N. General Assembly and ratified by the United
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States. 52 It prohibits policies that have a discriminatory impact on people of color, even where
there is no intent to discriminate. It embodies an obligation not just to avoid policies with a
discriminatory impact, but also an affirmative responsibility to take action and redress racial
disparities in outcomes for people of color, both within government programs and in society at
large. 53 The ICERD goes well beyond the requirements of U.S. domestic law. 54 Nonetheless,
the treaty is binding on the States and the federal government under the Supremacy Clause of the
Constitution. It applies to all levels of government – federal, state and local.
The ICERD emphasizes that governments shall provide equal access to public service,
freedom of opinion and expression, freedom of peaceful assembly and association; and
economic, social and cultural rights, equal participation in cultural activities, and access to any
place or service intended for use by the general public. 55 Discrimination through inadequate
language access is inadvertent racial discrimination, which the ICERD aims to correct by urging
nation to enact legislation to combat racial discrimination. The right to cultural enjoyment and
access to services that is described in the ICERD implicates a necessary protection for language
rights. Individuals in minority populations that cannot communicate in the majority language are
frequently prevented from accessing many public services to which they are entitled unless there
are interpretation services or another available option that allows individuals to engage in
meaningful communication and mutual understanding.
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The Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD) is a body of
independent experts that monitors the implementation of the ICERD by its States Parties. 56
States that have signed and ratified the ICERD are obliged to submit regular reports to the
Committee on how the rights are being implemented. 57 The Committee publishes its
interpretation of “the content of human rights provisions, known as general recommendations, on
thematic issues and organizes thematic discussions.” 58
General Recommendation 21, issued by CERD on the right to self-determination
Compilation of General Comments and General Recommendations stated that “governments
should be sensitive towards the rights of persons of ethnic groups, particularly their right to lead
lives of dignity, to preserve their culture, to share equitably in the fruits of national growth, and
to play their part in the government of the country . . . .” 59 The Committee highlights that the
protection of individual rights without discrimination on racial, ethnic, or other grounds must
guide the policies of governments. 60 The CERD further notes in its recommendations that
governments should consider “vesting persons of ethnic or linguistic groups . . . with the right to
engage in such activities which are particularly relevant to the preservation of the identity of
such persons or groups.” 61 The recommendations expressly demonstrate that CERD supports and
asserts government’s role to affirmatively consider linguistic minorities and afford them their
rights by providing language accessibility without discrimination.
4. Other International Norms
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
56
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The International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) was
adopted by the U.N. General Assembly in 1966. 62

63

The ICESCR, together with the UDHR and

the ICCPR, described above, comprise what is known as, the “International Bill of Human
Rights.” 64 The ICESCR defines a broad set of rights related to the economic, social, and cultural
elements of life that states must provide to their citizens. It contains some of the most significant
international legal provisions establishing economic, social and cultural rights, including rights
related to just and favorable work conditions, social protection, an adequate standard of living,
the highest attainable standards of physical and mental health, education, and enjoyment of
cultural freedom. The ICESCR clearly states that every person is entitled to protection of their
rights without discrimination based on language, national or social origin. 65 The treaty’s
emphasis on language access demonstrates that without the ability to communicate, to be
understood, and to understand, all other rights in the treaty are rendered meaningless.
The Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR) is a body of
independent experts that monitors the implementation of the ICESCR by its States parties. 66 In
2009, CESCR issued Comment No. 20, which addressed Non-Discrimination in Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights. In this comment, CESCR specifically addressed discrimination on
the basis of language or regional accent. The Comment stated that disparate treatment based on
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language is closely linked to unequal treatment on the basis of national or ethnic origin.” 67 The
comment addressed that language barriers impeded on enjoyment of many rights explicitly
protected by the Covenant, they specifically cite Article 15, which guarantees the right to
participate in cultural life. The Committee therefore recommends that “information about public
services and goods, for example, should be available, as far as possible, also in languages spoken
by minorities and States parties should ensure that any language requirements relating to
employment and education are based on reasonable and objective criteria.” 68
Although, the United States signed the ICESCR, it has not ratified it. The ICESCR thus
has no legal authority in the United States or any of its municipalities. However, the ICESCR
offers persuasive authority, and is influential in the interpretation of other treaties and laws, as it
reflects international norms and in particular, is drawn from the UDHR.
Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious
and Linguistic Minorities
The Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious and
Linguistic Minorities is the only U.N. instrument that addresses the special rights of persons
belonging to minority groups. This Declaration not only safeguards the rights of persons
belonging to minorities to contribute to the political and social stability of the State, but it also
provides for the protection of the very existence and identity of minorities. The principles
contained in the Declaration apply to persons belonging to minorities in addition to the
universally recognized human rights guaranteed in other international instruments, such as
ICCPR, CERD, and the UDHR.
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Traditionally, minorities have been identified as “a non-dominant group of individuals
who share certain national, ethnic, religious or linguistic characteristics which are different from
those of the majority population.” 69 The plain and most accepted understanding of what is a
minority is quite straightforward, “it is a group of people who believe they have a common
identity, based on culture/ethnicity, language or religion, which is different from that of a
majority group around them [emphasis added].” 70 The Declaration’s Preamble clearly and
repeatedly states that its purpose is to ensure the protection, promotion, and realization of the
rights of persons belonging to national or ethnic, religious, and linguistic minorities, as these
rights are defined by international human rights instruments. 71
The Declaration contains Articles that directly protect linguistic minorities from
differential treatment and emphasizes that language rights are intended to guarantee the general
civil rights of individuals. 72 It accordingly requires States to protect and promote the rights of
persons belonging to minorities. 73 The Declaration establishes the government’s responsibility
to foster minority languages by requiring governments not only to protect the “linguistic identity
of minorities” but also to “encourage conditions for the promotion of that identity.” 74 It further
requires States to implement measures that “enable persons belonging to minorities to express
their characteristics and to develop their culture, language, religion, traditions, and customs.” 75
This includes language rights and language access for those who do not speak the majority
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language. When minorities are able to use their own languages, benefit from services, and take
full part in the political and economic life of the communities where they live, they can begin to
achieve the full human status that majorities take for granted, which is the goal of the
Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic
Minorities. The United States has not signed nor ratified the Declaration on the Rights of
Persons Belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities. Although the
Declaration has no legally binding force on the United States or any of its state or local
governments, it contains persuasive authority as it reflects international norms and the reflections
of the global community.
Inter-American System
The Inter-American System is one of the three regional systems for the protection of
human rights, and is responsible for monitoring and ensuring implementation of human rights
guarantees in the thirty-five independent countries of the Americas that are members of the
Organization of American States (OAS). 76 The United States is a member and therefore has
obligations to comply with the various binding documents.
The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights also engages in a range of human
rights monitoring and promotion activities, while the Court may issue advisory opinions on
issues pertaining to the interpretation of the Inter-American instruments at the request of an
OAS organ or Member State. 77 The OAS has made it its mission to promote cultural
development and to achieve justice and peace. In order to achieve these goals the OAS has
created, signed and enforced the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man and the
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American Convention on Human Rights. Both of these international instruments address
language rights and have persuasive influence in the global context and in the United States.
OAS Charter
In 1951, the Charter of the Organization States, which entered into force established the
Organization of American States. The OAS focuses on the fundamental rights of individuals
without discrimination on the bases of race, nationality, creed or sex. This framework led to the
establishment of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, the American Declaration
on the Rights and Duties, and the American Convention on Human Rights. 78 The basic
principles of human rights, noted in the provisions of Article 2 of the OAS Charter, bear on
language rights. As noted above, language rights and language access enhances cooperation and
collaboration, assures the ability of individuals to protect their rights, and promotes cultural
identity; these principles are all embodied in the Charter’s provisions.
American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man
In 1948, the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man (American Declaration)
was adopted by OAS Member States. 79 During the development of the American Declaration, the
OAS Member States acknowledged that “the dignity of the individual, and their national
constitutions recognize that juridical and political institutions, which regulate life in human society,
have as their principal aim the protection of the essential rights of man and the creation of
circumstances that will permit him to achieve spiritual and material progress and attain
happiness....” 80 The OAS further added that “ [t]he American States have on repeated occasions
recognized that the essential rights of man are not derived from the fact that he is a national of a
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certain state, but are based upon attributes of his human personality.”81 The intention of the
American States was to create a guide for the protection of the rights of “man” based on their shared
condition as human beings.
The Preamble of the American Declaration notes that “since culture is the highest social and
historical expression of that spiritual development, it is the duty of man to preserve, practice and
foster culture by every means within his power.”82 By granting the right to have and develop one’s
own culture, it provides for the right of people to keep and maintain their own language. Article XIII
grants the right for every person to “take part in the cultural life of the community, to enjoy the arts,
and to participate in the benefits that result from intellectual progress, especially scientific
discoveries.”83 Additionally, the American Declaration affirms the duty to regard culture and all
cultural attributes with the highest respect. Providing a person with basic services in the language
they understand is one method that promotes respect and ensures the dignity of human beings of
diverse cultures. Furthermore, it allows for equal treatment, a protection guaranteed under the
American Declaration, regardless of the language that a person speaks.
The American Declaration is not a legally binding treaty; however, the jurisprudence of both
the Inter-American Court of Human Rights and the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights
hold it to be a source of binding international obligations for the Member States of the OAS. 84
American Convention on Human Rights
The American Convention on Human Rights (American Convention) established a
framework and system of personal liberty and social justice based on respect for the essential
rights of all persons. Twenty-five of the thirty-five states in the OAS have ratified the American
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Convention, thereby contracting to observe the twenty-six rights it enumerates. The United
States is not a State Party to the American Convention, and has not accepted the jurisdiction of
the Inter-American Court on Human Rights. It is debated whether or not the American
Convention still has binding effect on the United States as an OAS Member and a participant in
the Inter-American system, since the Inter-American system has accepted the provisions of the
American Convention as enforceable principles. Nevertheless, it is well accepted that the
American Convention has persuasive authority in the United States.
The American Convention’s enumerated rights include: the right to life, humane
treatment, freedom from slavery, personal liberty, a fair trial, privacy, assembly, property, and
freedom of religion. 85 The American Convention sets forth the rights protected and empowers
two bodies, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights and the Inter-American Court of
Human Rights to monitor, to implement, and to enforce those rights. 86
Article 1 of the American Convention contains the general principle of nondiscrimination
by granting that all persons, within the jurisdiction of the American states signed onto, and
ratified, to the convention, protection of any discrimination on the bases of “race, colour, sex,
language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, economic status, birth, or
any other social condition [emphasis added].” 87 Article 8 of the Convention grants the right of
“every person accused of a serious crime has the right to be presumed innocent” and “the right of
the accused to be assisted without charge by a translator or interpreter, if he does not understand
or does not speak the language of the tribunal or court [emphasis added].” 88 This provision
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protects linguistic rights to the extent required by considerations of due process. The American
Convention addresses language rights in these two contexts, echoing other international
instruments nondiscrimination based on language and requiring language access for every person
accused of a criminal offense that does not speak the majority language.
II. THE EUROPEAN UNION AND LANGUAGE ACCESS
The European Union provides inspiring examples of the utilization of international
human rights principles to expand language rights and language access. Since World War II,
international treaties and other legal instruments focusing on regional and minority languages, as
well as the speakers of such languages, have multiplied on the world stage. 89 In the European
Union (EU) specifically, as a “multicultural entity composed of other multicultural entities,” an
emerging policy of protecting the inherent linguistic diversity of its member states and citizens
exemplifies the ever-growing cultural norms upon which the EU is built: “unbiased
coexistence.” 90 The proliferation of the EU’s support for cultural and language diversity has not
been instantaneous, but rather gradual, consisting of landmark court cases as well as an intricate
treaty framework.
The EU’s commitment to extending language rights is manifested in gradually emerging
judicial developments. For example, the European Court of Justice, in Criminal Proceedings
against Horst Otto Bickel and Ulrich Franz, did not solidify its progressive stance in regards to
language rights protection until 1998. 91 In this case, the court’s noteworthy precedent required a
country who had granted its own citizens the right to have criminal proceedings conducted
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against them in a particular language to extend this language access right to foreign citizens. 92
While the court’s decision was limited in scope, i.e., it granted language access to citizens and
foreign individuals only for the minority languages already admitted in courts of the host
nation, 93 it was a first step in recognizing that linguistic minorities have certain rights that ought
to be protected by EU member countries. 94
In addition to court cases, Europe’s treaty developments have also expanded the rights to
full language access. 95 These developments include the European Charter of Fundamental
Rights, the Council of Europe's Framework Convention for the Protection of National
Minorities, as well as the Council of Europe's European Charter for Regional and Minority
Languages. 96 While the EU model is not flawless or complete, it has significantly advanced
language rights and serves as a model for what can be achieved in the United States and North
Carolina specifically. Building Integrated Community partners and similar initiatives would be
well-served to become acquainted with the protocols and practices to determine what might be
adapted and adopted here at home.
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European Treaty Framework
European Charter for Regional and Minority Languages
Within the ever-expanding international jurisprudence regarding language protection, and
in order to preserve linguistic diversity in the European Union, the European Charter for
Regional and Minority Languages (ECRML) has been a successful initiative. 98 This
international treaty is considered by many to be the “most comprehensive and detailed
international treaty” in regards to the protection and advancement of language rights. 99 “The
Charter is supervised by the Council of Europe and adopted by many EU Member states.”
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comparison to other international protections for language rights, the ECRML more fully
promotes multilingual societies, equal citizenship, and the integration of linguistic minorities. 101
The ECRML focuses only on linguistic rights and requires the implementation of
specifically defined measures, which are documented in Part III of the charter. 102 Within Part
III, Articles 8 through 14 “specify obligations for states in the fields of education, 103 law, 104
public administration, 105 media, 106 culture and economic and social life”. 107 Parties to the
charter must implement at least half of the approximately seventy obligations contained in the
document. 108 The document is flexible in that states can choose freely among the multitude of
obligations and does not require immediate compliance with the obligations, but rather supports
gradual change. 109 This flexibility has been criticized as providing too much discretion to
member states. However, in order to enact any change in Europe’s “complex and diverse
linguistic landscape,” flexibility may be an advantage, if not a necessity. 110
In order to hold parties to the charter accountable, the ECRML consists of a monitoring
system where, under Article 15, states must provide a report regarding the fulfillment of their
obligations under the charter no later than one year after ratification. 111 Article 15 also requires
parties to provide follow-up reports every three years after this initial report has been
submitted. 112 The reports are then reviewed by independent experts who subsequently submit
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their conclusions to the Council of Ministers 113 after also considering information from
organizations in the state representing regional and minority language speakers and in person
“on-the-spot-visits.” 114 This reporting process is the sole procedure for monitoring states—
“[t]he ECRML makes no provision for either individual or inter-state complaints,” making it a
“non-judicial mechanism.” 115 Consequently, the monitoring process is not without its flaws—a
country that does not comply is merely given a list of recommended actions. 116 Nevertheless,
the process is important for the protection of language rights because it allows member countries
to be held publicly accountable for the obligations imposed by the ECRML. 117
The provisions in the ECRML are very detailed and pro-active 118 and cover a range of
obligations with regard to regional and minority languages. 119 First and foremost, Article 1(a)
explicitly defines what regional and minority languages are for the purpose of the instrument—
“languages which are ‘traditionally used within a given territory of a State’ by nationals of the
State who form a group that is ‘numerically smaller than the rest of the State’s population.’” 120
Such languages, to fall under this definition, cannot be the same as the official languages of the
country, a form of dialect of the official languages, or the “languages of migrants.” 121
In regards to education under Article 8, the ECRML requires countries to make available
education at various levels “in the relevant regional or minority language,” as well as to “ensure
the teaching of the history and the culture . . . reflected by the regional or minority language.” 122
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Additionally, Article 9 emphasizes linguistic necessity rather than linguistic equality and requires
states “to allow speakers of the minority language to use [that language] in court and tribunal
hearings.” 123 Moreover, such a right to use the minority language in court does not only apply to
parties to the case, but also witnesses. 124 Specifically for criminal cases, the ECRML requires
proceedings to be conducted in the requested minority language through interpreters and
translation, guaranteeing an accused the basic human right to speak in the language of his or her
choice. 125
The covenant also refers to public services in Article 10 and requires “administrative
authorities to use the regional or minority languages,” 126 provide interpretation services, and
recruit or train public officials to comply with the language obligations. 127 Article 11 relates to
the media and requires parties to “ensure the creation of at least one radio station and one
television channel in the regional or minority language” and to “guarantee [the] freedom of direct
reception of radio and television broadcasts from neighbouring countries in a language used in
identical or similar form to a regional or minority language.” 128 Moreover, Article 12
“encourage[s] types of expression and initiative specific to regional or minority languages and
foster[s] the different means of access to works produced in these languages.” Finally, Article
13 relates to economic and social life by requiring states “to eliminate from their legislation any
provision prohibiting or limiting without justifiable reasons the use of regional or minority
languages in documents relating to economic or social life, particularly contracts of employment,
and . . . technical documents.” 129
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The Oslo Recommendations
The Oslo Recommendations derive from a number of legally binding international
instruments: the ICCPR, the Copenhagen Document on the Human Dimension of CSCE130, the
1992 UN Declaration, the Council of Europe’s Framework Convention for the Protection of
National Minorities, and the ECRML. 131 While the above instruments provide a general
foundation of rights upon which the Oslo Recommendations are based, the Oslo
Recommendations contain more precise language to better interpret these other instruments’
general, and often vague requirements regarding language rights. 132
The Oslo Recommendations focus first on the basic issue of identity with protections for
individuals’ names and the addresses where such people live. 133 Recommendation 1 states that
“persons belonging to national minorities have the right to use their personal names in their own
language according to their traditions and linguistic systems.” 134 The Recommendation goes on
to state that such names should be officially recognized and used by public authorities who shall
display local names, street names and other topographical indications in the minority language
when a significant amount of that language’s speakers demand such displays. 135
In addition to matters pertaining to language and identity, the Oslo Recommendations
also declare that every person has the basic right to use whatever language he or she chooses
when “professing and practising his or her own religion,” 136 and that people have the right to
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associate with others, in their preferred language, through NGOs, associations, and other
organizations. 137 The recommendations go further to recognize that state protection is required
to fully guarantee such language rights: “[t]he State may not discriminate against these entities
on the basis of language nor shall it unduly restrict the right of these entities to seek sources of
funding from the State budget, international sources or the private sector.” 138 The state is not
only prohibited from discriminating, but also has an affirmative duty to support cultural or social
activities undertaken by national minorities. 139
In the context of the media, Recommendations 8 and 9 grant national minorities the right
to “establish and maintain their own minority language media.” 140 Again, the state is a major
focus of the Recommendations, as the state regulation of media must be objective and nondiscriminatory. 141 The programming media must be impartial, and content editors should be
independent persons who speak the minority language as well. 142 In the economic realm, under
Recommendation 12, national minorities must be able to operate their private enterprises in a
minority language, 143 with the only exception to this general rule being that the official language
may be required when “a legitimate public interest” that relates “to the protection of workers or
consumers . . . in dealings between [an] enterprise and governmental authorities” can be
demonstrated. 144
The degree of language protection that is required under Recommendations 13, 14, and
15 is somewhat flexible in regards to contacts with administrative authorities and public services.
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The extent of language services such authorities must provide depends on the number of
minority language speakers present in a given area. 145 In areas where there are a large number of
national minorities who also express a desire for language access, “persons belonging to [the]
national minority shall have the right to acquire civil documents and certificates both in the
official language or languages of the State and in the language of the national minority in
question from regional and/or local public institutions.” 146 Furthermore, in localities with high
numbers of national minorities, administrative authorities must provide public services in the
minority language through adequate recruitment and training programs. 147
The Amsterdam Treaty
The Treaty of Amsterdam is unique in the sense that it amends the Maastricht Treaty as
well as the Treaties Establishing the European Communities and Certain Related Acts. 148
“[L]anguage is a raw material” in the EU, and the Amsterdam Treaty recognizes the “principle of
the equality of official and working languages.” 149 Adopted by EU member states in 1997 and
entered into force in 1999, 150 this document requires “[e]very citizen of the Union [to be able to]
write to any . . . institutions or bodies referred to” in the treaty “in one of the languages
mentioned in Article 248 and [to] have an answer in the same language.” 151 While these words
do not provide as much protection for language access or linguistic diversity as the other treaties
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previously mentioned, this simple statement does in fact represent a “symbolic recognition of
national sensitivities.” 152
In addition to the fact that a multitude of languages are mentioned in Article 248, which
provides EU citizens with a high probability of being able to use their language of choice in
writing to EU institutions, the treaty was also required to be “drawn up in a single original in the
Danish, Dutch, English, Finnish, French, German, Greek, Irish, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish and
Swedish languages,” with an acknowledgment that “the texts in each of these languages [are]
equally authentic.” 153
Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union
The Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (CFR) “sets out a whole range
of civil, political and social rights enjoyed by the EU’s citizens,” and “is divided into six
chapters: Dignity, Freedom, Solidarity, Equality, Citizenship and Justice, and covers everything
from workers' social rights to bioethics and the protection of personal data.” 154 Although many
of the rights contained in the charter can be found in other documents, the CFR is significant in
that it brings many of these rights together in one document. 155 For language rights purposes,
Article 21 prohibits “[a]ny discrimination based on . . . sex, race, colour, ethnic or social origin,
genetic features, language, religion or belief, political or any other opinion, membership of a
national minority, property, birth, disability, age or sexual orientation.” 156 As a legally binding
instrument, EU citizens can use the language of Article 21 “to challenge any decision taken by
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EU institutions, or by member state[s] implementing EU law” 157 that has infringed on the right to
be free from discrimination based on “language” or “membership of a national minority.” 158
The European Court of Human Right’s Influence on Language Access
The European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) oversees the implementation of the
European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and fundamental freedoms which was
adopted in 1950 and subsequently entered into force in 1953. 159 The convention deals with a
number of rights and liberties including the right to life, freedom, and security; respect for
private and family life; freedom of expression; freedom of thought, conscience and religion; fair
trials in civil and criminal cases; and prohibits the death penalty; torture or inhuman or degrading
treatment; slavery and forced labor; and discrimination. 160
Specifically, in regards to language rights, the convention protects a person’s “right to
respect for his private and family life, his home and his correspondence” in Article 8, to freely
express himself under Article 10, to be informed “in a language which he understands, of the
reasons for his arrest and the charge against him” under Article 5, to be informed “in a language
which he understands . . . of the nature and cause of the accusation against him” at trial under
Article 6, and for “the enjoyment of the rights and freedoms set forth in [the] [c]onvention [to] be
secured without discrimination on any ground such as sex, race, colour, language, religion,
political or other opinion, national or social origin, association with a national minority, property,
birth or other status” under Article 14. 161
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The European Court of Human Rights has, in interpreting the convention, “recognised an,
‘emerging international consensus . . . [regarding] the special needs of minorities and an
obligation to protect their security, identity, and lifestyle.’” 162 Within several years, the court has
created precedent for linguistic minorities and foreign citizens under various rights protected by
the convention: 163 the protection of names, prisoners’ language rights, freedom of expression, as
well as language rights in the educational and political contexts. While such case law deals with
fact-specific scenarios, the court’s rulings exemplify a gradual move towards enhanced
protection for linguistic minorities - a move that can inspire and create similar change back home
in the United States.
Protection of Names
Although Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights does not directly deal
with the national identity and languages as manifested in the names of individuals, the European
Court of Human Rights has held that names “fall within the scope of the right to private life.” 164
Specifically, the court has emphasized the importance of an individual’s right to be linked to his
or her family, to be identified, as well as to have a name that allows for communication and the
creation of relationships. 165 Through various cases, the court has generally protected a parent’s
right to name his or her child, the right for a person to change his or her name, as well as a
person’s chosen linguistic form of his or her name under Article 8 of the European Convention
on Human Rights (ECHR). 166
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To provide protection for the linguistic form of names, the court has “recognize[d] that
amendments to the name as a consequence of its adjustment to another alphabet, another
language, or due to grammatical requirements may interfere with the right to private life under
Article 8 [of the] ECHR.” 167 However, the court has not afforded complete protection in this
area due to its acknowledgment that states have a certain interest in promoting the official
language as well as requiring official documents to be in line with “grammatical and
orthographic requirements of [the] language.” 168 Nonetheless, even with such restrictions, the
court’s holdings provide an excellent example of realizable change. 169
The court has furthermore provided protection to parents’ rights to name their children as
they wish. 170 Specifically, the court has held that “[t]he denial of a request to register a certain
name is an interference with the right to private life, [unless] justified pursuant to Article 8 para
2.” 171 For example, in Johansson v. Finland, authorities refused to register a couple’s child
under the name they requested based on the Finnish Name Act which prohibits the acceptance of
names that are “incompatible with domestic naming practice.” 172 The court ruled that Finland
was in clear violation of Article 8 of the ECHR, making a strong statement that the right to name
a child is a parent’s basic human right. 173
Furthermore, the ECHR, in Burghartz v. Switzerland, found a violation of Article 14,
which prohibits discrimination based on a couple’s request to change their names. 174 In that
case, a recently married couple decided to use the last name of the wife, who was a German
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citizen, as the family name with the addition of the husband’s name, who was a Swiss citizen, in
accordance with German law. 175 Although Swiss authorities denied this registration request, the
court held that Swiss authorities could not refuse to register the couple under their chosen name
just because the law in Switzerland “did not provide a basis for a male spouse to add his original
name to the family name” as German law does. 176 The case’s significance lies in the court’s
assumption that an individual’s choice of name and surname is a linguistic minority’s basic
human right—“[n]ames and surnames constitute a means of identifying persons within their
families and the community, and as such are an inseparable part of private and family life.” 177
The spelling of forenames has also been challenged. In 2001, Güzel Erdagöz brought an
action in Turkey in order to rectify the spelling of her forename. 178 The basis of her claim was
her assertion that she had always been called Gözel instead of Güzel by friends and family. 179
The Turkish court refused her claim, holding that “the spelling that the applicant wished to use
was based on regional pronunciation and did not appear in the dictionary.” 180 Erdagöz took her
case to the ECHR, alleging that her name had been “Turkicised” and that this was discrimination
based on language and membership of the Kurdish minority group. 181
The ECHR staunchly agreed with Erdagöz, unanimously holding that a violation of
Article 8 in the European Convention on Human Rights, protecting the “right to respect for
private and family life,” had occurred, meaning that an examination under Article 14, which
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prohibits discrimination based on language, was not necessary. 182 This exemplified an important
recognition by the court that fundamental family rights are linked to language rights. 183
Language Rights of Prisoners
The European Court of Human Rights has also recognized the need to protect the right of
prisoners to correspond freely in their chosen language under Article 8 of the convention in
Mehmet Nuri Özen and others v. Turkey. 184 In that case, prison authorities refused to send
prisoners’ letters to certain addresses due to their inability to understand the Kurdish language
and failure to translate into Turkish. 185 The court ruled that such interference with an applicant’s
form of communication was in violation of the law under Articles 8 and 14, 186 and the “right to
respect for private and family life correspondence.” 187 The court based its holding on the ground
that there was “no legal basis for the refusal to dispatch prisoners’ letters written in Kurdish,”
and in effect, broadened its previous “restrictive case-law on the issue.” 188 The court formerly
held in Senger v. Germany that German authorities’ decision to prevent Russian letters from
being sent to a prisoner who had dual German and Russian Nationality from an author who also
had dual nationality was “necessary for the prevention of disorder and crime.” 189 Again, even
though the holding in Mehmet was not a huge leap in terms of linguistic rights, it represents a
small step that the United States can model its own court decisions after.
Right to Freedom of Expression in One’s Own Language
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Linguistic rights have also been protected under Article 10 of the European Convention
on Human Rights in Ulusoy and Others v. Turkey, 190 where the court deemed it to be a violation
of the right to freedom of expression to ban the Kurdish production of a play in a municipal
building. 191 In this case, the applicants acted as part of a theater group wishing to perform a
Kurdish-language production of a play and were refused authorization for this performance by
the Regional Governor’s Office. 192 The court based its holding on the fact that “[t]he ban on
staging the play had amounted to an interference with the applicants’ right to freedom of
expression,” therefore, the interference “could not be considered necessary in a democratic
society.”
Linguistic Rights in Education
Although Article 2 of Protocol No. 1, granting the right to education, does not directly
deal with language rights or even “specify the language in which education must be conducted in
order [for] the right to education [to] be respected,” the court has in fact developed case law
protecting language rights in the educational arena. 193 For example, in Irfan Temel and Others v.
Turkey, eighteen students were suspended from a university for two terms as a result of their
request to introduce optional Kurdish language classes. 194 The ECHR extended Article 2 of
Protocol No. 1, which merely upholds a person’s right to education, in order to protect the
students’ requests to become educated in other languages. 195 Similarly, in Cyprus v. Turkey, the
court found a violation of Article 2 of Protocol No. 1, “in respect of Greek Cypriots living in
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northern Cyprus in so far as no Greek-language secondary-school facilities were available to
them, after having completed their primary schooling in Greek language.” 196
Linguistic Rights in Political or Institutional Contexts
The ECHR has also vindicated language rights in to political
and institutional contexts. In the case of Podkolzina v. Latvia, 197 the court connected the right to
free elections under Article 3 of Protocol No. 1 with linguistic rights. 198 In Podkolzina, a
member of the Russian-speaking minority was eliminated from a list for parliamentary elections
for the sole reason that the candidate was not sufficiently fluent in the official language. 199 The
court’s decision was far from “reach[ing] an opinion on the choice of the working language of a
national parliament,” because its holding was based on the elimination procedure’s
incompatibility with the convention’s fairness and legal certainty requirement. 200 Nonetheless,
the ECHR took a step in the right direction, and at the minimum, recognized that the right to free
elections could not be compromised by the practice of striking a candidate for failing to have
adequate knowledge of the country’s official language.
Mercator Network
One additional way in which the EU has focused on language access is through
the Mercator European Network of Language Diversity Centres. 201 This project is funded by the
EU and aims to “connect[] multilingual communities across Europe, promot[e] knowledge
sharing and facilitate structured exchange of best practice[s] and cutting edge initiatives through
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its programme of activities.” 202 The network’s goal is to improve language vitality through the
analysis of “language visibility as well as cultural, economic and social opportunities for
language use” 203 and to “elaborate different strategic tools in order to help to transform the
conceptual formulation of, and social response to, the current linguistic arrangements.” 204
The project consists of diverse participants, including academic language experts, policymakers, grass roots organizations, media experts, international law experts, students, civil
society, and a multitude of others. 205 In turn, these participants present and discuss important
topics including “the analyses of minority language in education, the interconnection and
independencies between the media and minority languages, and the role of legislation in
enhancing linguistic diversity.” 206
With its achievements summarized in annual reports, the Mercator Network has
strengthened the notion that the diverse languages of Europe must be maintained while enhanced
cooperation among experts representing various minority groups allows for superior best
practices knowledge as well as effective solutions. 207 An example of such cooperation includes
powerful lobbying with a demand for more information on language diversity and access, as well
as connections between the Network and several projects operating on a European scale. 208
These projects include the “Multilingual Early Language Transmission (MELT), the project on
Bilingualism, Identity and the Media (BIM), the project Poliglotti4.eu, and the project Language
Rich Europe.” 209 Remarkably, the European Commission has taken notice of the Mercator
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Network’s expertise and events to become better informed about trends in minority language
rights. 210
III. RECOMMENDATIONS BASED ON INTERNATIONAL & REGIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS
PRINCIPLES
Deprivation of language rights undermines human dignity and exacerbates minorities’
innate vulnerabilities. Additionally, it harms society as a whole by impeding the efficacy of
essential institutions i.e. healthcare and judicial systems, and ultimately causes the
marginalization of minority populations. Although the recognition of an individual’s right to
non-discrimination is an important part of fostering language rights and language access, North
Carolina state and local governments must also provide language access and language rights in
order to protect basic human rights of minority populations, improve relationships between
different cultural identities, and efficiently integrate its communities. This policy report urges
local governments to utilize the human rights principles and international legal norms described
in this section in efforts to expand language rights and promote language access initiatives.
Furthermore, it encourages state and local governments to consider the EU’s characterization of
language as a basic human right consider, and the successful model that the EU provides, as a
guide for language access initiatives.
Applying Human Rights Principles at Home
Human rights will almost always be a local, state, national, and international concern. An
effective way that state and local legislatures can work towards equal language access for all
their residents is recognizing the value of framing local concerns through a human rights lens. 211
State and local governments have a unique and distinguishable role in ensuring that the United
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States complies with its international human rights obligations and meets the standards set by
international human rights norms. States have the capacity to implement these international
norms at the local level and to advocate for federal support and coordination of these efforts.
States can also contribute to compliance enforcement by “promoting the development and use of
other accountability structures at the federal, state, and local levels for human rights
compliance.” 212
However, the benefit of a human rights approach to local government decision-making
extends much further than its contribution to U.S. compliance with international human rights
obligations. The human rights framework is premised on the understanding of all human rights
as interconnected. Thus, this framework offers a unifying approach to multifaceted issues such as
language access and language rights for diverse immigrant populations. “Premised on the core
human rights principles of dignity and equality for all, human rights assessments foster a
deliberative approach to government decision-making, ensuring that government action enhances
equality and addresses discrimination in all its forms.” 213 “Using human rights as a baseline,
governments place equality, dignity and opportunity at the center of decision-making.” 214
Indeed, a number of jurisdictions in the United States have already begun to analyze proposed
policies and decisions in light of human rights principles. 215 Taking a human rights approach at
state and local levels can add much value to local decisions:
(1) Measure Impact: Human rights standards can serve as benchmarks to measure the
potential impact of existing and proposed policies and programs and help identify the
barriers to reaching intended beneficiaries, and steps to overcome them.
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(2) Foster Equal Outcomes: The human rights framework allows governments to develop
a clearer picture of how policies may affect different communities to ensure that basic
needs such as housing and education are met for all.
(3) Focus on Prevention Rather than Redress: Human rights assessments help
governments estimate how policies impact marginalized groups and address structural
causes of inequality through proactive measures. 216
If state and local governments take this approach to protecting the rights of their residents, it will
enhance efforts to address discrimination and foster equality.
The approach recognizes the value of creating communities of inclusion, promoting
human dignity, and protecting language rights at all levels of government. It creates a strong
foundation from which to advance language access initiatives across the spectrum of agencies
that provide public services. Ultimately, municipalities have the authority to apply human rights
principles in their decision-making process. In doing so, it will promote dignity, fairness and
equality for all people, and produce better outcomes for communities, as has been shown by the
European Union’s example.
The European Union Model for Advancing Language Rights as a Basic Human
Right
The European Union provides “a powerful symbol of the [] aspiration to be united in
diversity.” 217 It has, through its various initiatives, created bridges to other individuals and has
“open[ed] access to other countries and cultures, promoting mutual understanding” through the
facilitation of “access to services and rights, and [by] contribut[ing] to solidarity through
enhanced intercultural dialogue and social cohesion.” The United States and the European
Union are both becoming increasingly diverse regions and will only benefit from modeling
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language access strategies after one another’s successes while learning from and building on
each other’s failures.
The EU currently consists of over “500 million citizens, 28 Member States, 3 alphabets
and 24 official languages” with 60 other languages being spoken by certain groups in various
regions. 218 Additionally, over 175 nationalities make up the EU citizenry. 219 Analogously, the
rise of language diversity is increasingly present in the United States as a result of continued
immigration, language education, and other impetuses. 220 While language access in the United
States has long followed the approach of ensuring immigrants’ learning of English, “[t]he
preservation of immigrant languages” will “increase linguistic diversity in the” United States
since “more than 55.4 million people [already] speak a language other than English in the
home.” 221 Spanish is the fastest growing minority language in the United States, however, other
languages that are gaining momentum include Chinese, Farsi, and Arabic. 222 Notably, such
languages “promise to be important languages of the future, in everything from politics to
trade.” 223
In addition to the similarities between the European Union and the United States, the EU
model provides greater language access for minority language speakers than current law and
initiatives in the United States. While Title VI of the United States Code prohibits
discrimination on the grounds of race, color, or origin, and in effect, precludes discrimination
based on Limited English Proficiency (LEP), the EU model characterizes language access to be a
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basic human right. In the EU, the protection of this basic human right does not depend on
whether an entity receives federal funding—its protection comes with simply being born.
Most importantly, the EU model promotes unity in a way that the United States melting pot has
not yet achieved. EU citizens are beginning to no longer define themselves by their national
identity or language, but rather as a piece of diversity within a united group. In the United
States, however, linguistic minorities continue to be considered outsiders as we continue to
glance over the attributes such speakers bring to the table. Modeling our own practices, through
federal, state, or local initiatives, after the ones mentioned in this section has the potential to
transform the United States from an unconnected, heterogeneous mix of individuals to a group of
Americans that are uniquely dissimilar but mesh together to form a single, cohesive mixture.
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SECTION TWO: TITLE VI
Growing numbers of linguistic minorities means that countless individuals could face
language barriers in the United States that preclude them from gaining access to necessary
programs and services, create nearly insurmountable obstacles to comply with the law in various
situations, and prevent them from participating socially, economically, or politically in the
communities in which they reside. In contrast to the culture-based approach to these issues
related to language access and language rights shown in Section One, the efforts thus far in the
United States have attempted to protect language rights using an approach grounded in civil
rights. This Section examines the controlling U.S. federal law related to language rights and
language access: Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. Title VI applies to all federal agencies
and any state or local agencies that receive federal financial assistance. This Section articulates
the language access obligations that Title VI cements in domestic law, who must comply with
these obligations, how to meet them, and how they are enforced.
Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act prohibits discrimination based on race, color, or
national origin by entities that receive federal financial assistance. 224 Under Title VI and its
regulations, a person also may not be discriminated against because they are proficient in the
English language due to their national origin. In certain circumstances, a federally financed
entity’s failure to make their services accessible to persons with a limited English proficiency
(LEPs) constitutes national origin discrimination under Title VI. 225 This Section will provide an
overview of Title VI and its accompanying regulations. It will discuss the background of Title
VI, the relationship between Title VI and language access, and the extent to which Title VI
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provides protection for language rights and ensures language accessibility at state and local
levels. A thorough understanding of Title VI can help to assure that agencies and municipalities
to which it applies are in compliance with the law, and can assist with the development of
meaningful language access initiatives. Thus, this Section endeavors to detail how Title VI may
function as a legal mechanism to improve language access.
Racial turmoil in the 1950s and 1960s led to a national outcry for federal intervention to
end practices of racial discrimination, which culminated in the Civil Rights Act of 1964. In
advocating for its enactment, President John F. Kennedy reasoned that “simple justice”
compelled the notion that “public funds, to which all taxpayers of all races contribute,” should
not be allowed to be spent in a way that “encourages, entrenches, subsidizes, or results in racial
discrimination.” 226 Prior attempts had been made to accomplish these goals in various sectors,
including several Executive Orders requiring equal opportunity in housing, 227 employment, 228
and the military. 229 However, by 1964, Congress recognized that uniform, across-the-board
policies were necessary. Thus, the Civil Rights Act was signed into law on July 2, 1964. 230
Title VI, the most contested provision of the Act, had four principle motives: First, there
were federal statutes still on the books that provided federal funds to racially segregated
programs, and there was some ambiguity as to whether the landmark school desegregation case
of Brown v. Board of Education 231 invalidated these statutes. 232 After Title VI, there was no
question that these statutes had been invalidated. Second, it would firmly establish the authority
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of federal agencies and entities to ban discrimination within their own programs. 233 Third, it
would provide consistency and uniformity in all programs and activities that receive federal
financial assistance. 234 Lastly, it would cut down on unnecessary, costly, slow-moving litigation
involving discrimination. 235
I. TITLE VI & LANGUAGE ACCESS
Title VI provides in Sec. 601 that “[n]o person in the United States shall, on the ground
of race, color, or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or
be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving federal financial
assistance.” 236 The Act further authorizes federal departments and agencies to promulgate
regulations aimed at effectuating the anti-discrimination provisions of Section 601. 237 All
entities that receive financial assistance from federal agencies and departments must comply with
Title VI’s anti-discrimination provisions and regulations in order to maintain funding. Under
Title VI’s anti-discrimination provisions, the failure to reduce language barriers that preclude
LEP persons from having meaningful access to federally funded services, activities, etc. is
viewed as a practice that has a disparate impact on national origin minorities. 238 Thus,
discrimination in intent or effect based on a person’s inability to speak English proficiently
violates the national origin provision of Title VI.
When Does Title VI Apply?
A preliminary step to understanding the specific requirements and obligations that Title
VI places on state and local agencies is a determination of whether or not Title VI is applicable
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to that entity. As stated above, all federally funded entities must be in compliance with Title VI
in order to receive or continue receiving federal funds. For the most part, it is readily apparent to
an agency when they have Title VI compliance obligations. Nonetheless, it is important to have a
clear understanding of the Title VI terminology that defines the scope of the statute.
A “recipient” of federal funds is an entity that receives federal financial assistance and
operates a “program” or “activity” and is therefore subject to Title VI regulations. 239 Recipients
may be categorized as either “prime recipients” or “subrecipients.” A prime recipient is an entity
that receives a grant directly from the federal government. 240 A subrecipient is an entity that
receives a sub-grant from the prime recipient under the federal grant, and is accountable to the
prime recipient for the use of the federal funds provided by the sub-grant. 241 Local and state
recipient agencies may receive financial assistance directly from the federal government, or from
a sub-grant of federal financial assistance from a state entity that received it for the purpose of
passing it down to that local agency. Many agencies receive multiple grants, which may include
a mix of grants they receive directly from the federal government and ones received as subgrants.
Official regulations governing Title VI define “recipient” as
any State, political subdivision of any State, or instrumentality of any State or
political subdivision, any public or private agency, institution, or organization, or
other entity, or any individual, in any State, to whom Federal financial assistance
is extended, directly or through another recipient, for any program, including any
successor, assign, or transferee thereof, but such term does not include any
ultimate beneficiary under any such program. 242
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The term primary recipient means any recipient which is authorized or required
to extend Federal financial assistance to another recipient for the purpose of
carrying out a program. 243
Federal funds or other forms of federal financial assistance that subject an entity to Title
VI is not limited to just money or grants. Federal financial assistance includes:
(1) Grants and loans of Federal funds,
(2) The grant or donation of Federal property and interests in property,
(3) The detail of Federal personnel,
(4) The sale and lease of, and the permission to use (on other than a
casual or transient basis), Federal property or any interest in such
property without consideration or at a nominal consideration, or at a
consideration which is reduced for the purpose of assisting the recipient,
or in recognition of the public interest to be served by such sale or lease
to the recipient, and
(5) Any Federal agreement, arrangement, or other contract which has as
one of its purposes the provision of assistance. 244

“Program or activity” created one source of ambiguity, as it was not defined by the
statute. In the 1984 Supreme Court case Grove City College v. Bell, 245 the Court narrowed how
Title VI applied by limiting its reach to only the specific operations in an institution or entity that
received federal funding. 246 Congress overturned Grove City three years later by enacting the
Civil Rights Restoration Act (CRRA). As one legislator noted, “Title VI prohibitions were
meant to be applied institution-wide, as broadly as necessary to eradicate discriminatory
practices supported by federal funds.” 247 The CRRA broadened the meaning of “program or
activity” to what Congress had originally intended when it enacted Title VI. 248 Under the
CRRA, the phrase “program” now means
(A) a department, agency, special purpose district, or other instrumentality of a
243
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State or of a local government; 249
or
(B) the entity of such State or local government that distributes such assistance
and each such department or agency (and each other State or local government
entity) to which the assistance is extended, in the case of assistance to a State or
local government; any part which is extended Federal Financial assistance. 250
The use of the word “persons” similarly was a source of ambiguity. It was left uncertain
to whom the statute applied under the provision that “persons” may not be discriminated against
due to their race, color, or national origin. Courts have not stipulated specifically how “person”
is defined in a Title VI context, but the Supreme Court has addressed the scope of the term
“person” in the context of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments. 251 Plyer v. Doe 252 held that
“persons” included undocumented aliens for purposes of the Fifth and Fourteenth amendments,
and because these rights are analogous to rights under Title VI, the term “persons” is not limited
to U.S. citizens for the purposes of Title VI. 253 Thus, “persons” or individuals may bring a Title
VI action under specified circumstances, but Title VI likely does not apply to other entities such
as cities or instrumentalities of the state. 254
Another technical matter involves the precise locations where the statute is applicable.
The language of Title VI states that no person shall be discriminated against “in the United
States” on the basis of race, color, or national origin by any agency that receives federal financial
assistance. Whether “United States” includes territories of the United States has not been
determined in a Title VI context, but cases under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments have
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addressed the issue. 255 District of Columbia v. Carter 256 held that territories are not states and
are thus not subject to the Fourteenth Amendment. 257 However, In re Naturalization of 68
Filipino War Veterans 258 held that Fifth Amendment equal protection rights do apply to U.S.
territories. Because Title VI is “at least coextensive with the Fifth and Fourteenth
Amendments,” construing Title VI “to apply to the States yet not to territories would be
inconsistent with its contextual underpinnings, as well as congressional intent that Title VI be
interpreted broadly to effectuate its purpose.” 259
Executive Orders
In terms of language access, Title VI and its regulations require recipients to take
reasonable steps to ensure that LEP individuals have access to their program or activity and to
remedy any language gaps that may preclude these individuals from having meaningful access.
Recipients may not discriminate, in intent or effect, against individuals based on their LEP
status. 260 Thus, state and local entities that receive any financial assistance from the federal
government, including but not limited to police departments, fire departments, planning and
zoning departments, emergency services, and city or county utilities must provide meaningful
language access to LEP persons. 261 Failure on the part of these programs and agencies to
reduce language barriers and provide language access to LEP individuals could constitute
national origin discrimination in violation of the Civil Rights Act. To foster language access
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rights in accordance with Title VI, two significant executive orders have been issued that affect
LEP groups.
Executive Order 12250
On November 4, 1980, President Jimmy Carter signed Executive Order 12250:
“Coordination of Grant-Related Civil Rights Statutes.” 262 It provided that the implementation of
laws regarding discrimination on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, disability, or
religion is a function of the Department of Justice (DOJ). 263 Specifically, Executive Order
12250 tasked the Attorney General with “coordinat[ing] the implementation and enforcement by
executive agencies of various nondiscrimination provisions” of Title VI and “any other provision
of Federal statutory law which provides, in whole or in part, that no person in the United States
shall, on the ground of race, color, national origin, handicap, religion, or sex, be excluded from
participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subject to discrimination under any program or
activity receiving federal financial assistance.” 264 The Attorney General was responsible for
developing standards and guidelines for compliance reviews, recording and reporting, and
coordinating between agencies. 265 These responsibilities were redelegated to the Assistant
Attorney General for Civil Rights, 266 and coordination efforts, application, and enforcement fall
under the Civil Rights Division of the Department of Justice. 267
Executive Order 13166
Twenty years later, on August 11, 2000, President Bill Clinton signed Executive Order
13,166: “Improving Access to Services for Persons with Limited English Proficiency.” 268 The
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Executive Order was written “to improve access to federally conducted and federally assisted
programs and activities for persons who, as a result of national origin, are limited in their English
proficiency (LEP). . . .” 269 Its ultimate goal was to ensure that services funded by the federal
government were being made accessible to LEP persons. The Order tasked each federal agency
with improving LEP accessibility at the departmental level, as well as ensuring that all entities to
which the federal agency provided financial assistance do the same. 270 To assist federal
agencies, the Order also charged the Department of Justice with the responsibility of issuing a
general guidance document, known as the Policy Guidance Document, “which sets forth
compliance standards that recipients must follow to ensure the programs and activities they
normally provide in English are accessible to LEP persons.” 271 This document also functions as
the DOJ’s LEP Guidance for recipients who receive financial assistance from the DOJ.
Executive Order 13,166 required each federal agency to “prepare a plan to improve
access to its federally conducted programs and activities by eligible LEP persons.” 272
Additionally, the Order stipulated that each agency disbursing federal financial assistance must
provide a Title VI LEP Guidance modeled after the DOJ LEP Guidance tailored, but tailored to
that agency’s recipients. “The agency-specific LEP guidance shall detail how the general
standards established in the [DOJ Policy Guidance Document] will be applied to the agency’s
recipients.” 273 Thus, recipients may use these LEP Guidances to determine their obligations
under Title VI and ensure that their language access practices comply with Title VI and its
regulations.
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Title VI LEP Guidance
This part of the section will focus on Title VI general compliance standards. As
previously explained, the DOJ Policy Guidance sets forth general Title VI compliance
standards for recipients of federal financial assistance. Although each federal agency
providing financial assistance provides an agency-specific guidance, by mandate they are
all consistent with the DOJ Policy Guidance with respect to general standards. This is
necessary because some recipients may receive federal funds from multiple federal
agencies. Since there are so many federal and federally-funded programs and activities
with varying needs and capabilities, the compliance standards allow recipients a certain
degree of flexibility in planning and implementing their LEP policies. The standard for
compliance is individualized and fact-dependent for each recipient so that they may
address the specific needs of the LEP population that they serve. Recipients are required
to take reasonable steps to ensure meaningful access to information and services that they
provide. The Policy Guidance sets forth a four-factor analysis to determine
“reasonableness” based on the recipient’s particular circumstances. It also examines
language assistance requirements and options that will constitute “meaningful access”.
Four-Factor Analysis
The four factors to determine the reasonableness of a recipient’s language access
practices include:
(1) [T]he number or proportion of LEP persons in the eligible service
population;
(2) the frequency with which LEP individuals come in contact with the
program;
(3) the nature and importance of the program, activity, or service provided by
the program to people’s lives; and
(4) the resources available to the grantee/recipient and costs.” 274
274
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Balancing these four factors allows an agency to determine the extent of its obligations
under Title VI to provide LEP services to ensure that it remains in compliance. Federal agencies
disseminating funds will use the same four-factor test when conducting a review to determine
whether or not a recipient is in compliance. 275 The oversight agency will look at whether the
recipient entities have taken reasonable steps to provide language access to LEP immigrants on a
case-to-case basis. 276 For example, in taking the second factor into consideration, the agency
would analyze how often it came into contact with a particular language group, and “the more
frequent the contact. . .the more likely that enhanced language services in that language are
needed.” 277 The more important an agency’s services to citizen’s lives (i.e. transportation,
healthcare, housing), or the more that citizens are compelled to be in contact with the agency (i.e.
the police/law enforcement), the more critical it is that LEP individuals are able to access that
service. The particular strategies utilized depend on the frequency of need and size of the
population being served. It is also worth noting that under the four-factor test, 278 the more
federal funding and resources that an agency receives, a higher degree and more meaningful
compliance is expected from the agency.
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Recipients should complete a four-factor analysis to determine the needs of the LEP
population it serves and what language assistance services are appropriate. 279 There are two
language assistance options that recipients must provide: oral and written. Recipients should
provide an appropriate mix of oral and written language assistance options. The four-factor
analysis should determine the correct mix of language services that is necessary and reasonable
for that recipient.
Oral Language Assistance
The DOJ Policy Guidance describes the oral language assistance options that
recipients may use. Services that recipients may choose to provide include hiring
bilingual staff members, providing staff interpreters, contracting interpreters, or using
telephone line interpreters. 280 The Guidance also explains what is considered to
determine whether an oral language assistance practice is appropriate and provides
meaningful access as required by Title VI and its regulations based on the recipient’s
circumstances. The main considerations to ensure adequacy are timeliness and
competency. 281
The recipient must ensure the competency of interpreters, and bilingual staff must
be competent in the skill of interpreting as well. 282 A competent interpreter does not
necessarily need a formal certification. However, competency requires an interpreter to
be proficient in both languages, knowledgeable about specialized terms or concepts in
both languages, and understand the confidentiality and impartiality incumbent to their
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role as an interpreter. Further, recipients should consider the timeliness of the interpreter
service. This proves to be less of an issue with staff interpreters, but may be more
relevant in the case of contracted interpreters that may need to be dispatched to the
location upon request. Timeliness requires that language assistance be available “at a
time and place that avoids effective denial of the service, benefit, or right or imposition of
undue burden or delay.”
Timeliness may also present an issue for a recipient using bilingual staff to
provide language access options. Hiring bilingual staff is a very cost-efficient option,
and it could be the best option in agencies that encounter a lower number of LEP
individuals. 283 However, they only provide an appropriate option if they are able to
complete their job duties and fulfill the recipient’s language access obligations under
Title VI. 284 If bilingual staff members prove unable to meet all of the language assistance
obligations of the recipient, the recipient should use another option.
Written Language Assistance
The primary obligation that recipients have in regards to written language assistance is
the translation of vital written materials into the language used by each frequently encountered
LEP group. 285 The DOJ Policy Guidance provides some considerations to determine what
documents constitute “vital” written materials: the importance of the program, information,
encounter or service involved and the consequence that may result to the LEP person. 286 For
instance, the Department of Human and Health Services Title VI LEP Guidance provides the
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example of a hospital intake form for its recipients. 287 If an LEP individual cannot indicate what
drug allergies they have due to a language barrier, it could have significant effects on that
individual’s health. Thus, forms of that nature are considered vital written materials.
The DOJ Policy Guidance also discusses which LEP language groups should be provided
written language assistance. It provides that a recipient should “provide written translations of
vital documents for each eligible LEP language group that constitutes five percent or 1000,
whichever is less, of the population of persons eligible to be served or likely to be affected or
encountered.” 288 However, if there are not enough people in an LEP language group to satisfy
either of those criteria, the recipient may provide “written notice in the primary language of the
LEP language group of the right to receive competent oral interpretation of those written
materials free of cost.” 289
LEP Plans
Recipients must implement an LEP policy or LEP plan that prescribes its affirmative
measures to ensure meaningful access of its services to LEP individuals. Once a recipient has
completed a four-factor analysis to determine what language services are reasonable and
appropriate for its program or activity, the LEP Guidance directs recipients to develop a written
plan on language assistance for LEP persons (“LEP plan”). Although, in some circumstances, it
may not be necessary for the LEP plan to be written. The LEP plan provides a “framework for
the provision of timely and reasonable language assistance.” 290 Furthermore, it is the most
efficient way for the recipient to document their compliance with Title VI language access
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requirements. 291 The LEP Guidance provides five helpful steps to design an LEP plan using the
information provided above:
(1) Identify LEP individuals who need language assistance;
(2) Language Assistance Measures: ways in which language assistance will be
provided;
(3) training staff;
(4) providing notice to LEP persons – let LEP persons know that those services
are available and that they are free of charge;
(5) monitoring and updating LEP plan – determine on ongoing basis whether new
documents, programs, services, and activities need to be made accessible for LEP
individuals. 292
II. TITLE VI COMPLIANCE & ENFORCEMENT
It is just as important for all recipients of federal funding to recognize and understand
Title VI processes as it to understand their Title VI compliance obligations and how they are
monitored and enforced. Entities that receive federal funds as grantees or sub-grantees are
monitored by the agency or agencies from which they received such funding. Federal agencies
that distribute financial assistance to prime recipients are the oversight agencies that are
responsible for monitoring the prime recipient’s compliance. Prime recipients that distribute
federal funds to subrecipients are responsible to monitor those agencies to which they have
allotted funds. What follows is additional information about the oversight, monitoring, and
enforcement system used to ensure compliance, but it is not meant to be an exclusive explication
of Title VI enforcement mechanisms.
General Compliance Measures
The federal agencies that issue federal financial assistance to recipients are ultimately
responsible for determining whether that recipient is in compliance with Title VI and enforcing
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such compliance, including whether or not they are carrying out their oversight responsibilities if
they allot funds to subrecipient(s). 293 Some general notes on oversight:
•

The Federal Compliance and Coordination Section (FCCS) within DOJ provides
assistance and oversight to agency civil rights offices in their enforcement work on Title
VI compliance. “Agencies that administer federally assisted programs are required to
submit reports to FCCS that describe their past year’s performance and upcoming plans
to implement Title VI…” 294

•

Most departments carry out their responsibilities for civil rights enforcement (for Title VI
compliance) by (i) defining the roles of the civil rights offices to which responsibilities
are delegated, and (ii) requiring that the agency institute an oversight mechanism to
ensure that divisions with delegated authority fulfill their civil rights enforcement
responsibilities. 295

•

An agency may receive federal funding from more than one federal source. Therefore,
there can be concurrent enforcement jurisdiction by more than federal and state funding
agency. For example, many courts get federal money from U.S. DHHS as well as DOJ.

Compliance measures by the federal agency may take place both before and after the agency
issues assistance to the recipient.
Compliance Prior to Receiving Federal Funds
Grove City College established the procedure for compliance prior to an entity receiving
federal financial assistance. 296 The case held that the federal agency issuing assistance to the
recipient is entitled to an assurance of compliance, which the recipient is required to sign,
averring that it will comply with Title VI obligations. 297 Should the recipient refuse to sign the
assurance of compliance, the agency issuing financial assistance may refuse to award such
assistance, assuming it gives the recipient notice of the noncompliance and an opportunity to be
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heard, among other requirements. 298 The assurance of compliance also provides a basis for the
federal agency to file a lawsuit against the recipient to enforce compliance with Title VI. In such
a lawsuit, the federal agency does not actually have to prove discrimination at the hearing
following a refusal to sign, and instead must only show that the potential recipient refused to sign
the assurance of compliance. 299
Prior to receiving federal financial assistance, recipients must also provide certain
information to the issuing agency. 300 The Title VI Coordination Regulations provide examples
of such data, which may include lawsuits filed against the recipient regarding discrimination;
information about other funding requests the recipient has made; information regarding civil
rights compliance reviews within the last two years; whether the recipient has ever been found to
be noncompliant in any civil rights requirements; and a written assurance that the recipient will
keep records and data to provide to the agency issuing the assistance. 301
Maintaining Compliance
Title VI regulations stipulate that a federal agency granting federal financial assistance to
a recipient must create a system of maintaining compliance after assistance has been issued.
Such a system may include a post-fund investigative review of the entity, which review must be
reasonable under the Fourth Amendment as set forth in U.S. v. Harris Methodist. 302 Harris
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Methodist held that a reasonable Title VI compliance review should take into account: “1)
whether the proposed search (e.g., investigative request for information regarding compliance) is
authorized by statute; 2) whether the proposed search is properly limited in scope; 3) how the
administrative agency designated the target of the search.” 303 These determinations provide a
method for compliance that avoids recipients being chosen randomly by federal agencies and
allow the federal agencies to use established criteria in deciding whether a recipient should be
subject to a reasonable Title VI review.
Administrative Enforcement Procedure
The method of enforcing Title VI language access obligations is an administrative
process. 304 In federal agencies, all determinations of compliance are handled by the office
responsible for civil rights issues, generally the Office for Civil Rights (OCR), within the federal
agency. 305 In the event that funding is received from multiple federal entities, there may be Title
VI enforcement jurisdiction by more than one entity, i.e. the recipient is subject to investigation
by several agencies concurrently. In the event of a local agency receiving a sub-grant, the
grantee or primary recipient is responsible for reviewing compliance.
Because a recipient may receive federal funding directly from federal agencies or through
state agencies, the administrative enforcement process is not exclusively conducted by federal
agencies. Each state government or agency administering a continuing program for itself and
other recipients must establish and publish procedures for prompt processing and disposition of
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complaints. 306 Where a federal agency requires or permits certain recipients such as state
agencies to process Title VI complaints, the federal agency shall ensure that the recipients’
complaint procedures are consistent with Title VI regulations. 307 For these state and local
agencies that have their own administrative process, they are also responsible for providing
reports of complaints and compliance results to the federal agencies that provide them financial
assistance. The administrative enforcement generally proceeds in three steps: (1) complaint
investigations, (2) compliance reviews, (3) and voluntary compliance agreements. 308
Filing Administrative Complaints
The process begins when an administrative complaint is filed against a recipient alleging
that the recipient’s language access practices have a discriminatory impact on LEP individuals.
Anyone who believes that an agency that receives federal funding has discriminated against an
LEP person can file a complaint directly to that agency. 309 As mentioned above, many state or
local agencies have their own systems for handling complaints. Complaints may also be made
directly to the federal agency providing assistance or to the DOJ’s Federal Coordination and
Compliance Section. 310 The person filing the complaint need not be a victim of the alleged
discrimination. However, the complaint must be filed within 180 calendar days of the date of the
alleged discrimination. 311 The LEP Guidance for each federal agency generally sets out how to
file the complaint within its administrative system. It is usually filed with the agency’s Office of
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Civil Rights (OCR), the division of the agency that administered the program or activity, or the
recipient that is the subject of the complaint. 312
Voluntary Compliance Efforts
After a complaint is received, a complaint investigation and compliance review is
conducted. The agency conducting the review must notify the recipient or sub-recipient in
writing of whether or not the review determined that they were in compliance. In the event of a
violation, Title VI requires the monitoring agency to attempt to secure a voluntary commitment
to compliance from the recipient agency. 313
Title VI requires that a concerted effort be made to persuade any noncomplying
applicant or recipient voluntarily to comply with Title VI. Efforts to secure
voluntary compliance should be undertaken at the outset in every noncompliance
situation and should be pursued through each state of enforcement action.
Similarly, when an applicant fails to file an adequate assurance or apparently
breaches its terms, notice should be promptly given of the nature of the
noncompliance problem and of the possible consequences thereof, and an
immediate effort made to secure voluntary compliance. 314
The OCR, or the equivalent office that handles civil rights issues at a state or local agency,
typically coordinates the voluntary compliance agreement. 315 Since voluntary compliance is the
most desirable outcome, recipients are provided a lot of flexibility and support throughout the
voluntary compliance efforts. Monitoring agencies typically allow very reasonable timetables
for compliance, assist the recipient in strategizing cost-effective ways to come into compliance,
and provide technical assistance at all stages of the investigation. 316 The agency’s OCR
monitors the recipient’s planning process and reviews its LEP policy as it develops. 317
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Agencies that provide federal financial assistance to recipients are responsible for
gathering and maintaining evidence of that recipient’s noncompliance in the event that attempts
toward a voluntary compliance agreement fail. 318 If prime recipients or sub-recipients are unable
to resolve an LEP complaint through their own administrative process, the grievance may be
forwarded to the state or federal funding agency. In the event that a recipient’s language access
practices continue to have a discriminatory impact on LEP individuals in violation of Title VI,
the federal agency providing assistance should either initiate fund termination or refer the matter
to the Department of Justice. To initiate fund termination, the federal agency must take four
procedural steps:
(1) the responsible Department official has advised the applicant or recipient of
his failure to comply and has determined that compliance cannot be secured by
voluntary means, (2) there has been an express finding on the record, after
opportunity for hearing, of a failure by the applicant or recipient to comply with a
requirement imposed by or pursuant to this part, (3) the expiration of 30 days after
the Secretary has filed with the committee of the House and the committee of the
Senate having legislative jurisdiction over the program involved, a full written
report of the circumstances and the grounds for such action. Any action to
suspend or terminate or to refuse to grant or to continue Federal financial
assistance shall be limited to the particular political entity, or part thereof, or other
applicant or recipient as to whom such a finding has been made and shall be
limited in its effect to the particular program, or part thereof, in which such
noncompliance has been so found. 319
Thus, a recipient’s funding cannot be terminated unless a formal hearing occurs and the allegedly
noncompliant recipient has an opportunity to be heard.
Additionally, federal funding may only be terminated for the specific entity of the recipient
agency that engaged in the discriminatory act or practice. 320 Congress explicitly mandated this
by statutory provision, called the “pinpoint provision,” requiring that once a hearing has occurred
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and a finding of noncompliance has been made “such termination or refusal shall be limited to
the particularly entity, or part thereof, or other recipients as to whom such a finding has been
made and shall be limited in its effect to the particular program, or part thereof in which such
noncompliance has been so found.” 321
Title VI Language Access Claims in Court
For the most part, the administrative process is the only means of enforcing the language
access obligations of Title VI. LEP individuals or LEP groups that believe a recipient’s practices
had a discriminatory impact on them because of their lack of English proficiency may not bring a
private claim in state or federal court based on this allegation. 322 However, this has not always
been the case. The seminal Supreme Court case for language access under Title VI was Lau v.
Nichols, 323 a 1974 class action suit filed on behalf of Chinese-speaking students in a San
Francisco school district that did not provide supplemental English instruction to non-English
speaking students. The school district was a recipient of federal funds. 324 In Lau, the Supreme
Court held that the school district violated Title VI by failing to provide students of a particular
national origin with the same opportunity to obtain an education as it did for other students in the
same school system. 325 The applicability of Lau is not limited to an educational context. Its
central holding is a principle that applies broadly to all programs or activities that receive federal
assistance and provide services to the public: failure to address the needs of LEP persons in
terms of equal access to services may constitute illegal discrimination based on national origin
under Title VI. 326
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Since Lau, Title VI complaints and litigation has generated a number of influential cases
involving claims of discrimination based on language access practices. After Lau, LEP litigants
could allege national origin discrimination based on a claim of intentional discrimination i.e. a
recipient intentionally and knowingly denied LEP person(s) meaningful access to their services,
or based on a claim of a disparate or discriminatory impact i.e. a recipient’s conduct, although
perhaps not intending to deny LEP individuals access, nevertheless had disparate or
discriminatory impact on an LEP person or LEP language group.
In order to bring a claim under an intentional discrimination theory, an individual must
prove that the “challenged action was motivated by an intent to discriminate” on the part of the
recipient. 327 To prove intent to discriminate pursuant to Title VI, a claimant may include
evidence such as statements by decision-makers, the events leading up to the allegedly
discriminatory decision, deviation from standard procedures, or a history of discriminatory
conduct. 328 However, direct proof that the recipient was aware of the claimant’s race, color, or
national origin and was motivated to act due to claimant’s race, color, or national origin may be
unavailable. In this instance, an intentional discrimination claim may be supported using the
framework established by the Supreme Court in McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green. 329 Using
the McDonnell Douglas framework, an agency investigating the claim must first determine
whether the claimant has established a prima facie case for discrimination. A prima facie case
will typically include: 1) that the claimant was a member of a protected class; 2) that the
claimant applied and was eligible for a federally assisted program; 3) that despite eligibility, the
claimant was rejected; and 4) that the recipient selected applicants of the complainant’s
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qualifications, or that the program remained open and the recipient accepted applications from
applicants with the complainant’s qualifications. 330 Once a prima facie case has been
established, the agency investigating the discrimination claim must then ask the recipient
whether it had a legitimate, nondiscriminatory motive for the action it took, which cannot be a
pretext for discriminatory conduct. 331
In the past, under a disparate or discriminatory impact theory for a Title VI claim, a
claimant could also file suit by showing that a recipient of federal assistance used a “neutral”
practice that had a disparate or discriminatory impact on individuals of a specific race, color, or
national origin, and that the practice did not have a “substantial legitimate justification.” 332
“Substantial legitimate justification” means that the practice was “necessary to meeting a goal
that was legitimate, important, and integral to the [recipient’s] institutional mission.” 333 If a
“substantial legitimate justification” is found, it would then be determined whether there was a
less discriminatory alternative. 334 Additionally, the complainant could file a claim with the
agency that funded the allegedly discriminatory recipient under Title VI. To establish a disparate
impact claim using this method, the complainant had to show a causal connection between
neutral policy and the adverse impact that the policy had on a protected group. 335
However, the Supreme Court’s 2001 decision in Alexander v. Sandoval 336 splintered
from previous case law regarding Title VI claims brought under the disparate impact theory. In
that case, the plaintiff, Martha Sandoval, brought a Title VI claim against the Director of the
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Alabama Department of Public Safety (DPS) and others. The Alabama DPS, a recipient of
federal grants, administered driver’s license tests only in English. The complaint did not claim
that the DPS intentionally discriminated against LEP persons, but rather claimed a Title VI
violation based on the discriminatory impact of the testing policy on LEP persons. 337 The
Supreme Court ultimately held that private individuals could not bring a private action to enforce
Title VI under a claim that was based on a disparate or discriminatory impact theory. 338 Thus,
after Alexander v. Sandoval, a private individual may only bring a private action to enforce Title
VI based on a claim of intentional discrimination. Enforcing violations based on disparate or
discriminatory impact lies with the federal agency that provides funding. Therefore, the Court
held that any individual who wants to allege a Title VI violation based on disparate or
discriminatory impact must file a Title VI claim with the federal agency that provides assistance
to the allegedly discriminatory recipient. 339
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SECTION THREE: LANGUAGE ACCESS IN NORTH CAROLINA
The LEP population in North Carolina has increased dramatically over the last fifteen
years. According to 2010 census data, the Latino population in North Carolina has increased 110
percent between 2000 and 2010. 340 Eight percent of North Carolinians speak a language other
than English at home. 341 Access to state and county public safety departments, sheriff’s offices,
departments of transportation, workforce development offices, and health and human services
departments, among other government agencies, are crucial for this growing sector of the
population. This Section reviews some of the current language access practices of state and local
government agencies in North Carolina that are obligated to comply with Title VI. It examines
the issues that LEP persons face, assesses how the current practices attempt to address the needs
of LEP individuals in terms of access to resources and services within their community, and
provides recommendations aimed at both Title VI compliance and improving language
accessibility as a general matter.
The Section then goes on two assess to particular municipalities that have partnered with
the Building Integrated Communities (BIC) initiative. The BIC initiative involves
comprehensive plans to help municipalities further integrate their communities. This Section
will focus predominantly on the language achievement aspect of the initiative. The discussion of
each municipality begins by identifying the Title VI compliance obligations of each municipality
and then proceeds to discuss the language access practices within the municipalities. It closes by
discussing the partnership of each municipality with BIC, how the partnership augments efforts
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toward improvement in language access practices in the municipalities, and their implementation
of best practices in language access with the help of the BIC partnership. The Section concludes
by discussing recommendations to implement or improve the language access practices within
local and state government agencies based on the best practices of initiatives such as Building
Integrated Communities and other successful initiatives.
I. ASSESSMENT OF LANGUAGE ACCESS PRACTICES IN NORTH CAROLINA
“The difficulties faced by language minorities are not always obvious to the outside
observer.” 342
This part of the section examines select state agencies in North Carolina that act as the
primary recipients of various sources of federal financial assistance which in turn distribute these
funds to state and local sub-recipients. These select categories of services include: public safety,
transportation, workforce and employment, and health care. These services provided by state
and local agencies rank high on the critical/non-critical continuum; it is essential that LEP
individuals are able to access these services.
Public Safety
The North Carolina Department of Public Safety (N.C. DPS) works to reduce crime and
provide plans for disaster and emergency response throughout the state. 343 The N.C. DPS
receives federal financial assistance and, therefore, must comply with Title VI obligations. 344
Numerous local offices operate under the N.C. DPS umbrella and receive federal financial
assistance through the N.C. DPS as subrecipients, including Law Enforcement, Victim Services,
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and Emergency Management. 345 Many law enforcement or emergency response services that do
not receive money as a sub-grantee of N.C. DPS instead receive it directly from a federal agency
as a prime recipient, including county sheriff departments and many county fire or rescue squads.
Thus, most entities responsible for local law enforcement or emergency services in North
Carolina County must comply with Title VI language access requirements. 346
Issues Faced By LEP Persons
Law Enforcement
It is imperative that police and local law enforcement utilize language access practices
that enable LEP individuals to understand their rights and to access police assistance. However,
many LEP individuals may feel uncomfortable calling 911 or the police department because they
do not have a level of English proficiency sufficient to communicate their reason for contact. The
inability to access or communicate with law enforcement is at the very least a safety hazard, and
in many instances it is a matter of life or death. Language barriers could preclude LEP
individuals from having meaning access to police services when they are victims of or witnesses
to criminal activity.
Domestic violence among immigrant women is one social issue that provides a disturbing
example of just how meaningless access to police services is for LEP individuals when the law
enforcement agency does not employ adequate language access practices. Language barriers
may preclude victims of domestic violence from reporting an assault, seeking protective
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measures, or understanding their options if they fear deportation – all of which severely
exacerbate their vulnerability to violence. 347 In many domestic violence cases, as one researcher
has found, “it is not at all unusual to find an immigrant victim…[who]…may speak no English
and have no person with whom they can communicate other than their abusers.” 348 In a survey
of battered immigrant women, thirty-one percent of victims reported that police spoke only to
other people on the scene instead of the victim herself – including eleven percent of victims
reporting that the police communicated only with the abuser. 349 Two-thirds of victims reported
that the police made no effort to get an interpreter. 350
One study reveals the story of an LEP woman separated from her children for six months
after police were called to her home for a dispute with her domestic partner. She was unable to
explain the situation to the police in English; police transferred her to an immigrant detention
center and her children were sent to foster care instead of to an aunt who was willing to take
them in. 351 Another report prepared by the Houston Language Bank describes a fourteen-yearold LEP teenager, sold into marriage in her home country and brought to the United States by the
abusive husband. Each time she attempted to escape, the husband’s relatives spoke on her behalf
as ‘interpreters’ to conceal the situation from the police. She endured this abuse for years before
she was rescued. 352
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Studies have established that LEP individuals “are disproportionately at risk during
emergencies and disasters. LEP individuals face unique challenges as they are less likely to be
able to understand most emergency communications unless information is disseminated in
languages other than English.” 353 For example, when Hurricane Katrina struck New Orleans in
2006, the Federal Communication Commission’s emergency alert systems sent out broadcasts in
English only. Latino and Vietnamese populations in New Orleans “had little to no advance
warning that this country’s worst natural disaster in recent history was at their doorstep.” 354
In 2009, the Northwest Preparedness and Emergency Response Research Center at the
University of Washington conducted a study on sample populations of LEP language groups. 355
A moderator elicited the participants’ experiences and thoughts regarding use of public
emergency systems and their perceived level of preparedness in case of an emergency. 356
Participants indicated that they would ask other people, such as their child or a relative that was
more proficient in English, to call 911 or the police for them in the case of an emergency. 357
One participant stated: “our daily lives… depend on our apartment manager [who speaks
English]. One day we heard someone scream loudly outside of our unit. We were scared to
death. We do not speak English and only two of us [in the building] are Chinese….” 358 An LEP
individual’s need to wait for someone else to make a 911 call could exacerbate the danger of an
emergency situation. The authors of the study recommended that government agencies make
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emergency preparedness information available in multiple languages, with brochures or
announcements that will adequately communicate the urgency and seriousness of various
emergency situations to LEP individuals. 359
A study of Asian and Latino LEP communities in Southern California, where lifethreatening wildfires are common, reveals the level of risk to which a local fire department may
expose its LEP residents when the fire department lacks bilingual responders and bilingual
emergency alerts. 360 Fire departments often rely on community members to convey emergency
preparedness advice to residents in their own languages. 361 Emergency preparedness (for
example, having a disaster kit and a pre-planned family meeting place) is important because
rescue services may not arrive immediately, and family members may become separated during a
fire or other disaster. 362 However, if these community members cannot fully summarize the
disaster readiness recommendations, do not tell everyone in their community, or are not fully
bilingual, LEP persons are disserved. Lack of bilingual emergency alerts also places LEP
persons at risk, because they may not be able to understand information necessary to save their
lives in a dangerous situation. One LEP person in the study aptly described the risk to public
safety when emergency information is only broadcast in English:
“[If] there is a big fire, you need to follow where the fires are going,
how many people have been evacuated, how many firefighters were
sent to the site… [without emergency alerts in one’s own language]
you might misunderstand the directions. Say the government wants
you to go east, but you go west instead[?]”363
Similarly, it is very important for LEP persons to be able to communicate with local fire
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departments and firefighters who are first responders. First responders often rely on bilingual
family members – who in many instances are children – to provide interpretation. 364 Relying on
minors to interpret in emergencies puts that minor and LEP persons in the household at extreme
risk – a child may not know the appropriate words or have an appropriate level of psychological
development to be able to communicate with firefighters in an emergency. Furthermore, a child
may be too traumatized by an emergency situation to tell first responders what happened, or may
not have adequate knowledge of which facts are important (for example, a small child may not
know the difference between a grease fire and an electrical fire, or how a fire started).
Current Language Access Practices
The N.C. DPS has made efforts to improve language access across the spectrum of
services that it provides for its most concentrated LEP language groups. For example, it has
made its crime safety website, NCCrimecontrol.com, available in Spanish. 365 In addition, the
emergency preparedness website, ReadyNC.com, has recently been translated into Spanish. 366
According to Keith Acree, Communications Officer at the N.C. DPS, the agency works with
LEP individuals and focuses on emergency preparedness. 367 N.C. DPS also provides a small
number of prison system forms for inmates available in Spanish, 368 and the N.C. DPS contracts
with a phone translation service, although it is not used frequently. 369
The main challenges in providing access for LEP individuals are the lack of sufficient
financial resources, and the insufficient numbers of qualified individuals available to translate
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documents. Mr. Acree noted, “There always seems to be something that we need in Spanish that
we don’t have in Spanish.” 370 The N.C. DPS employs one part-time translator (fifteen to thirty
hours per week) on a contract, grant-funded basis. 371 She is responsible for the recent translation
of the ReadyNC.com website into Spanish with emphasis on emergency management
preparedness and recovery information. 372 She also issues press releases in Spanish and answers
phone calls from Spanish speakers who have questions about a public safety issue. 373
At an even more local level, the Forsyth County Sheriff’s Department reports that it
primarily uses its Spanish-speaking staff to serve as interpreters between LEP individuals and the
department. 374 Some handouts and brochures on victim rights, community policing, and crime
prevention initiatives are also available in Spanish. 375 As with the NC DPS, the greatest
obstacles are the lack of financial resources and lack of bilingual personnel. 376 Forsyth County
offers compensation initiatives for employees who are fluent in a second language, but these
incentives are nominal. 377 Forsyth County Chief Deputy Brad Stanley stated that the Sheriff’s
Department “want[s] to be an agency that is representative of the community that we serve.” 378
The Department must also consider qualifications of interpreters - if there is a victim or a suspect
in a criminal matter, the person who is interpreting must be qualified and recognized by the
courts. 379
Phone messages left with the Randolph and Davidson County Sheriffs’ Offices were not
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returned. After initially making contact with the Guilford County Sheriff’s Office, follow-up
phone messages regarding LEP access were not returned.
Recommendations
In regards to the Latino community, government agencies could benefit LEP persons by
making sure that sufficient funds are allocated to provide required language access, facilitating
grassroots communication in local communities, placing Spanish language announcements on
television and radio in case of emergency, and distributing simple police contact and emergency
preparedness materials with a limited number of key messages. Agencies should meet with focus
groups to determine how to best communicate with local communities. Suggested questions for
focus groups include:
•

Who would you trust to talk to you about emergencies?

•

What is the best way to get information about an emergency to you and your
family?

•

Do you have a family emergency plan?

•

What is the best way to get information about an emergency to your community?

•

What materials do you think would be most helpful in your community? 380

In other parts of the United States, some city police departments have issued directives to
overcome some of the above-mentioned issues. Philadelphia Police Department Directive 71
mandated language access by hiring multilingual personnel and interpretation services. 381 The
directive instructs police not make assumptions about a person’s primary language (for example,
a Central American LEP individual could speak Spanish or any of a number of indigenous
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Central American languages), instructs police to provide Miranda warnings in a suspect’s
primary language, creates the title of PPDAI (Philadelphia Police Department Authorized
Interpreter) for individuals who have passed required training, connects 911 callers with
PPDAIs, and implements the use of Language Identification Cards. The Department also
uploaded twenty-two translated commonly used documents to its website (such as a complaint
report, a towed vehicle notice, a notice of rights in domestic abuse, and a warning notice) in
Arabic, Cambodian, Chinese, Korean, Russian, Spanish, and Vietnamese. 382
The Summit-Lorain Project, a collaborative effort between the City of Lorain, Ohio and
Summit County, Ohio, provides an inspirational blueprint for city police and county sheriff
language access plans using limited resources. Initiated in March 2003, the project “got
underway with abundant goodwill and no funding.” Prior to Summit-Lorain, the only existing
service was interpretation for the deaf. The language access plan provides guidance for a model
LEP policy, with a “points of interaction” chart outlining LEP needs in various situations of
interaction between LEP individuals and the police. The project was organized around two
committees, one responsible for research and one responsible for finding funding. 383 It was the
first national project to create a model of best practices for police and public officials in other
jurisdictions. 384
A potential resource for both police and emergency services is LanguageLine.com, a
phone and video interpretation service offered in over two hundred languages.

385

However,

without sufficient and necessary allocation of resources, the cost may be prohibitive for many
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agencies except in emergency circumstances. LanguageLine.com, formerly known as the AT&T
Language Line, markets itself as an industry solution for governments. 386 The service was
created by a former police officer to meet the needs of public safety personnel facing language
barriers. 387 LanguageLine interpreters have extensive 911-operator experience. 388
LanguageLine offers phone interpretation, video interpretation, and translation of documents,
websites, and other multimedia. The company has experience supporting the Department of
Homeland Security, disaster response, social services, 911 and emergency dispatches,
labor/employment entities, protective services, and the courts. 389 Local police and emergency
services departments may be able to avail themselves of federal or state grants to cover costs, or
pool their resources to negotiate a better price under one contract. 390
Transportation
The North Carolina Department of Transportation (N.C. DOT) is charged with providing
safe, efficient service for methods of transport in North Carolina, such as highways, the rail
system, and public transit, and also oversees the North Carolina Department of Motor Vehicles
(NC DMV). 391 The NC DOT is one of the state’s largest government agencies and encompasses
transportation planning, education initiatives, and mobility and safety initiatives. 392 The NC
DMV oversees issues related to motor vehicles and driving in North Carolina, including driver’s
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licenses, plates, insurance, titles, and registration. 393 The N.C. DOT is a recipient of federal
financial assistance, and many of its component divisions such as the N.C. Department of Motor
Vehicles (N.C. DMV), are also either recipients or sub-recipients. Thus, department language
access practices must comply with Title VI obligations. 394
Issues Faced by LEP Persons
Immigrants are 2.5 times more likely to travel by public transit than non-immigrant
individuals. 395 LEP immigrants are especially likely to use public transportation in the United
States. 396 If an LEP individual does not have access to a car, public transit may be their only
method of getting around. Moreover, many immigrants may not qualify for drivers’ licenses,
making public transportation even more of an important service. It is important that language
barriers do not preclude LEP persons from using public transportation systems that may be their
own means of getting around or even their livelihood.
The lack of language accessibility in the public transportation system could prevent an
LEP individual from going to work, completing daily tasks, seeking necessary services including
health care, attending school, and otherwise being involved in his or her local community. LEP
persons face specific challenges when navigating public transportation, such as understanding
route maps, understanding transit schedules, or not being able to ask bus drivers or transit
conductors questions about how to get to their destination in English. Addressing the needs of
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LEP communities is a major concern for local public transit agencies. 397 It is an agency’s
responsibility to actively seek out ways to better serve LEP persons, by anticipating the travel
demands of various groups, including the LEP and immigrant populations. 398
It is also important for LEP persons to have language access to driver education and
driver’s license services. It makes no difference if an LEP individual has access to a car, if they
are unable to apply for a driver’s license at the state DMV. Furthermore, fostering automobile
ownership among LEP immigrant populations can boost local economies. According to a study
of immigrant populations in Los Angeles, foreign-born adults with cars had a greater likelihood
of being employed compared to adults without cars. 399 Moreover, one study demonstrated that
immigrants appear to be more likely to carpool, a more ‘green’ and energy-efficient method of
travel. 400
Current Language Access Practices
The N.C. DOT has made its DMV Driver’s Handbook and various administrative forms
(such as vehicle title instructions, lapse of auto insurance forms, and driver’s license application
instructions) available in Spanish. 401 The NC DMV has contracted with a translation service in
Cary, North Carolina to translate certain brochures into Spanish, such as notices related to the
2013 “Tag and Tax Together” initiative. 402 However, Spanish is currently the only language
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besides English that is available at NC DMV locations. 403 According to an interview with Brian
Smith, Communications Manager at the N.C. DMV, various N.C. DMV locations use bilingual
staff to offer oral language assistance for Spanish-speaking LEP individuals. The DMV Call
Center also has bilingual staff to answer questions from Spanish-speaking callers. 404
Recommendations
As with all agencies, the N.C. DOT must assure that it allocates sufficient funds to meet
its obligations under Title VI. LEP plans to provide language access in transportation agencies
have included initiatives such as posting multilingual trip information in train and bus stations
and on the internet, providing pictures at stations instead of language-dependent communication,
providing multilingual recorded announcements, hiring multilingual office staff and
drivers/conductors, and advertising in media venues serving LEP communities. It is essential
that notice is provided of whatever language assistance options are available, so that LEP
persons are aware that they can access the agency’s information or services. For example, in a
New Jersey research study, LEP focus group participants were unaware that the New Jersey
transit system offered a toll-free multilingual phone line because its existence had not been
advertised in multiple languages. 405 Transit agencies should hold public meetings and provide
translated material at those meetings. 406
Innovative methods for transit agencies to discern LEP needs include census analysis to
see where LEP groups are populated. For example, the Delaware Valley Regional Planning
Commission has identified census tracts of minority, disabled, impoverished, or car-less
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households to use targeted outreaches in order to improve local transit for these populations. 407
Agencies should also conduct surveys of LEP individuals in order to best serve LEP populations,
asking questions such as:
•
•
•

What form of public transit do you usually use (bus, subway, rail, etc.)?
Why do you use the transit system (to go to work, to go grocery shopping, to go
to school, for recreation, etc.)?
How can we improve your understanding of travel information?

Workforce and Employment
The N.C. Division of Workforce Solutions (‘N.C. Workforce’), a subset of the N.C.
Department of Commerce (N.C. DOC), provides placement assistance for job seekers in North
Carolina and helps employers find qualified job candidates. 408 N.C. Workforce helps boost the
North Carolina economy by promoting job retention, higher earnings, strong occupational and
educational skills, and competitive businesses. N.C. Workforce also provides career readiness
training for job seekers and occupational training for current workers. 409 The North Carolina
Department of Labor (N.C. DOL) administers minimum wage, maximum hour, wage payment,
and occupational safety regulations for the workforce. 410 The N.C. Division of Workforce
Solutions, N.C. DOC, and N.C. DOL are recipients of federal financial assistance, and must
maintain language access practices that provide their services in compliance with Title VI.
Issues Faced By LEP Persons
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The challenges faced by LEP persons in the workplace are “extraordinarily complex in
terms of the social, cultural, educational, [and] motivational factors.” 411 The employment needs
of LEP individuals are diverse – there are 2.7 million college-educated immigrants in the United
States whose talents are underutilized in unskilled or semi-skilled positions. 412 For many,
language barriers may prevent them from navigating a job search on their own. Other cultural
factors may also lead to LEP persons to not seek help regarding their employment. For example,
women coming from countries where only men are permitted to pursue higher education or work
outside the home may be unsure how to seek employment after arriving in the United States. 413
In addition to difficulty finding job placement, the experience of LEP persons in the workforce is
notable for the higher rates of work-related injuries, underreporting of unsafe work conditions,
lack of willingness to apply for unemployment benefits, and difficulty finding job placement.
In workplaces requiring manual labor, “due to their limited language proficiency or
restricted network of social support, immigrant populations are more likely to be at risk for
work-related injury and illness.” 414 LEP workers may have increased chance of workplace
injury because of difficulty reading warnings, safety manuals, or instructions; indeed, these
circumstances have been identified in North Carolina where language barriers have led to
increased rates of injuries of workers without sufficient English-speaking skills. 415 On the other
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hand, LEP persons may simply not know about their rights to a safe workplace due to language
barriers. 416 To exacerbate this problem, LEP workers may underreport unsafe work conditions
due to fear of reprisal/backlash from employers, and the anticipation of economic uncertainty if
their job is lost. 417 In a study of the Latino community in Long Island, the Long Island Hispanic
Coalition reported that “many unscrupulous employers…threaten to fire their Latino employees
and/or have them deported when they try to voice their rights in the workplace. As a result,
immigrant workers are exploited and discriminated against.” 418 LEP persons in unsafe or unfair
work environments may feel trapped in these circumstances. In a Canadian study of Chinese
ESL (English as a Second Language) workers with diverse job types (stocking/warehouse,
scientist, retail sales, insurance sales, health care) found that many of the workers surveyed had
an attitude of “resignation” toward unsafe workplaces. 419 Language barriers exacerbate these
circumstances.
Regarding applications for unemployment assistance, multilingual access to documents
and forms is essential for LEP persons to access this benefit. Courts’ attitudes toward LEP
individuals’ access to employment assistance has changed over time. In the 1973 case Guerrero
v. Carleson, 420 the California Supreme Court ruled that an LEP individual who missed hearings
due to his inability to comprehend an English-language notice had no due process right to a
bilingual notice. 421 Although Guerrero is still good law in California, more recently, courts have
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ruled that under Title VI LEP individuals are entitled to notices in languages they can
understand. For example, in Wai Po Leung vs. Employment Department, 422 the Oregon Court of
Appeals ruled that the plaintiff should be able to get unemployment benefits despite his late
filing, because his inability to timely file was caused by an inability to understand the English
language notice. The Court determined that “good cause for a late hearing request will exist
when an LEP person has not been given language assistance in violation of the department's LEP
policies in the context of the department's obligation under federal law to provide persons with
limited English proficiency meaningful access to the unemployment insurance program.” 423
Current Language Access Practices
The N.C. Workforce has an LEP Job Seekers Program, run by an LEP Coordinator. 424
According to an interview with Diane Smith, Manager of the Applicant Services Unit, the LEP
Job Seekers Program provides technical assistance to Workforce offices across North Carolina as
they assist LEP individuals in finding work. 425 The Program’s goal is to provide the same level
of service to LEP persons as to English-speaking persons in terms of supplying job leads and
referrals. 426 The Program primarily deals with Spanish-speakers, but it has also assisted speakers
of such languages as Hmong and French. 427 The Coordinator herself is fluent in Spanish, and the
Program has bilingual staff members across the state who are fluent in various languages. 428
When an LEP individual comes to a Workforce office, calls, or contacts it online, they will be
directed to someone in the office who speaks the appropriate language. 429 If no one in the office
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speaks the particular language, the office will contact someone in another N.C. Workforce office,
or will use an interpretation service. 430
The LEP Job Seekers Program attempts to refer LEP individuals to a place of
employment where a supervisor or manager ideally speaks their language. 431 Referrals are
usually made to blue-collar labor jobs in construction, landscape, electrical, or plumbing. 432 If
the individuals need help with unemployment insurance, the Program directs them to appropriate
contact people in the Division of Employment Security. 433 The biggest challenge to the
program is availability of financial resources - the program operates on a shrinking federal
budget with no specific money set aside for LEP initiatives. 434
The N.C. DOL offers a Spanish version of its website. 435 According to Dolores
Quesenberry, Director of Communications at the N.C. DOL, the department’s outreach to LEP
individuals consists mostly of safety training for Spanish-speaking construction workers. 436 The
N.C. DOL is also a critically important agency for LEP individuals who are so frequently
subjected to wage theft. The department did not respond to emails requesting further information
regarding their LEP initiatives.
Recommendations
In regards to state and local economies, “competitive advantages will go to those states and
localities that realize the full potential of their immigrant workforces by transforming the current
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surplus of lower-skilled workers into the higher-skilled workers and entrepreneurs that their
economies require.” 437 State and local government LEP workforce programs are essential to
meet the economic needs of communities with high LEP populations. The Institute for Work
and the Economy has identified seven elements of a successful workforce training program for
LEP persons. In order to be successful, a program must be integrated between the employer,
workers, and the community. Strategies must be components of a broader range of initiatives
supporting the entire workforce (both LEP and non-LEP persons). Workers with valid foreign
professional competencies should be able to pursue careers in their fields after demonstrating
proficiency, if necessary. LEP programs should support adult education, support the fair
application of existing labor laws, and continually monitor and improve the program’s initiatives.
The program should also be local or state government based because local programs are likely to
have the greatest success. 438
Initiatives for LEP job training programs include implementing training which combines
language skills, job skills training, and the “soft skills” required for workplace interactions. 439
Some groups advocate a sequential program (first learning English, then learning job skills), 440
whereas others advocate a completely integrated approach. Workforce training for LEP persons
should build upon past training i.e. if the person had a certain degree in their home country, the
job training program should help them get the corresponding U.S. licenses/certifications. Local
governments and agencies should consider offering training opportunities with flexible
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schedules, since participants may be currently holding various part-time jobs or have other
family caretaking responsibilities.441 Additionally, Workforce programs can consult with ESL
professors from local colleges, representatives and liaisons from the area’s major employers,
cooperate with existing community initiatives, and help connect LEP persons in need of financial
assistance with Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) or other assistance
programs. 442 Federal Workforce Investment Act (WIA) funding may also be available. 443
Model programs for LEP workforce development include the Washington Integrated
Basic Education and Skills Training (I-BEST), which combines community college ESL courses
with workforce training, 444 and the Washington ORIA (Office of Refugee and Immigrant
Assistance) LEP Pathway Program. The LEP Pathway Program receives funding for
employability assessments, job readiness training, ESL courses, job search assistance, skills
training, and job retention assistance. It serves LEP adults that receive TANF or another form of
assistance. 445 Local and state governments may also model workforce training programs after
those implemented by nonprofit agencies. For example, in the Center for Employment Training
Program in San Jose, CA, most participants are Latino LEP individuals. The program increased
earnings by forty-five percent for the control group over a two and a half year follow-up period.
Participants enter job training with ESL integrated directly into the training. The program is only
considered completed once participants secure employment, and students are eligible to receive
Pell grants. 446 In the Chicago Manufacturing Technology Bridge Program, operated by Instituto
del Progreso Latino (IdPL) in Chicago, participants earn college credits and learn workplace
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English related to manufacturing. Participants also receive counseling, case management, job
placement and job retention assistance. 447 IdPL is the largest Latino-serving Workplace
Development program in Illinois and also offers the Carreras in Salud program (helping LEP
persons gain RN, CAN, and LPN positions) and the Mujer Avanzando program (helping Latina
single mothers achieve career goals and become homeowners). 448
Local governments may benefit from a “strengths-based” approach toward their
immigrant populations, focusing on particular abilities and positive traits uniquely offered by
immigrant communities. 449 According to the Economic Mobility Corporation, 450 immigrants are
thirty percent more likely to start their own business than their U.S.-born counterparts. 451 Since
immigrants have often successfully surmounted many obstacles in order to arrive in the United
States, they may be more comfortable taking risks (including business risks). Also, recent
immigrants may be used to supporting themselves and their families through self-employment
due to a lack of good jobs in their home countries. 452 This tendency toward entrepreneurship
spurs job creation and strengthens local economies. 453 When local governments make their
regulations on small businesses accessible to LEP individuals, this helps LEP business owners
understand government rules and ordinances so that they can properly run their small business,
thus supporting local economies. Finally, it is the responsibility of N.C. Workforce to allocate
sufficient funds to meet its obligations under Title VI.
Health Care
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“The North Carolina Department of Health and Human Services (N.C. DHHS) is
responsible for ensuring the health, safety and well-being of all North Carolinians. This
department offers health and wellness programs and services throughout the state.” 454 The NC
DHHS is made up of thirty divisions and offices, composed of four areas: health, human
services, administration, and support. In addition, the department oversees fourteen facilities,
including developmental centers and psychiatric hospitals, among others. 455 The three divisions
within N.C. DHHS that have the most expenditure are the Division of Medical Assistance
(Medicaid), 456 Division of Social Services, 457 and the Division of Mental Health, Developmental
Disabilities, and Substance Abuse Services. Health care agencies in North Carolina that are
recipients of federal financial assistance or sub-recipients through N.C. DHHS, or provide
services that are federally-funded, must offer language assistance options that will ensure
compliance with Title VI and its regulations.
Issues Faced By LEP Persons
The right to health is a fundamental to human right. 458 The accessibility of health care services
to individuals is tantamount to this basic right. Whether access to these services is guaranteed
very much depends on the language access policies of local health care agencies, which are
central to the day-to-day well-being of the LEP immigrants. 459 Lack of language access in health
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care services has multiple adverse consequences for LEP families and their communities.
Language barriers may make it less likely that LEP individuals attempt to access health care
services. Studies have found that LEP persons have greater obstacles when establishing a
regular source of primary care and are less likely to receive preventive services. 460 One national
survey of Spanish-speaking LEP patients revealed that they were significantly less likely than
patients proficient in English to obtain medical care in various areas of preventive services
including mental health, influenza vaccinations and mammograms. 461 These preventive services
are not only critical to the well-being of the individual patient but help to avoid the spread of
diseases and lower medical costs overall.
In situations where LEP individuals do attempt to access health care services, language
barriers may detrimentally affect the quality of health care received. Thus, these individuals will
not have equal access to health care services as are provided to English proficient individuals.
Miscommunication between patients and health care providers is a problem frequently reported,
often with dire consequences. The inability to efficiently communicate can significantly affect
the doctor-patient relationship. As one study reported:
[C]ommunication between providers and patients is critical for discussing issues
such as diagnoses, treatment plans, medication adherence, and disease
management techniques. A Robert Wood Johnson Foundation survey found that
94 percent of providers cite communication as a top priority in delivering quality
care. Over 70 percent reported that language barriers compromise the patient’s
understanding of treatment advice and their disease, increase the risk of
complications, and make it harder for patients to explain their symptoms. 462
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Miscommunication due to lack of interpreter services results in increased medical errors,
and disparities in health outcomes. The case of thirteen year-old Gricelda Zamora provides one
troubling example that reveals the consequences that may result when a hospital fails to provide
an interpreter. Gricelda’s Spanish-speaking parents were told, without the aid of an interpreter,
to bring her back to the hospital immediately if her symptoms worsened, and otherwise to follow
up with a doctor in three days. However, what her parents understood from the conversation that
occurred without the benefit of an interpreter was that they should wait three days to see the
doctor. After two days, with Gricelda’s condition deteriorating, they felt they could no longer
wait, and rushed her back to the emergency department. Doctors discovered she had a ruptured
appendix. She was airlifted to a nearby medical center in Phoenix, where she died a few hours
later. 463
The lack of translated health-related materials can also significantly contribute to the
deterioration of the quality of health care services. Every individual has numerous rights
associated with their receipt of health care services. Most people are aware of many of these
rights because of the dissemination of written information and brochures. However, if these
documents are not translated, LEP individuals cannot access this information. In sum, the lack
of language access lowers the understanding of patients and inhibits their ability to communicate
with their health providers, which in turn worsens the quality of healthcare service they receive.
Current Language Access Practices
In 2002, preliminary findings of a compliance review conducted by the U.S. DHHS OCR
indicated that NC DHHS and its subsidiary agencies were not meeting language access
obligations under Title VI. N.C. DHHS subsequently entered into a Voluntary Compliance
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Agreement, which has significantly influenced the current language access practices at local
health care agencies throughout the state. As part of the agreement, NC DHHS published a set
of standards in its Title VI Summary. 464 The Summary mirrors many of the policies outlined in
the DHHS LEP Guidance. It “provides for a range of oral language assistance options, 465 notice
to LEP persons of the right to language assistance at no cost, periodic training of staff... and the
translation of written materials.”
Oral Language Assistance
Federally funded health facilities must provide oral interpretation services free of charge
for patients who request it. 466 N.C. DHHS current policy states, “Under no circumstances shall
the local entity require the applicant/recipient to pay for bilingual/interpretive services.” 467 “NC
DHHS maintains a hotline with bilingual staff to serve Spanish clients.” The Department also
has access to a contract with Telelanguage, Inc., a phone interpreter service, to provide services
to individuals who speak languages other than Spanish or English. 468 The Department provides
an additional hotline service specific for HIV/AIDS “NC DHHS: HIV - Am I Infected?” in
Spanish. 469 DHHS has some bilingual staff at various local health care agencies throughout the
state. The actual number of bilingual staff in local agencies is unknown. It is important to note
that many bilingual staff members serve in other positions in the agency and their interpreter
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duties are often in addition to their primary responsibilities. These individuals are not listed as
interpreters, but as bilingual staff or volunteers.
In North Carolina, it is possible for medical providers to be reimbursed by Medicaid for
the cost of providing an interpreter when a Medicaid-eligible customer receives medical care. 470
That being said, undocumented immigrants who are defined as “non-qualified aliens” are not
eligible for Medicaid assistance or enrollment; 471 thus, the cost of the interpreting services will
not be reimbursed under these circumstances.
Written Materials
In addition to oral language assistance, the N.C. DHHS current policy echoes the DHHS
LEP Guidance that requires that “[e]ach division/facility/school shall ensure that vital
documents 472 are translated into Spanish and made available to local entities.” N.C. DHHS has
developed a standard Title VI complaint form available in both Spanish and English. 473 NC
DHHS provides a variety of informational brochures on their website in both English and
Spanish, including NC Prescription Drug Coverage 474, and Four Programs that Help Pay Your
Medical Expenses. 475 It also provides translated public health educational materials for LEP
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individuals online, including information about dental health and first aid. 476 Other informative
materials are made available to schools in Spanish, such as brochures about communicative
diseases. 477 Additionally, in December 2013, the Department introduced its Spanish version of a
travel guide, ACCESS North Carolina, (ACCESO Carolina Del Norte). The guide assists LEP
persons with disabilities who wish to travel throughout North Carolina and provides details on
the accessibility of nearly four hundred tourist sites across North Carolina. 478
N.C. DHHS has also translated most official forms, including application forms for
important health care programs. For example, the Department provides translated application
forms for Health Check Program, an important Medicaid program, as well as programs such as
N.C. Health Choice for Children and Child Support Services, which provide free or low-cost
health coverage. Spanish applications for these and other programs are made available at local
department of social services. 479 Similarly, the Department also provides the Patient
Authorization Form (to Permit Use and Disclosure of Health Information) in Spanish. 480 As a
general matter, all brochures and application forms disseminated by N.C. DHHS are reportedly
applicable in all N.C. counties. Since LEP individuals receive the services at local county health
departments (i.e., FCDPH), these county health agencies are also providing NC DHSS translated
documents as well as translated versions of documents unique to their facilities.
Forsyth County Public Health Department – A Sample Local Health Care Agency
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N.C. DHHS is the prime recipient of federal funds that it disburses among subsidiary
local agencies. N.C. DHHS is responsible for all subsidiary local agencies to which federal
funds are sub-granted, and as such is required to review the language access practices of
subrecipient county health departments, such as the Forsyth County Department of Public Health
(FCDPH). In addition to its individualized language access practices, the language access
practices of local health departments that are subsidiaries of N.C. DHHS must also mirror the
N.C. DHHS Title VI Policy in their provision of health care services. FCDPH is one example
and is presented as a sample local health care agency.
FCDPH provides a number of oral language assistance options for LEP residents. As an
example, FCDPH offers Pregnancy and Families with Young Children (Birth to 5) Resources in
Spanish, which include: (1) Breastfeeding Classes, (2) Infant Feeding Class that teaches proper
positioning of breastfeeding and (3) Pumping, Storage and Formula Class. Currently, the Forsyth
County Department of Social Services (FCDSS) is providing language interpreter services to all
customers in need, free of charge, as required by Title VI. 481 Additionally, the Community
Health Clinics of FCDPH in Winston-Salem provides their services in English, Spanish and
other languages if needed. For example, FCDPH offers an HIV/STD Counselling and Testing
Clinic, which offers its services in both Spanish and English and residents can request their
appointment be conducted in Spanish. 482 Furthermore, a number of local organizations provide
different public health-related human services that are accessible to and relied upon by LEP
communities. Work Family Resource Center (WFRC) is a child care resource in the area that
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provides its services in both Spanish and English. 483 The Forsyth County WIC (Women Infants
& Children) Program serves English and Spanish speaking clients with a bilingual staff.
Although these language assistance options are commendable language access practices, for
purposes of this report, it could not be demonstrated that the FCDPH offers much by way of
Spanish translation for its own documents like press releases and health brochures. Further
investigation is needed to confirm that appropriate language access information from the county
health department and whether the agency is in compliance with Title VI.
Aside from this example, it appears that most local health care agencies still do not have
any bilingual staff serving LEP individuals. This deficiency is compounded by the fact that these
agencies tend not to contract with interpreters to provide interpretation services although such
services are often reimbursed by the federal government. 484 Moreover, many state and local
agencies that provide health care services may not have sufficient awareness of their legal
obligations to provide language access services at no cost. In the previous compliance review, in
some instances it was found that health care agencies "effectively denied the services" because
no interpreter was available. In other instances, local agencies often required LEP clients to bring
their own interpreters, a policy that violates Title VI.
Recommendations
Underfunding has been the key obstacle to providing adequate interpretive services for
local agencies. North Carolina must endeavour to secure sufficient funding for state and local
health care agencies in order to properly care for LEP persons and to comply with Title VI.
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North Carolina health care agencies suffer a shortage of funding that would help to improve and
expand language access practices. Of concern, North Carolina receives less funding in the health
care sector compared to other states according to the state budget in 2013. 485 With regard to
public health services, N.C. DHHS was instructed to cut 160 of the program’s approximately 800
positions and close four of the sixteen centers. As a result of the state’s refusal to expand the
Medicaid coverage, it is estimated that has lost $51 billion in federal funding and
reimbursement. 486 The loss of federal funds has meant that state agencies responsible for
providing health care services must prioritize their services to those areas with the highest
caseloads in rural and underserved areas of the state to the detriment of other regions and
populations. 487 It has also meant that there may be fewer federal recipient agencies with Title VI
obligations.
While finding payment sources for interpreters is critically important for compliance,
health care agencies can also provide other acceptable oral language assistance options by hiring
bilingual staff or providers who can work directly with the Latino population. N.C. DHHS can
help to ensure oral language access and seek out or incentivize bilingual providers and staff
members. 488 Special recruitment efforts are needed to recruit bilingual and bicultural staff, and
to encourage Latino youth to seek health care professions. Under the state personnel system,
state agencies can increase salaries for bilingual staff by five percent. 489 Although this option is
available, it is not always used, and similar systems are not always available at the local level.
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To improve written language assistance, N.C. DHHS should expand its collection of
translated documents and materials, as well as improve the quality of translation. For example,
birth certificates, when written in Spanish, are often not translated in English in a precise way.
Inaccurate identifying information not only leads to confusion in patient records, but likely
circulates outside the healthcare system and affects the population database. 490
Practices identified around the state and elsewhere as effective ways of improving
language access services in the realm of health care may provide useful guidance. One example
is Duke's Organization of Interpreter Services. 491 Duke University's International Patient
Services (IPS) office provides interpreter services to Duke Hospital and seventeen outlying
clinics. Providers call a central number to request interpretation services immediately or to
schedule services for a later time. Interpreter services can also be provided over the phone.
Medical interpreters for a variety of different languages, including Spanish, Arabic, French,
German, and Mandarin, are available both during and after business hours. 492 One interpreter
remains on duty after hours and on the weekends, and a backup interpreter works from home.
Training is a central part of the interpreter services provided at Duke. IPS provides extensive
training to all new interpreters. In addition, IPS provides a "Bridging the Gap" course each year
that teaches interpreter skills, cultural competency, communication skills, advocacy skills, and
professional development.
Similarly, North Carolina should consider adopting practices developed in New York
City, which has implemented one of the most effective structures for Title VI compliance in
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health care services. The Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affair (MOIA) is responsible for
implementing and reviewing the Title VI compliance by the city agencies. MOIA developed a
set of strategies on the Title VI compliance for city healthcare providers. They include a strategy
called “plain language,” 493 translation of legal documents, the dissemination of information to
the public through a press release in different languages, and the availability of telephonic
interpretation. 494 Translated documents include forms and applications, as well as letters and
insurance information. City agencies offer regular training to the staff regarding to language
access services. Good practices within the healthcare services include the introduction of “I
speak…” cards, healthcare hotlines that answer all kinds of questions in different languages, and
a developed complaint channel that is comprised of self-reporting systems, secret shoppers, 495
and reports from health care consumers.
E.

Further Recommendations Applicable To All Title VI Agencies

North Carolina agencies that serve LEP persons should investigate recommendations,
models, and best practices in order to provide the best services to this population and to ensure
compliance with its legal obligations. Many of the following recommendations are based on
practices developed by the New York City Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs (NYC MOIA)
which has been recognized as a model government agency with regard to serving the varied LEP
population within its jurisdiction.
Translate Brochures and Forms in Plain Language
The NYC MOIA now requires that all city agencies draft translated documents at the
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average reading level of communities they are intended to assist. 496 If translated documents are
written at too high a level, this prevents access to services regardless of the language in which it
is written. The NYC MOIA is currently investigating ways to ensure best practices in this
regard. 497 North Carolina agencies should follow this example and translate brochures and forms
in plain language, and at a reading level that is accessible to all speakers of that language in the
communities they serve.
Complete Regular Internal Assessments
No matter the location or level (state or county), agencies should conduct internal
assessments, involve community members, consider new plans in light of institutional capability,
and attempt to get the best quality translation possible (machine translated documents often
contain errors).

498

Internal assessments and interdepartmental work groups prevents a

“piecemeal approach” 499 and helps to avoid the problem of a common failing of LEP efforts –
the tendency to “reinvent the wheel in each locality” 500 instead of comparing efforts to those in
other jurisdictions. Successful language access policies have buy-in from management, a written
policy, good institutional resources, effective use of technology, an agency staff culture
supporting language access, and ongoing monitoring of the language access plan. 501
Assessments can be conducted with assistance from members of the community. In the
NYC MOIA, best practices include a ‘Secret Shopper’ system of evaluating agencies’
accessibility to LEP persons. 502 Members of the community with limited English proficiency
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visit various government agencies and ask for assistance, then fill out reports detailing their
experiences. 503 The NYC MOIA then gives each agency a grade based in part on the Secret
Shoppers’ feedback. 504 Such an approach could be used by community groups to evaluate
various North Carolina agencies – for example, sending LEP representatives to various agency
offices, or asking LEP representatives to call various agency offices, to determine whether LEP
persons visiting the agency are effectively served.
Consider Cost-Efficient Strategies to Maximize Language Access Resources
Money may appear to be a barrier to LEP plans. However, many LEP plans can be
implemented with relative ease. For example, police departments can require officers to keep
sheets of paper with Miranda rights in various languages in their police vehicles. Agencies can
create a master list of bilingual employees. Departments seeking bilingual employees can offer a
stipend for individuals fluent in target languages. 505 The City of Monterey Park, CA mailed
paper “Language Identification Cards” to each household in its jurisdiction along with the water
bill. Residents can carry the card with them and show it inside a local government agency if they
need to communicate but cannot say the English name of the language/dialect they speak. 506 As
one study found, the costs of addressing language challenges, at least in regards to law
enforcement, “may not be as high as some police administrators believe.” 507
With regard to the issue of resources it is important to note that the Department of Justice
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recognizes that resources are limited in many communities. However, in 2009, an assistant
Attorney General stated that “even in tough economic times, assertions of lack of resources will
not provide carte blanche for failure to provide language access… [l]anguage access is essential
and is not to be treated as a ‘frill’ when determining what to cut in a budget.” 508
Develop an Internal Agency Culture Conducive to Language Rights
Local governments should know and emphasize in their communities that language
access policies are not simply a service for some, but a service to all people. 509 Language access
benefits the local community and the local government. When government agencies “can view
their efforts to promote language access as facilitating the future success of newer immigrants
within the geographic areas they serve, [agencies] too can benefit from the long-term social and
economic benefits that ultimately flow to the larger community.” 510 Agencies should promote a
culture valuing language rights, since “motivation, often driven by a single individual [at an
agency], seems to be the key determinant of a serious effort at LEP accessibility.” 511
Agencies should consider partnering with local nonprofit organizations. Nonprofits can
use their expertise in community outreach and local governments can work to create a
welcoming political environment for immigrant issues. 512
Website Development
Successful implementation of a language access plan includes providing the public with
ready access to multilingual versions of a government agency’s website. 513 Websites allow local
governments to “take the government to the people;” however, “if a website and a share of the
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population operate in different languages, the site fails in at least a portion of its mission.” 514 As
of 2010, numerous U.S. cities and counties’ websites were in need of significant improvement in
LEP accessibility.
Local government agencies in North Carolina can refer to the City of Tampa’s website,
which has won numerous awards for its site organization and bilingual availability. 515 The
website has a prominent search bar with “En Español” at the top. Information most relevant to
Tampa residents (news and notices, emergency alerts, calendar, maps) are prominent on the
page. The site links to mobile apps on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube, Foursquare, and
Flickr. It features a description of each department’s responsibilities, so that anyone can
understand the structure of the city government. Clicking the “En Español” button links the user
to Google and Bing mechanical web translation services.
A research study on LEP accessibility conducted by the University of Texas and Valdosta
State University found that ninety-five percent of city and county websites across eleven states
scored below “2” on a 0-6 point scale. 516 The study listed best practices for agencies regarding
their Internet presence, indicating that agencies should prioritize webpage development. 517
Websites should be easily readable, with links at the top of the page. 518 Links to multilingual
versions of the website should be printed in the applicable language (for example, a link to a
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Spanish version of the page should read “En Español” instead of “In Spanish”). 519 On a state or
county website, departments such as police, emergency, utilities (water service) and housing
should take priority in the order of translation. 520 The site should have a site map and a search
function. 521 Additionally, agencies should consult with focus groups before implementing
changes to the website and elicit feedback on changes to the website. 522
II. ASSESSING BEST PRACTICES: BUILDING INTEGRATED COMMUNITIES IN NORTH CAROLINA
Building Integrated Communities (BIC) is a statewide initiative that partners with
municipalities in North Carolina to help their local governments engage with immigrant and
refugee populations in order to generate and implement community integration plans and
strategies. 523 The community agencies that partner with BIC drive their own initiatives, on a
small and large scale. BIC begins the process by facilitating meetings between city leaders in the
partner municipality and local immigrants. As part of the integration planning process, BIC
provides the municipality with a community needs assessments, research on local demography,
and blueprints of the best practices and lessons learned from other municipalities. BIC’s goals
are not to direct change or provide direct services or programs but rather to facilitate
collaboration, provide resources, and share ideas about how best to engage immigrant
populations.
BIC recognizes that “all communities are different, with their own histories,
relationships, and local actors playing an important role in influencing outcomes.” 524 Therefore,
in each partner municipality, the BIC team focuses on creating locally relevant strategies unique
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to its LEP and immigrant populations. The municipalities define their own goals and strategies
for integration in their respective communities. BIC and the community team have at least a
three-year commitment to their partnership to pursue their integration strategies and achieve their
goals. 525 Municipalities that partner with BIC commit to providing “financial resources and
significant and sustained time to enhancing immigrant integration. Specifically, mayors, city
managers and representatives of all city agencies will participate in the planning process.” 526
Again, it is a process of engaging local immigrants, refugees, and their leaders. It aims to address
the particular community needs identified, as well as fostering cross-cultural relationships.
BIC’s comprehensive purpose is to successfully integrate immigrant and refugee
populations into local communities. Toward that end, one of the initiative’s areas of strategic
focus is linguistic access. In regards to language access plans, BIC’s partnerships espouse the
belief that language rights are crucial to many other human rights, and are crucial to almost all
social services for LEP people. Not only is it necessary to comply with the mandates of Title VI,
but language access allows for dignity and inclusion of all people in integrated communities.
This Report reviews progress and practices related to language rights and language access
in two BIC partner municipalities, the cities of Winston-Salem and High Point. These cities are
continuously working towards further improvements in integrating their communities, and
provide helpful blueprints of the BIC process. The outstanding efforts of these two partner
municipalities may serve as a guide to help other communities plan and implement similar
initiatives. Moreover, they have continued to assess their needs and deficiencies and to identify
problems and ways to remedy them, which is indicative of a best practice in and of itself.
High Point
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BIC Initiative
In order to gauge High Point’s commitment to improved language access, it is first
necessary to situate its efforts within a larger initiative to create a welcoming municipality for
immigrants and LEP persons. The city of High Point joined the BIC initiative in February
2011. 527 High Point’s BIC initiative is a collaborative effort, involving the participation of the
BIC team, the Human Relations Department and other city staff, immigrant community leaders
and community stakeholders. 528 The Human Relations Commission of High Point (HRC) is the
agency that spearheads the BIC immigration integration initiative and serves as High Point’s
primary representative. 529 The larger goal of participating in the initiative “was to examine
challenges that immigrants experience and take comprehensive steps to address these
challenges.” 530 As part of its partnership with BIC, High Point developed an ambitious action
plan with sixteen distinct sub-points. High Point’s BIC initiative, as directed by HRC, involves
all city agencies, along with many community shareholders. In regards to language rights, its
goal is to enhance immigrant access to information about city services and programs. 531
To start the planning process, the BIC team conducted research on the demographic
characteristics of High Point’s local communities. 532 Part of this research focused on LEP
residents of High Point, including their level of proficiency in English, country of origin, and
location in the community. 533 The BIC team presented this research, along with best practices
identified by the BIC staff after reviewing local immigrant integration policies across the
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nation, 534 at a series of workshops and meetings that the initiative facilitated as part of the
planning process. The participants utilized these resources provided through the initiative to
agree upon desired outcomes of the initiative and specific strategies to implement – forming a
community action plan. 535
One desired outcome was to improve communication between immigrants and city
agencies. Participants focused part of their efforts on making city communications and materials
accessible for immigrant populations. 536 They identified the need to make resources available
for LEP residents so that they could participate in the community. 537 Thus, some parts of the
sixteen-point action plan to enhance immigrant integration focused specifically on language
access. “Action items included the City’s adoption of a direct Spanish information line to avoid
miscommunication, translation of utility statements [into Spanish], and disseminating existing
translated materials through the city website.” 538
A few of the more notable programmatic initiatives include the High Point Student
Human Relations Commission, bus tours of the city for immigrants and refugees to enhance
knowledge of the community layout and transportation system, ride-alongs with the fire and
police departments to encourage relationships and a sense of trust with public safety officials, a
Spanish information telephone prompt with options, a meeting of religious leaders (Interfaith
Affairs Committee) to foster religious and cultural understanding, and a cross-cultural sports and
recreation program. The HRC has enlisted the participation of other organizations in its work
with the BIC initiative, including the Community Development and Housing Department, the
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Department of Transportation, Parks and Recreation, and the Police Department. The
organizations have attended meetings for High Point’s BIC initiative, where the goals for
immigration integration are articulated and refined. 539
HRC coordinates the High Point Festival of Cultures, which is a bi-annual “cultural
exchange between immigrants and non-immigrants.” 540 This provides agency staff with the
opportunity not only to celebrate diversity and language, but also to offer information about fair
housing and other human services. HRC also coordinates LEP-friendly events with Front Porch
Conversations, a Summer Swim Program for low income children, and Annual High Point
World Religions Forum, to name a few. A few of the notable participants in the High Point BIC
initiative are Guilford County Schools, Salvation Army, High Point Housing Authority and
Housing Coalition, and High Point University.
Although the initiative is ongoing, the BIC team has already provided additional research
to High Point in order to evaluate and assess the implementation of its strategies. By December
2013, the number of languages that the transit materials were translated into had increased and so
had immigrants’ access to public transit. Additionally, the researched noted an increase in
knowledge among the immigrant population about the community and city services. 541 More
generally, the evaluation showed that between September 2011 and October 2013,
“[a]pproximately 1100 High Point residents participated in ongoing initiatives identified as
action items” it the community plan towards immigrant integration. 542 These initiatives included
a newly formed international advisory committee and interfaith affairs committee, the festival of
cultures, cultural enrichment class, fire station tours for immigrants, and bus tours provided for
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immigrants and other residents. 543 High Point’s partnership with the BIC initiative has already
begun to transcend language barriers in its efforts to integrate immigrants into the community.
2.

Title VI Compliance

The High Point city government is a Title VI primary recipient, and all of the government
departments within the city organization of High Point must comply with Title VI to maintain
federal funding. A list of city departments that receive federal funding includes: Community
Development & Housing, Parks and Recreation, the Police and Fire Departments, Public
Services, and Electric Utilities. Additionally, High Point receives some of the federal funding to
affirmatively further fair housing efforts. Departments that provide information and services
relating to public safety, outreach, and fair housing have been identified as the most likely to
encounter immigrants and LEP individuals. Therefore, to the extent that such departments that
provide these services fall within the purview of the authority of the city, they have been targeted
for efforts to improve language access. More specifically, city agencies such as Emergency
Services, Transportation Department, Utilities Department, Public Works, and the Planning and
Zoning Department have a high priority level in the city’s language access initiative. 544
The Human Relations Department (HRD) of High Point is responsible for monitoring
Title VI compliance for all city departments. The department itself provides three main services
to its residents: Civic Engagement Programming, Fair Housing and Equal Employment
Advancement, and Multiculturalism and Diversity Training and also sponsors eight major
programs. 545 High Point has only two employees in HRD to oversee the compliance of its city
departments with regards to Title VI. Many cities have two to three times the number of
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employees to monitor compliance with Title VI throughout their city. Moreover, the HRD does
not have the authority to initiate Title VI complaints if staff finds a violation. Instead, if a person
seeking services from an agency believes that their Title VI rights have been violated, they
would be required to initiate a complaint process and would have to come to the HRD to file a
complaint. Notwithstanding the lack of sufficient resources and authority, High Point’s HRD
has actively engaged with many departments and agencies about Title VI compliance. As a
result, many departments in High Point have developed their own LEP policy and there is a
citywide process that has been put in place by the HRD. 546 Additionally, HRD does provide
outreach and educational opportunities about their monitoring responsibilities and agency
obligations in regards to Title VI. 547
3.

Language Access Practices

Many city agencies are currently responding to the needs of the High Point LEP
population. The High Point Fire Department responds to community groups who periodically
request safety programs for LEP individuals, for example, Burmese, Vietnamese or Spanishspeaking people. The Fire Department then conducts the programs with interpreters where they
are requested. 548 The Fire Department also makes informational handouts available in multiple
languages and distributes them through local schools and churches. Additionally, every fire truck
is provided with Spanish translation books. 549
Fair housing has been a significant issue for LEP/Latino residents. High Point has helped
to improve the Fair Housing Program to benefit immigrants. High Point’s Human Relations
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Department disseminates information about the responsibilities and rights of tenants and
landlords, provides educational opportunities about fair housing, and offers a mediation service
for settle housing disputes. 550 HRD also celebrates National Fair Housing Month throughout
April, during which it offers many educational programs about the right to fair, safe, and
affordable housing and provides all residents including LEP persons opportunities to participate
in panel discussions. 551
In addition to the Fire Department and the city’s Fair Housing Program, efforts have
improved some agency websites so that they are available in different languages. For example,
the Housing and Transportation Departments provide access to information in different
languages on their public websites for LEP residents. As of this writing, it does appear that they
are the only agencies providing language access translation.
High Point’s efforts have been notable and their commitment to language access for LEP
individuals demonstrates that progress in the city will continue. HRD has observed that there is
room for improvement with regard to a number of agencies and city services and activities.
They want to improve language access on their own department’s website, as well as the
websites of the departments in the city. They have expressed some concerns with ongoing
deficiencies in fair housing and disability issues involved with fair housing that impact LEP
persons and as a result of their assessment, are considering ways to improve agency processes
and services. Strategic financial planning and the prioritizing of resources have been a challenge
for High Point agencies. Each department prioritizes their own budget, but often require
compliance monitoring from a city entity with authority to direct them as to how to meet their
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obligations. Notwithstanding the challenges, city officials charged with Title VI oversight have
observed significant improvements, particularly with the Housing and Transportation
Departments, both of which that have been actively seeking to improve the provision of services
to the LEP population. A strategic plan will go in place soon to facilitate better compliance.
Winston-Salem
BIC Initiative
Winston-Salem’s efforts to integrate LEP persons, like High Point, can be discerned
through its decision to join with the BIC. Winston-Salem became a BIC partner in 2014. The
Human Relations Department serves as the lead organizer for the city’s BIC partnership. 552
Winston-Salem’s general goals as part of the BIC initiative are to undertake a needs assessment
and improve communication with LEP individuals through the consolidation of information
about services. As part of the language access plan that it has created through its partnership
with BIC, it seeks to provide LEP individuals with equal access to resources and services “in
high-impact lifestyle areas such as fair and affordable housing choice, education, healthcare, and
transportation.” 553 Winston-Salem’s language access strategies implemented as part of the
initiative will focus much of its attention on Latino communities; however all immigrant
populations will be included. Based on demographic research provided by the BIC team, the
Human Relations Department determined that the Hispanic-Latino population in Winston-Salem,
which constitutes 14.7 percent of the demographic, is the largest LEP group. 554
The Winston-Salem Human Relations Department has also sought to engender
community participation in the collaborative efforts from other local groups, including
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organizations that focus on immigrant population. 555 The Hispanic League, Wake Forest
University, Hispanic Interaction, the Indo-U.S. Cultural Association, Second Harvest Food Bank,
Winston-Salem/Forsyth County Schools, Forsyth Technical Community College, and Novant
Health are a few entities that are also partnering in Winston-Salem’s initiative. 556 As part of the
language access initiative, the Human Relations Department developed and continues to
coordinate an annual cultural festival with bilingual staff to attract LEP local residents and to
communicate with immigrants about language rights and federally funded services that are
accessible to them. Illiteracy was an issue for many of those in attendance, beyond having a
limited spoken command of the English language. In addition to partnering with local
community organizations, the Human Relations Department has established working
relationships with county and state-level entities that are key to the well-being of LEP residents
including Winston-Salem/Forsyth County Schools, Legal Aid, and the Department of Social
Services. 557
Winston Salem’s participation in the BIC initiative is still its earlier stages. The first year
consists predominantly of the planning process. Thus, the city will no doubt continue to improve
its language access practices over the coming years. It is the hope of this report that the
information provided herein concerning language rights, legal obligations, and best practices can
be utilized by BIC in its partnership with Winston-Salem, as well as by similar initiatives, to
improve language rights and language access for immigrant communities.
2. Title VI Compliance
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The city of Winston-Salem is a Title VI recipient; it is a prime recipient of federal funds
and also receives federal funds as a sub-recipient through N.C. DPS and N.C. DOT. 558 Each city
department is responsible for complying with Title VI. As such, the City of Winston-Salem has
developed an official LEP Policy. 559 The LEP policy identifies the city departments that have
the most frequent contact with the general public based on city data. This data has identified
Spanish-speakers as the predominant LEP group with whom these departments interact. It is
critical that the various city entities provide language assistance options that allow Spanishspeaking individuals to access their services.
The Winston-Salem departments that have been identified as having significant
interaction with LEP persons include: Emergency Services, Police, Fire Inspections, Utilities,
Human Relations, Housing Neighborhood Development, Neighborhood services, Planning,
Transportation, Inspections, Community and Business Development, City Link 560, Recreation
and Parks, Marketing and Communications, and more. 561 The city LEP policy encourages these
departments to hire multilingual employees, translate documents into Spanish, and offer pay
incentives to bilingual staff members. 562
The city has delegated authority for LEP compliance to the city’s Human Relations
Department. 563 According to the city’s LEP policy, the Human Relations Department accepts
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and investigates complaints from LEP residents of Winston-Salem who believe that they have
been unable to access city services or programs due to a limited proficiency in English. 564 The
policy appoints the Human Relations Department Director as the LEP Compliance
Coordinator. 565 The Coordinator works with city departments and provides technical assistance
to ensure that their language access practices are in compliance with Title VI. 566 The Human
Relations Director and LEP Compliance Coordinator, while not responsible for providing
departments with translation or interpretation services, maintains a network of qualified
community resources for referral to city departments. 567
3. Current Language Access Practices
The Human Relations Department in Winston-Salem “educates, provides, facilitates,
promotes, anticipates, studies, and recommends programs, projects, feedback, and actions for the
elimination of discrimination in any and all fields of human relationships.” 568 The department
endeavors to “(1) Study problems of discrimination in any or all fields of human relationship and
encourage fair treatment and mutual understanding among all ethnic groups in the city; (2)
Promote equality of opportunity for all citizens; (3) Provide channels of communication among
all ethnic groups; and (4) Encourage the employment of qualified people of all ethnic groups.” 569
The Human Relations Department monitors compliance with Title VI among the city’s
agencies and has found that most agencies are generally compliant, but also identifies
deficiencies and monitors for improvement. The Department works to identify reasonable steps
that city agencies should undertake to improve language accessibility and studies best practices
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from other locales to determine what protocols the city should adopt in order to provide language
access and comply with federal law. The staff provides LEP plans, maintains a list of
interpreters and translators in various language for use by city agencies, provides information
about how to use interpreters and translators and what written information and materials should
be translated into Spanish, and has also developed a television program to make sure that
Spanish speaking community is aware that services are offered in various departments.
The majority of the departments have an efficient strategy for making information
accessible to LEP residents, whether through an interpreter or translator or otherwise. However,
there is an open dialogue between Human Relations Department and the city departments to
continue improving practices and ensuring Title VI compliance. For example, the Department of
Information Systems and the Department of Marketing and Communications have been
identified as agencies that should monitor language access for Spanish speakers. 570 Additionally,
in 2013, the Human Relations Department worked with Winston-Salem’s Department of
Transportation to ensure that they had sufficient written, translated resources. 571
Winston-Salem’s Department of Transportation (DOT) advertises in Spanish-speaking
radio news about public meetings for road projects. The DOT also provides Spanish interpreters
at their public meetings, and translates their brochures into Spanish, although there is no official
monitoring of what or how much they translate for the LEP population at these meetings. The
Human Relations Department is working to implement similar practices in the Planning and
Zoning Department, having identified it with the need for LEP access to public meetings. 572
The Information Systems and Marketing and Communication Departments are
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responsible for review of city’s internet presence and what translated materials are available in
it. 573 The city’s public website provides a page with materials translated in Spanish. 574
Although Spanish versions of each individual department webpage are not available, the Spanish
webpage is readily accessible from the city’s main page, and it provides Spanish versions of
documents from a number of different city departments, such as the police department,
emergency services, and the department of housing and urban development. 575 In addition to
those documents, the Spanish page includes links to information on current topics made available
in Spanish, translated informational brochures, and provides a link to information about the
city’s Spanish-speaking show that brings LEP Hispanic residents vital information on city
services and city government initiatives. 576
The Fire and Police Departments provide information and one-on-one training about
language access and LEP awareness. These efforts are critical as it is particularly important for
the immigrant population to be able to connect to departments responsible for public safety and
to develop a sense of trust and foster positive interactions with law enforcement and emergency
services. While the Winston-Salem Fire Department currently has no specific LEP initiatives,
they strategically send Spanish-speaking firefighters into Spanish-speaking communities in the
event of an emergency. Towards this end, the Winston-Salem Police Department has a
partnership with the Human Relations Department in an initiative called Trust Talks. 577 This
initiative facilitates one-on-one conversations between the police and the community in a safe
environment. The goal of the initiative is to establish better lines of communication and trust
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between police officers and members of the community. 578 There are currently plans to have a
Trust Talk specifically for the immigrant community.
The city’s LEP policy as it relates to fair housing law is also significant. Fair Housing has
been a significant issue for immigrants and LEP residents in Winston-Salem. The Fair Housing
Act (Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968) “prohibits discrimination in the sale, rental and
financing of dwellings based on race, color, religion, sex or national origin.” 579 Limited English
proficiency often makes residents vulnerable to exploitative practices when applying for and
securing housing. Winston-Salem's fair housing ordinance is substantially equivalent to the
federal Fair Housing Act. 580 In effect, within the jurisdiction of the city of Winston-Salem, the
Human Relations Commission/Department is a U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) Fair Housing Access Program (FHAP) partner that enforces the local fair
housing ordinance, investigates allegations, and makes reasonable cause determinations of fair
housing law violations based on national origin and/or limited English proficiency in residential
housing transactions. 581 This is one of Human Relations' core areas of responsibility, which also
complements the BIC partnership.
Human Relations provides fair housing outreach and education for LEP and new
immigrant residents. It participated in the Fair Housing Project, which assists and represents
those who have experienced discrimination in housing. 582 The department is planning an
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educational video series about the tenant/landlord mediation program in English and Spanish. 583
Additionally, Human Relations is partnering with the Legal Aid of North Carolina Fair Housing
Project on conducting Fair Housing testing in Winston-Salem. Fair Housing testing will serve as
an important resource for gauging potential discriminatory practices that infringe on the housing
rights of those who are in the protected class of national origin (which includes foreign-born
residents).
The Human Relations Department also works in conjunction and partners with the
Housing Authority of Winston-Salem (HAWS) to ensure language accessibility for housing
matters. HAWS is another critical department for language accessibility. HAWS is a prime
recipient of federal funds and is directly responsible to the federal agencies from which it
receives assistance for compliance with Title VI and the Fair Housing Act. 584 HAWS provides
interpreter services and translators to LEP individuals to ensure that they are fully informed
about their right to nondiscrimination in the housing arena and to enhance their knowledge of
remedy and recourse if they do suffer housing discrimination. In addition, Human Relations has
a bilingual staff member that provides Spanish translations in regards to housing matters. 585
Conclusion
High Point and Winston-Salem are only two cities that have determined to create citywide practices to integrate immigrants, newcomers, and LEP persons and which have
emphasized language access as a key strategy to accomplish such integration. Since 2010, BIC
has partnered with the cities of Greenville and High Point, and Orange County. More recently,
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the cities of Winston-Salem and Sanford have joined as partner municipalities of the initiative.
BIC partners have received various awards, including the NC AARP (American Association of
Retired Persons) Multi-Cultural Award. Alvena Heggins, BIC partner and Human Relations
Director for the City of High Point, received the White House Champions of Change Award in
2013 for her efforts to help immigrants integrate socially, linguistically and civilly. BIC’s Anisha
Steephen received the 2013 Impact Award 586 for her research in facilitating innovative
immigration integration practices among BIC’s partner municipalities.
Many state and county agencies in North Carolina have invested substantial effort into
LEP initiatives by hiring bilingual staff, translating key forms and brochures, and making their
services available to the Spanish-speaking community in particular. These efforts are to be
applauded; however, there is further work to be done. In order to eschew any and all forms of
discrimination against LEP persons on the basis of English-language ability, agencies must
establish services equally accessible to LEP persons. By continuing the initiatives which are
already underway, partnering with community groups in order to add to their present efforts, and
pooling resources in order to implement LEP initiatives frugally, North Carolina state and county
agencies will take steps in the right direction towards full compliance with Title VI and
Executive Order 13166. Furthermore, these efforts will not only aid North Carolina
governments in compliance with federal law, but work towards integrating North Carolina
communities and reaching a unity that has been observed in model multilingual societies.
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SECTION FOUR: SPECIAL POPULATIONS – UNACCOMPANIED MINORS
This Section discusses unaccompanied minors, a vulnerable LEP population with
increasing numbers in the United States in general, and North Carolina in particular. This often
unseen but increasingly present population reveals the importance of the Building Integrated
Communities project and demonstrates why towns and cities must adopt and adapt to changing
demographics as a way to maintain social integrity and human dignity. While the services these
children are eligible for vary, as do their service providers’ obligations, these children have a
heightened need for language access and must be treated with dignity.
The phenomenon of a dramatically increasing number of children arriving at the United
States/Mexico border unaccompanied by a parent or guardian in recent years has been referred to
as the “surge.” 587 These children are coming for many interrelated reasons, among them
violence, gang recruitment, unrest, and poverty. 588 Under U.S. law, if the child is from a country
other than Mexico or Canada, she must be granted entry until she has a chance to have her case
heard before an immigration judge. 589 During that interim period, the child will first be cared for
by the U.S. Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR), but ultimately (almost always) placed with a
sponsor, who is very often a parent or other family member. 590 This Section describes the access
to services these children will need and to which they have a right during a particularly difficult
period of transition and uncertainty. This Section also addresses the rights to language access
with respect to those services.
I. BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT
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Who are Unaccompanied Children?
The term “unaccompanied alien child” (UAC) is a legal term that refers to a child who:
(A) has no lawful immigration status in the United States;
(B) has not attained 18 years of age; and
(C) with respect to whom [either]
(i) there is no parent or legal guardian in the United States; or
(ii) no parent or legal guardian in the United States is available to provide
care and physical custody. 591
Almost all the UACs come from Mexico and the Central American countries of
Honduras, El Salvador, and Guatemala, known collectively as the “Northern Triangle.” 592 In
2014, UACs from the Northern Triangle countries accounted for about three quarters of the
UACs apprehended at the border, up from just seventeen percent in 2009, when over eighty-two
percent were Mexican. 593 The overall numbers point to a relatively steady number of Mexican
UACs since 2009. 594 However, the numbers (the proportional increase) from the Northern
Triangle account almost entirely for the “surge,” tripling between 2009 and 2012, and then
increasing five-fold between 2012 and 2014, a 1500 percent increase over the five year period
from that region. 595
Most UACs are boys (seventy-six percent in 2014) and teenagers between the age of
thirteen and seventeen (eighty-four percent in 2014). 596 However, the proportion of those twelve
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and under has been increasing (sixteen percent in 2014 was up from only nine percent in
2013). 597 Similarly, the proportion of girls has increased significantly (twenty-four percent in
2014 was up from seventeen percent in 2013). 598 Honduras specifically accounts for the highest
proportion in both of these demographic groups, where from 2013 to 2014, the proportion of
girls rose from thirty-one percent to forty percent, and children under thirteen went from twenty
percent to twenty-nine percent. 599
Why Do They Come?
These children do not always have a single motive for emigrating. While family
unification and economic opportunity remain important factors, violence and fear have been
rapidly increasing motivations for these children, and are most often reported as the dominant
reason for their leaving their home countries. 600
Central America and Mexico have been unstable for decades. 601 Mexico has experienced
some of the worst drug cartel and related violence over the last decade, 602 and while the violence
in Mexico has plateaued or even declined, in some parts of the country, it still remains extremely

http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2014/07/22/children-12-and-under-are-fastest-growing-group-ofunaccompanied-minors-at-u-s-border/.
597
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598
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599
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600
See, e.g., Elizabeth Kennedy, No Childhood Here: Why Central American Children are Fleeing Their Homes,
AM. IMMIGR. COUNCIL (July 14, 2014),
http://www.immigrationpolicy.org/sites/default/files/docs/no_childhood_here_why_central_american_children_are
_fleeing_their_homes_final.pdf. In a report based on interviews of Salvadoran children who had fled their homes
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unification as a factor. Id. at 3. More rural children report economic opportunity as a factor (40%), while more
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Nick Miroff & William Booth, Mexico’s Drug War Is At A Stalemate As Calderon’s Presidency Ends, WASH.
POST, Nov. 27, 2012, http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/the_americas/calderon-finishes-his-six-year-drug-warat-stalemate/2012/11/26/82c90a94-31eb-11e2-92f0-496af208bf23_story.html (reporting on the more than 60,000
deaths between 2006 and 2012).
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See Joanna Penn, Linking Income Inequality and Violent Crime: Data from Mexico’s “Drug War”,
JOURNALIST’S RESOURCE (Sep. 4, 2014), http://journalistsresource.org/studies/international/conflicts/linkingincome-inequality-violent-crime-data-mexico-drug-war (“While the number of drug-related homicides has [recently
declined,] violence remains endemic in parts of Mexico.”).
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dangerous and lawless and even worsened, particularly around the border regions. 603 While
poverty and political instability have plagued the Northern Triangle for many years, the
increased presence, power, and influence of mostly narcotics trade-related transnational gangs
has caused the Northern Triangle to experience even greater crime and instability of the past
several years. 604 Honduras has had the highest murder rate in the world since 2010. 605 El
Salvador has the fourth highest murder rate (recently down from number 2). 606 Guatemala has
the fifth highest murder rate. 607 In both Central America and Mexico, the governments’ are
often unable to curb the violence, and in many other cases complicit and corrupt and thus
unwilling to protect the population. 608 Although fleeing their homes is generally a last resort,
these factors have been key to the “surge” of increasing numbers of children choosing to flee. 609
How Do They Come?
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Jeremy Bender & Armin Rosen, Mexico's Drug War Is Entering A Dark Phase, BUS. INSIDER, Oct. 24, 2014,
http://www.businessinsider.com/mexicos-drug-war-is-entering-a-dangerous-phase-2014-10 (reporting on recent
arrests of high level drug kingpins as well as recent drug-related killings of students in western Mexico).
604
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Koroma, Honduras President: The War on Drugs Is Causing the U.S. Immigration Problem, TIME, July 15, 2014,
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drug war and anti-cartel efforts in Mexico for the recent rise in Honduras).
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CONTEXT, DATA 126, 146 (Mar. 2014),
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police in Honduras and El Salvador have always been corrupt, they are now effectively controlled by the gangs in
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Children and their families often must pay human smugglers (“coyotes”) thousands of
dollars to get them to the U.S. border. 610 They travel by car, bus, and even on top of freight
trains. The trip is extremely dangerous and many have died. 611 It may take months, and food
and water are often scarce. For many, the trip is often unsuccessful. They may be apprehended
by Mexican authorities and returned home long before reaching the United States. 612 Along the
way they are often victims of crimes, including rape, robbery, trafficking, and other
exploitation.613 Most simply turn themselves in to Border Patrol as soon as they arrive at the
border. 614
What is Their Immigration Status?
These children are presumed to be removable (deportable) when they arrive at the border
and encounter Customs and Border Protection (CBP) Officers, and most are detained. 615
However, if they are unaccompanied, and from a country other than Mexico, under the
Trafficking Victims Reauthorization Protection Act of 2008 (TVRPA 2008), they are not subject

610

Fault Lines Digital Team, Coyote: 'If you turn yourself in to immigration, there is no problem', AL-JAZEERA (Sep.
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611
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AMERICAN IMMIGRATION COUNCIL: IMMIGRATION POLICY CENTER, CHILDREN IN DANGER: A GUIDE TO THE
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to immediate removal. 616 Mexican children, on the other hand, must be screened for trafficking
and fear of persecution, but are otherwise immediately turned back without a hearing. 617 Under
“expedited removal,” adults are screened for fear of persecution and otherwise removed without
a hearing. 618
An initial determination is usually made by CBP or Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) that a child is a UAC and is thus subject to the certain protections under
TVPRA 2008, and other protections under the Homeland Security Act (HSA) and the Flores
Settlement of 1997 which refers to a binding agreement entered into by the United States in a
case brought to protect the rights of immigrant children. 619 Once a child is determined to be a
UAC, that designation stays with the child throughout the course of immigration proceedings
(for immigration purposes), regardless of whether he or she is reunited with a parent in the
interim. The designation requires only that at the time of determination, the child did not have a
parent available. 620
TVPRA 2008 guarantees that a UAC will actually get a hearing and requires that CBP
transfer them to the care and custody of the ORR at the Department of Health and Human
Services (DHHS) within seventy-two hours of apprehension. 621 ORR takes the child into its

616
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620
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custody and care until the child is placed with a sponsor, who is usually a family member. 622
The child will be issued a notice to appear in immigration court, and will be given a chance at
that time to ask to be able to apply for relief from removal. 623 The child is released with the
understanding that she must appear in immigration court for a determination as to whether she
can remain lawfully in the United States. 624
It is estimated that forty percent of UACs are eligible for some form of relief. 625 There
are several forms of humanitarian-based immigration relief a child might be eligible for:
•

Asylum: A child who cannot or is unwilling to return to his or her “country because of
persecution or a well-founded fear of persecution on account of race, religion, nationality,
membership in a particular social group, or political opinion” will be given a chance to
have his or her case heard by a USCIS (United States Citizenship and Immigration
Services) Immigration Officer in a non-adversarial interview.” 626

•

Special Immigrant Juvenile Status (SIJS): A child whose unification with at least one
parent “is not viable due to abuse, neglect, abandonment, or a similar basis;” return to the
child’s home country is not in the child’s “best interest”; and the child is not in the
custody of a parent. 627

•

U-Visa: A child may be eligible if he or she “has suffered substantial physical or mental
abuse as a result of having been a victim of criminal activity,” has information regarding
the crime and is helpful in having the authorities prosecute. 628

•

T-Visa: A child may be eligible if he or she “is or has been a victim of a severe form of
trafficking in persons.” 629
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SIJS and asylum visas are the most common forms a UAC may be eligible for. SIJS status is the
fastest form of relief, and ORR can petition for it, although the child is generally out of ORR
custody and care by the time it is granted. 630
The child remains subject to removal proceedings while final determination of her status
awaits adjudication in the courts or USCIS office. Once she is granted status, she is no longer
under a removal order. However, if he or she is not granted some form of status relief, a final
removal order will be instated and the child will be removable at any time. Some children are
ordered removed in absentia if they do not appear for court at the designated time. 631 This
happens usually when a child does not have legal counsel to help them with the process. 632
One critical issue affecting UACs is whether they can access counsel to assist them in
seeking appropriate immigration relief. Under TVPRA 2008, DHHS is required to “ensure, to
the greatest extent practicable . . . that all unaccompanied alien children [who pass through or
remain in its custody] have counsel to represent them in legal proceedings.” 633 While DHHS
does not appoint counsel, it works with organizations that provide access low cost and free legal
representation. Studies show that those in ORR custody have a rate of around seventy percent
represented, while those outside of ORR have representation thirty-two percent of the time, and
less than one percent stay in ORR long enough to see his or her case through to status change. 634
II. WHAT RIGHTS DO UACS HAVE AS THEY MOVE THROUGH THE SYSTEM?
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This Part discusses the rights of UACs as they move through the system of various
government agencies and are ultimately most often released and then placed in a nongovernmental living situation with a sponsor for the remainder of her immigration proceedings.
The rights and services she is afforded depend on the stage of her custody, and this Part
addresses those differences. The two primary contexts addressed are a UAC’s rights while in
ORR care and custody, and UAC’s rights once released.
Virtually all of the UACs entering the United States are from Latin America and do not
speak English and are thus considered Limited English Proficient (LEP). 635 While most speak
Spanish, many do not speak it fluently and primarily speak an uncommon indigenous language,
for example. 636 Depending on a UAC’s pending status and situation, her rights to services and
government benefits will vary. However, regardless of the type of services for which she is
eligible, she has a right to access them in her own language under when required by Title VI of
the Civil Rights Act (Title VI). 637 Title VI states that “[n]o person in the United States shall, on
the ground of race, color, or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the
benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal
financial assistance.” 638 Discrimination on the basis of “national origin” includes failure of a
recipient to “take reasonable steps to ensure meaningful access to their programs and activities
by LEP persons.” 639 Title VI does not have any requirement that the person be documented,
only that they be in the United States; 640 therefore UACs are covered. ORR, as a part of DHHS
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of the Federal Government, and all its service providers (as recipients of federal funding)
discussed in Part II are all obligated to follow Title VI, while the in-kind non-profit community
service providers described in Part II.C.2 are only obligated if they receive federal funding of
any type. 641
Customs and Border Patrol Screening
As stated above, CBP is charged with screening a child to determine her nationality and
whether she is a UAC. If the child fits the criteria, and is from a country other than Mexico or
Canada, the law requires that she be transferred to ORR custody within seventy-two hours. 642
During this time, CBP also conducts a health screening “for visible and obvious health issues
[such as] lice, rashes, diarrhea, and cough . . . .” 643 During the “surge,” the CDC was also called
upon to assist. 644 “Children must be considered ‘fit to travel’ before they are moved from the
border patrol station to an ORR shelter,” where they receive further medical screening and care,
including vaccinations. 645
In 2014, due to overcrowding and delayed stays in CBP facilities, DHHS opened several
interim facilities where children were sent and remained while they were between CBP custody
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and the ORR shelter from where placements are made. 646 These facilities are technically less
restrictive settings than CBP detention, but other than medical care and other basic needs,
children did not receive the same services as they would in ORR care, as described below.
While their stay in CBP custody is brief, and the services limited, CBP must still comply with
Title VI language rights. 647
UAC Rights While in the Custody and Care of ORR
Because most UACs are Mexicans who, once screened for trafficking or fear of
persecution are immediately returned home, not all UACs apprehended are transferred to ORR
custody and care. Compared to border apprehensions UACs, where Mexican, Honduran,
Salvadoran, and Guatemalan children are relatively evenly represented, among those who enter
ORR custody, only two percent are Mexican, and the rest are relatively evenly represented
among the other three nationalities. 648 This indicates the impact of the TVPRA’s restriction
against expedited removal of UACs from non-contiguous countries compared to the basic, if not
minimal screening of Mexican children who are more frequently returned to their country of
origin and denied an opportunity to apply for immigration relief.
Nevertheless, with the demographic shift, ORR has seen a massive increase in overall
numbers of UACs referred to ORR in recent years. 649 Referrals increased more than four-fold
between 2012 and 2014, to more than 57,000. 650 Monthly referrals show an even more dramatic
rise, never exceeding 1,000 before 2012, to over 10,000 in June of 2014. 651 Corresponding to
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this rise in referrals has been a decrease in the average length of stay in ORR custody and care,
dropping from sixty-one days in 2010 to twenty-nine days in 2014. 652
ORR’s Mission and Responsibilities
The ORR mission and mandate with respect to UACs falls within its general
organizational purpose:
ORR/ Division of Children's Services/Unaccompanied Children program provides
unaccompanied children [UACs] with a safe and appropriate environment as well
as client-focused highest quality of care [tailored to each UAC in order to] to
maximize the child's opportunities for success both while in care, and upon
discharge from the program to sponsors in the U.S. or return to home country, to
assist them in becoming integrated members of our global society. 653
To that end, and consistent with its legal obligations, ORR states that it “[treats] all children in its
custody with dignity, respect and special concern for individual needs, [and] considers the best
interests of the child in all placement decisions.” 654
The Homeland Security Act, in assigning ORR the custody and care of UACs, specifies
certain duties ORR’s Division of Children’s Services for which they are responsible with respect
to providing children services. 655 ORR must
“coordinat[e] and implement[] the care and placement of [UACs] who are in
Federal custody by reason of their immigration status . . . [,] ensur[e] that the
interests of the child are considered in [these] decisions and actions . . . [and]
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implement[] policies with respect to [their] care and placement.” 656 Placement
includes parental reunification when appropriate. 657 In the interim, ORR must
“identify[] a sufficient number of qualified individuals, entities, and facilities to
house [UACs].” 658 ORR must “oversee[] the infrastructure and personnel of
[these] facilities . . . [as well as conduct] investigations and inspections of [the]
facilities and other entities in which [UACs] reside, including regular follow-up
visits to such facilities, placements, and other entities, to assess the continued
suitability of such placements.” 659
ORR Care Providers
As the above enumerated duties emphasize, while in ORR care and custody, the key
concerns are the needs of the children while in custody and assuring their appropriate placement
once they are released from ORR custody. Under the Flores Agreement and TVPRA 2008,
UACs in the custody and care of ORR “shall be promptly placed in the least restrictive setting
that is in the best interest of the child.” 660 Under this guidance, ORR contracts and enters into
cooperative agreements with public and non-profit state-licensed shelters, 661 most of which are
close to the border where they are apprehended. 662 These “care provider facilities” “must meet
ORR requirements to ensure a high level of quality of care.” 663 These facilities are meant to
“provide a continuum of care for children,” and include foster care, group homes, shelter
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facilities, staff secure or secure care facilities, residential treatment centers, or other special needs
facilities. 664
Language Rights and ORR Services
ORR requires most care provider staff are required to be bilingual in Spanish and
English. 665 As contractors with the federal agency DHHS and ORR, in accordance with Title VI,
ORR’s care providers must provide all services “in a manner that is sensitive to the age, culture,
native language, and needs of each unaccompanied child.” 666
Care providers must provide the following “minimum” services: 667
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Food, beverages, bathing facilities, clothing, shoes, and hygiene products
Classroom education appropriate to the age and developmental level of the child 668
Reasonable right to privacy
Individualized needs assessment and individual service plan
Mental health, medical, and dental services
Socialization and recreational activities
Counseling: individual and group
Facilitation of identification of family members in the U.S. and contact and visitation
with family, where possible 669
• Access to legal services 670
In accordance with, and beyond its Title VI obligations, ORR demands cultural and

language sensitivity of its care providers. 671 Recognizing that these UACs “entering ORR
custody come from a wide array of cultures, practices, languages, and beliefs,” ORR requires its
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care providers to have “cultural awareness and systems in place to support the cultural identity
and needs of each unaccompanied child.” 672 ORR further requires that they:
make every effort possible to provide comprehensive services and literature in the
native language of each unaccompanied child; provide onsite staff or interpreters
as needed; and allow unaccompanied children to communicate in their preferred
language when they choose. All ORR required documents provided to
unaccompanied children must be translated in the unaccompanied child’s
preferred language, either written or verbally. Translation services should be used
when no written translation (assuming the child is literate) or onsite staff or
interpreters are available. 673
i) Case Managers
To assist in many of its key duties, ORR has Case Managers who coordinate UAC
assessments, complete individual service plans, make release or transfer recommendations, and
coordinate such release children from ORR custody. 674 In these duties, Case Managers work in
concert with Case Coordinators, who work for non-governmental organizations and “act as a
local ORR liaison” in the release process. 675 Case managers “also ensure all services for
children and youth are documented and maintain case files for unaccompanied children.” 676
Additionally, they conduct home visits and coordinate Post Release Services for a limited
number of at-risk children. Case managers are required to speak Spanish fluently because the
vast majority of UACs speak Spanish. 677
Case Planning
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Under federal law, the Case Plans which Case Managers coordinate for UACs in ORR
custody and care “must, at a minimum, address the following elements:
(1) Family reunification;
(2) Appropriate placement of the unaccompanied child in a foster home, group foster
care, residential facility, supervised independent living, or other setting, as deemed
appropriate in meeting the best interest and special needs if the child.
(3) Health screening and treatment, including provision for medical and dental
examinations and for all necessary medical and dental treatment.
(4) Orientation, testing, and counseling to facilitate the adjustment of the child to
American culture.
(5) Preparation for participation in American society with special emphasis upon English
language instruction and occupational as well as cultural training as necessary to facilitate
the child's social integration and to prepare the child for independent living and economic
self-sufficiency.
(6) Preservation of the child's ethnic and religious heritage.” 678
All of these services must be provided in a language the child understands. 679
Health Care
According to ORR, “[c]are provider facilities’ case management teams use standardized
screening tools to assess children for mental health and victims of trafficking issues.” 680 A child
in ORR custody and care is entitled to receive more thorough health screening and health care
services than the cursory screening by CBP. 681 As needed, they are vaccinated and if found to
have communicable diseases, they are separated from other children and treated. 682 Children
receive additional, more thorough medical screening and vaccinations at ORR shelter
facilities. 683 While they are in ORR custody, UAC healthcare is fully paid by the federal
government. 684
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Despite ORR obligations, researchers have expressed concerns about the adequacy of
health screening, especially mental health screening. In a 2001, the United States Conference of
Catholic Bishops (USCCB) conducted a study in which about eighty-five percent of UACs
reported having “some type of traumatic experience prior to entering ORR custody.” 685 The
study found that UACs “with a diagnosed mental health disorder” had “steadily increased”
between 2008 and 2011 from thirteen percent to thirty-eight percent, half of whom came from
Honduras. 686 The report also revealed that children experienced continued trauma when
transferred from ORR where they had just begun to establish relationships, to integrate into an
unfamiliar country and culture, even if that transition was to a family member. 687 A separate in
depth study by numerous psychiatry experts found that twenty percent of UAC have posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). 688
As discussed below in Part II.C, ORR coordinated post release services for mental
healthcare are not legally required, and are only provided as ever-changing funding levels
allow. 689 As noted above, the mission of ORR includes “maximiz[ing] the child's opportunities
for success both while in care, and upon discharge from the program to sponsors in the U.S. . . . ,
to assist them in becoming integrated members of our global society.” 690 This disconnect
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between mission, legal mandate, and funding highlights a key area where ORR is not provided
with the tools it needs to effectively “maximize” these children’s “opportunities for success” and
“integration.”
Placement and ORR Release
Aside from providing the care services described above, ORR care providers, generally
through Case Managers, facilitate “safe and timely release to family members or other sponsors
that can care for them,” as required by the Flores Agreement duty of prompt placement “in the
least restrictive setting appropriate to the minor's age and special needs [so long as it] ensure[s]
the minor's timely appearance before the INS and the immigration courts and to protect the
minor's well-being and that of others.” 691 Average stays in ORR custody dropped in 2014 to 29
days, due in part to a “streamlin[ing of] its placement process.” 692
Case managers are required to do the following before a sponsor is authorized:
•
•
•
•

•

“interview prospective sponsors;
require prospective sponsors to complete a ‘Authorization for Release of Information’
conduct background checks on all prospective sponsors;
coordinate fingerprint checks of the FBI database for non-parental sponsors, or for
parental sponsors where there is a documented risk to the safety of the child, the child
is especially vulnerable, or the case is being referred for a mandatory home study; and
coordinate a check of the immigration Central Index System in some cases.” 693
(While a sponsor’s immigration status is inquired into, it is not used to deny
placement.) 694

Case Managers weigh many factors when evaluating family members and other potential
sponsors, including the “linguistic and cultural background of the child or youth and the sponsor,
including cultural, social, and communal norms and practices for the care of children.” Other
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factors include the “nature and extent of the sponsor’s previous and current relationship, [if any,]
with the child or youth and the child’s family” and “[t]he sponsor’s motivation for wanting to
sponsor the child or youth.” Case managers consider the child’s views, and her parent’s or legal
guardian’s “perspective on the release to the identified potential sponsor” (where the parent or
legal guardian has designated a sponsor). They further consider a “sponsor’s understanding of
the unaccompanied child’s needs,” her “plan to provide adequate care, supervision, access to
community resources, and housing,” and her “understanding of the importance of ensuring the . .
. child’s presence at all future hearings or proceedings, including immigration court
proceedings.” The Case Manager must individually consider the “child’s current functioning
and strengths in relation to any risk factors or special concerns,” some of which may require or
justify Post-Release Services. 695 Finally, and perhaps most importantly, Case Managers assess
potential “sponsor’s strengths, resources, and mitigating factors in relation to any risks or special
concerns of the child or sponsor . . . .” 696 In some cases, Case Managers conduct home visits if
the child has special needs or “if safety is in question.” 697
The Flores Agreement outlines the following preference ranking for sponsor types: (1) a
parent, (2) a legal guardian, (3) an adult relative, (4) an adult individual or entity designated by
the child’s parent or legal guardian, (5) a licensed program willing to accept legal custody, or (6)
an adult or entity approved by ORR. 698 Approximately eighty-five to ninety percent of UACs
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are released to family for the remainder of the court proceedings, for which a sponsor must sign a
form expressly affirming they understand the child must appear in court. 699
In preparation for release from ORR custody, care providers work with the child and
sponsor so that they can plan and prepare for the child’s future needs. They “assess the
sponsor’s ability to access community resources” and when necessary, help access “services for
the child.” 700 While this preparation is not always adequate and is not necessarily followed up
upon, it generally helps children with initial integration and service access, especially with
school and other easily accessible community resources. 701 Nevertheless, children’s needs are
not always met once they are released. If a child’s placement with a sponsor who ultimately is
unsuccessful and this comes to the attention of ORR, she may then be placed through a state’s
Child Protective Services. Once placed, a child almost never returns to ORR custody. 702
Rights to Services Once Released from ORR Care and Custody
Post-Release Services
For certain “at-risk” categories of UACs, ORR offers post-release services. Case
managers coordinate “individualized packages of services to UACs and their sponsors depending
on their unique needs.” 703 ORR requires service providers, who are generally non-profit
organizations to comply with and exceed their Title VI obligations as government contractors by
requiring them to “coordinate or administer all of the following minimum required services listed
for each assigned UAC in a manner that is sensitive to the age, culture, religion, native language,
sexual orientation, and individual needs of each UAC:” safety, legal services, guardianship,
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education, medical services, mental health services. 704 Post-release services, which when
provided must also conform to Title VI language obligations, may also include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Home visits and family preservation services
Ongoing psycho-educational support and opportunities to foster community
integration
Systems advocacy and education to overcome barriers to services to include enrolling
in public school, ensuring access to individual service plans in school to include ESL
courses and tutoring, and finding affordable and bilingual health care providers
Identification of resources to support the family in meeting basic needs
Connection to community supports, whether places of worship, ethnic community,
and/or support groups
Continuous assessment of child safety and well-being
Referring children to low cost or pro bono immigration legal assistance and educating
children and their families about immigration processes
Convening, supporting, and encouraging interdisciplinary panel to discuss cases, as
needed” 705

Post-release services collaborative between ORR and shelter staff planning begins before the
UAC is released from ORR custody in so that services are in place once the UAC is released. 706
TVPRA 2008 requires that prior to release, ORR must determine whether a home-study
is necessary. 707 If a home-study is required, post-release services “shall” be provided. The less
than ten percent of cases where a home-study, and thus post-release services, must be provided
include: “[when] a child [] is a victim of a severe form of trafficking in persons, a special needs
child with a disability . . . , a child who has been a victim of physical or sexual abuse under
circumstances that indicate that the child’s health or welfare has been significantly harmed or
threatened, or a child whose proposed sponsor clearly presents a risk of abuse, maltreatment,
exploitation, or trafficking to the child based on all available objective evidence.” 708 The
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services listed above are generally provided for six months, but may be provided longer or
shorter periods upon ORR’s determination. 709 Post-release services, however, are voluntary, and
a sponsor must first consent and may decline them or withdraw consent at any time. 710
While children for whom a home visit is done will receive post-release services
automatically, ORR is further “authorized to conduct follow-up services in cases involving
children with mental health or other needs who could benefit from ongoing assistance from a
social welfare agency.” 711 In cases such as where “additional assistance is required to connect
the child and sponsor to needed resources post-release” or where the child has “specials needs
and would benefit from additional services,” “the case may be referred for post-release only
services.” 712 A referral for post-release services is dependent on the sponsor’s ability to provide
“for the UAC's physical and/or mental well-being.” 713 The availability of these services
fluctuates depending on funding. 714 In determining whether a UAC will be considered for postrelease services, ORR considers whether the child:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“has a medical condition
[displays] evidence of mental health/emotional concerns/trauma
presents a risk of suicide or self-harming behaviors
[has] cognitive or developmental delays
[has a] history of residential treatment and/or psychiatric placements
[has] ambivalence toward and limited relationship between the UAC and sponsor
[has a] history of substance abuse
[has] behavioral issues
[has had] past or [has] present gang-involvement
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•

[is] pregnant or parenting” 715

Post-release services are funded through ORR and the federal government and thus they
must be administered in accordance with Tile VI, just as ORR itself must adhere to the
requirements with respect to language access. 716 However, precisely where post-release services
are the most critical—identification of local resources—is where language access becomes an
often insurmountable barrier. Post-release service providers must network in each community to
find service providers that meet a given child’s needs—a process which is far from uniform. 717
As discussed below in Part II.C.2, the children are generally ineligible for government funded
services. 718 Thus, while most private agencies in the mental health setting, for example, are
otherwise often willing to offer low cost services to vulnerable children, in many communities
there very few bilingual therapists, and they do not have the interpretive capacity to offer the
needed services in a language the child understands; 719 and as they are private, they are not
subject to Title VI. 720 Accordingly, even with post-release services such as local resource
identification and coordination, these children may still not get what they need.
Concerns have been raised both that post-release services are too restrictively and
scarcely offered and, conversely, that they are used invasively. First, when they are not offered,
that leaves open the possibility that a child may not get what she needs, or worse, has been
placed with a bad sponsor with whom there will be no follow up. On the other hand, if postrelease services are offered in the case of an undocumented parent sponsor, the parent may feel
unduly obligated to accept the services and further subjected to unnecessary oversight. The
715
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greater concern during the “surge” seems to be that more services are needed, not less. This is
primarily reflective of a lack of resources more than a lack of need. 721
Finally, while attorney referral and other assistance in order to provide UACs with free or
reduced cost legal services are considered “post-release services” as discussed in this Part, the
legal representation itself is a distinct service not subject to the same limited situations and need
assessments described above. All of these children need access to counsel, and the government
is required by the TVPRA to ensure access to legal representation “to the greatest extent
practicable.” As explained in Part I, however, in reality this far from assures universal access, as
only about one third of released children secure legal counsel. Accordingly, while demand
outpaces supply, legal services are among the rights of all released children referred to in Part
II.C.2 below. Many of the same organizations that contract with ORR for Case Management and
post-release services also contract with ORR/DHHS and other federal agencies, including the
Dept. of Justice, to provide legal representation. 722 In addition, municipalities as well as
privately funded non-profit organizations have committed resources to legal representation for
UACs. 723
Rights of Children Released Without Post-Release Services
Eighty to ninety percent of UACs do not receive post-release services. 724 Once released
from ORR custody, they are no longer eligible for any services through DHHS, ORR, or any
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contracting organization (legal representation being a separate, essentially unrelated service).
These children have no legal immigration status while awaiting final pendency of their removal
proceedings or grant of some form of relief. Therefore, like most undocumented immigrants,
they are considered “not qualified” for most federal “public benefits,” such as public health
benefits, public housing, food stamps, supplemental security, or other social welfare programs. 725
However, as long as federal funds are not used, states and municipalities are free to add access to
additional services irrespective of immigration status. 726 The general ineligibility for federally
funded public benefits is subject to following exceptions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Free public education for grades K-12 727
School lunch and breakfast programs 728
Emergency medical care through Medicaid, provided she otherwise meets the
eligibility requirements (includes childbirth) 729
Immunizations for immunizable diseases and testing for and treatment of symptoms
of certain communicable diseases 730
Short-term, noncash, in-kind emergency disaster relief 731
Non-governmental programs, services, or assistance that deliver in-kind services at
the community level such as soup kitchens, crisis counseling and intervention, short
term shelter, mental health services, and child and adult protective services 732
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States vary significantly in what services are offered without regard to immigration
status. 733 Provided the person fits the financial eligibility requirements, the following is
available to anyone in North Carolina:
•
•

Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants and Children (WIC) 734
States have several options to provide medical coverage for prenatal care for unborn
children who meet other program eligibility criteria 735 (North Carolina provides
limited presumptive Medicaid) 736

Some states do not require immigration status inquiry for children under 19 to receive state
provided non-emergency medical coverage. 737 North Carolina requires a social security number
for a child to receive state health coverage. 738 All of the above mentioned services must be
provided in ways that are linguistically accessible to LEP UAC’s assuming that the service
provider is a recipient of federal funds. 739
III. NORTH CAROLINA AND UACS
Of the 57,496 UAC referrals ORR received in 2014, 53,518 children were released to
sponsors; of those, nearly half were in the south, and 2,064 were released in North Carolina. 740
ORR releases county data for counties that receive fifty or more UACs. More than half of all the
UACs placed in North Carolina in 2014 were from just three counties: Mecklenburg, Wake, and
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Durham. 741 Different towns and counties have had different reactions to their arrival. Three
counties, Brunswick, Rowan, and Surry, issued negative resolutions stating their general
disapproval with allowing these children in the country, declaring that these children “will have
an adverse effect on [their] local school district educational funding, resources, campus security,
public health and safety, as well as county resources” and stating their unwillingness to welcome
them into their county; 742 none of these counties appear on the list of counties receiving at least
fifty children. On the other hand, Durham County, which received more than 215 UACs in 2014
took the lead in issuing a resolution expressing its “commitment to welcome unaccompanied
children from Latin America and expresses its support for local government departments as well
as Durham’s churches, businesses and non-profit agencies in their efforts to provide services to
these children,” encouraging its “City staff to work in concert with other agencies as they pursue
resources for support of these children;” and urging “all Durham residents, businesses and
government entities to make unaccompanied children welcome in [their] city.” 743 Many
organizations around the state have begun work to help provide services and help integrate these
children into their new communities, including Compassion Advocacy Network in Charlotte
(CAN), and El Centro Hispano community center, Catholic Charities, Carolina Outreach, Church
World Service and El Futuro in the Triangle.
IV. BEST PRACTICES: NEW YORK CITY

741

North Carolina published data includes the following counties and totals: Burke County: 55; Duplin County: 54;
Durham County: 215; Guilford County: 63; Mecklenburg County: 683; Sampson County: 62; Wake County: 250;
Wayne County: 71. Id.
742
Resolution on Re-settling of Illegal Immigrants Including Unaccompanied Minors, Rowan County, Aug. 18,
2014, available at http://agenda.rowancountync.gov/AttachmentViewer.ashx?AttachmentID=939&ItemID=706.
743
Resolution Concerning Unaccompanied Migrant Children in Durham, Jan. 5, 2015,
http://www.southerncoalition.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Final-Proposed-Durham-Resolution.pdf.
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The state of New York welcomed more than 5,000 unaccompanied minors in 2014. 744
The City of New York (NYC) is working diligently to help these children integrate into the
community as successfully as possible under the challenging circumstances. As an initial matter,
New York is distinct in several ways from other cities and states. First, the state of New York
provides health coverage to children under 19 irrespective of immigration status. 745 Second,
NYC has a system of resources and service providers which is unparalleled, is organized in an
accessible multilingual online and physical guide, and laws extremely welcoming to immigrants
and newcomers. Furthermore, the NYC Mayor’s Office of Immigrants’ Affairs has a policy
analyst who specializes on addressing these issues. 746 Third, NYC is historically a city of
immigrants, where currently half of the residents speak a have language other than English at
home. 747 Nevertheless, NYC has been doing some things that may be able to be replicated or
modified for smaller communities with fewer resources, different laws, and less of a history and
culture of welcoming immigrants.
ORR does not communicate explicitly with the communities in which it places children.
In fact, they only publish data on counties with more than 50 children placed to ensure
anonymity and guard against possible discrimination and hostility in smaller communities. This
makes the job of contacting these children for providing information about available services
challenging. Because of their status, however, each child is released upon a promise to appear in
court, and that information is publicly available. NYC “finds” these children at court and
through advocates who inform the children and their sponsors of “community clinics” where
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Unaccompanied Children Released to Sponsors by State, supra note 740.
See Child Health Plus: Who is Eligible?, N.Y. HEALTH DEP’T,
http://www.health.ny.gov/health_care/child_health_plus/who_is_eligible.htm (last visited July 16, 2015).
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Sam Solomon, supra note 701. His insights contribute significantly to this Part.
747
Constituent Facts & Maps, N.Y.C. MOIA (2013), http://www.nyc.gov/html/imm/html/news/stats.shtml.
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more in-depth information about available services will be available. They set up “community
clinics” where UACs and their families can learn about services including legal services,
schooling, health care, and food banks. These clinics are set up in churches and community
centers where there are significant populations of immigrants from Central America. Of course,
not all children appear for court, but most do. 748
New York schools have many counselors, nurses, and even psychologists in and
accessible through their school systems for the children if they need them. 749 NYC also
advertises the community clinics through the schools.
According to Sam Solomon, policy analyst at the NYC Mayor’s Office, legal
representation is the biggest barrier to providing stability and integration for these children
because it is the key to securing a sense of permanence. Without lawful immigration status,
these children will eventually either be deported or live in the shadows. While many children
have mental health needs from earlier trauma, they have ongoing anxiety until they have a sense
of stability. This instability manifests itself in school and other areas of the child’s life. The
children and their families are less concerned with some other issues, including education and
routine health care, when legal status is up in the air. Therefore, NYC has taken a multi-pronged
approach of having as many services available as possible, but focusing more intensely on what
they see as the more pressing need of legal counsel. When a child secures counsel, the attorney
often takes on a larger role of not only legal advocate but a sort of case manager, helping the
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Sam Solomon, supra note 701. See also Upcoming Community Clinics, N.Y.C. MOIA,
http://www.nyc.gov/html/imm/html/recently-arrived/upcoming-clinics.shtml.
749
See Guidance and School Counseling, N.Y.C. DEP’T OF EDUC.,
http://schools.nyc.gov/StudentSupport/GuidanceandCounseling/default.htm (last visited July 16, 2015).
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child and her family access other community resources. 750 This happens throughout the country
already. 751 The key is providing the attorneys.
In sum, as more unaccompanied children settle in North Carolina, providing them with
the services they need to survive, integrate, and ultimately succeed is critical. Whether a child
remains for only six months and is removed, or whether a child is granted immigration relief and
eventually becomes a permanent member of our society, they must be treated with dignity.
While some organizations around the state are working to identify and serve these
children, much more needs to be done to ensure these children are not marginalized moving
forward. A holistic approach to serving these children seems key to this mission. First, the more
access to legal representation, the better the chance for stability, which is essential to any child’s
overall wellbeing. Second, these children must have access to any other available services in
their communities, whether it be through schools, churches, or non-profit organizations. This not
only requires identifying these services, but also identifying the children who need them.
Finally, each of these services must be provided in a language the child understands.
Title VI applies to certain service providers that interact with these children, such as
schools, hospitals, any ORR administered services, as well as some of the attorneys who work
with these children. However, because of their status, many of these children rely on non-profit
organizations and community resources that are chronically underfunded to begin with. Thus,
there is not only a lack of language access, there is a lack of resources for these children in the
first place. Herein lies the challenge for advocates: supporting these children while they are in
legal limbo as best as possible with minimal resources so that they can be engaged and
productive members of their communities as soon as possible. Moving forward, the earlier these
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Sam Solomon, supra note 701.
Tatyana Delgado, supra note 636.
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children can come out from the shadows and the margins of society, the better for communities
as a whole.
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CONCLUSION
The services of state and local agencies – such as police services, public transportation,
health and emergency services, and programs for members of the workforce – may not be
accessible to those who do not understand or speak English. The inability to communicate with
a local agency can cause an LEP individual to be completely cut off from access to that agency’s
services, experience delays in receiving services, receive incorrect information, or be subject to
poor treatment if staff becomes frustrated. 752 An LEP individual who is unable to sufficiently
communicate with important agencies including law enforcements, health services, consumer
finance institutions, and departments of motor vehicles suffer many serious consequences in their
day-to-day lives. 753 Thus, language access is a very serious issue that it is important to address.
Additionally, the identification of particular concerns related to the vulnerability and rights of
unaccompanied minors set out in Section Four of this report sheds light on an important,
emerging issue in the realm of language access. Moreover, providing language access is the law.
With the United States becoming increasingly more heterogeneous, it is vital that
language rights are characterized as basic human rights—the ability to communicate and the
ability to maintain one’s identity are both fundamental to human dignity. This report encourages
language access initiatives to consider the international human rights norms set forth in Section
One in their efforts to improve language accessibility. Language is connected to an individual’s
cultural and ethnic identity. In order to better understand how greater language access benefits
minority language speakers, this report uses models from European collaborative entities that
should and could be used with regard to language rights and language access to guide our own
efforts. The focus on non-discrimination that is employed by the Title VI approach is too limited
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Id. at 1019.
Id. at 1021 (noting that they “may suffer serious consequences, including poverty, depression, and even death”).
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to deal with the full range of multifaceted and complicated issues that arise in the language
arena. The non-discrimination approach need not be necessarily replaced by the culture-based
approach. This report simply suggests that the use of human rights principles and norms may
augment current U.S. law and its ability to effectively address complicated language rights
issues. If nothing else, international practices based on human rights principles provide
persuasive and helpful models for consideration.
Title VI compliance is still undeniably an important mechanism in U.S. domestic law that
protects language rights and promotes language access initiatives. Title VI compliance
obligations have already provided a great impetus for state and local government agencies to
develop strategies to assist with the improvement of language accessibility for LEP populations.
These include partnering with non-profit agencies, printing documents and brochures in multiple
languages, contracting with interpreters or translation services, and hiring multilingual staff. It is
the goal of this report to provide information about Title VI in order to aid in the continued
efforts of state and local agencies to improve language accessibility, to increase awareness of
how Title VI applies to individual entities, and how to determine what language access
requirements Title VI requires of those entities.
Both the international human rights norms and Title VI requirements discussed in this
report can be utilized by language access initiatives such as BIC. BIC partner municipalities
incorporate language access as part of their pursuit towards an integration-focused community
planning. This process is both collaborative and inclusive, and allows for greater conversation
with immigrant and LEP populations. Such a process acknowledges the dignity and value of
immigrants and newcomers, and encompasses a wider breadth of basic rights and cultural
protection for minority language speakers as the community seeks to include them. Through
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partnership with the BIC initiative, this policy report endeavors to further enable and promote
practices to foster language access and ensure the protection of inherent language rights that are
applicable to all individuals.
It is the hope of this authors of this report that the information provided about human
rights principles and the EU model will broaden views on how to approach language rights, that
the explanation of Title VI requirements will improve language access by assisting with
compliance issues, and that the best practices of the BIC initiative will provide successful
examples of how cities can break down language barriers and work towards fully integrated
communities to the benefit of all residents.
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GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS
Acronym

Definition

AARP

American Association of Retired Persons

BIC

Building Integrated Communities

BIM

Bilingualism, Identity and the Media

CAN

Compassion Advocacy Network

CBP

Customs and Border Protection

CDC

Center for Disease Control

CERD

Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination

CESCR

Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights

CFR

Charter of Fundamental Rights

CRRA

Civil Rights Restoration Act

CSCE

Conference for Security and Cooperation in Europe

DHHS

Department of Health and Human Services

DMV

Department of Motor Vehicles

DOC

Department of Commerce

DOJ

Department of Justice

DOL

Department of Labor

DOT

Department of Transportation

DPS

Department of Public Safety

ECHR

European Charter of Human Rights

ECRML

European Charter for Regional and Minority Languages

ESL

English as a Second Language

FBI

Federal Bureau of Investigation

FCDPH

Forsyth County Department of Public Health

FCDSS

Forsyth County Division of Social Services

FCCS

Federal Compliance and Coordination Section

HAWS

Housing Authority of Winston-Salem

HRC

Human Relations Commission

HRD

Human Relations Department
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Acronym

Definition

HSA

Homeland Security Act

ICCPR

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

ICE

Immigration and Customs Enforcement

ICERD

International Convention on Elimination of All Forms of
Racial Discrimination
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights

ICESCR
LEP

Limited English Proficiency

MELT

Multilingual Early Language Transmission

MOIA

Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs

OAS

Organization of American States

OCR

Office of Civil Rights

ORIA

Office of Refugee and Immigrant Assistance

ORR

Office of Refugee Resettlement

PPDAI

Philadelphia Police Department Authorized Interpreter

PTSD

Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder

RUD

Reservation, Understanding and Declaration

SIJS

Special Immigrant and Juvenile Status

TANF

Temporary Assistance for Needy Families

TVRPA

Trafficking Victims

UAC

Unaccompanied Alien Child

UDHR

Universal Declaration of Human Rights

USCCB

United States Conference of Catholic Bishops

USCIS

United States Citizenship and Immigration Services

WFRC

Work Family Resource Center

WIA

Workforce Investment Act

WIC

Woman, Infants and Children
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APPENDIX A
CITY OF HIGH POINT TITLE VI COMPLAINT PROCEDURES
The complaint procedures outlined herein apply to the City of High Point and other
primary recipients and sub- recipients of Federal financial assistance. These
procedures cover discrimination complaints filed under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964, Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1987, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973, and other nondiscrimination authorities relating to any program, services, or
activities administered by the City and its sub-recipients (e.g., transit systems,
MPOs, universities, and counties), consultants, and contractors.
The City will make every effort to obtain early resolution of complaints at the lowest
level possible. Complaints of alleged discrimination will be investigated by the
complainant’s selected appropriate authority as outlined below. The option of
informal mediation meeting(s) between the affected parties and the OCR staff may
be utilized for resolution. Upon completion of each investigation, the OCR staff will
inform every complainant of all avenues of appeal.
PURPOSE
The purpose of the discrimination complaint procedures is to describe the process
used by the City for processing complaints under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, related statutes and authorities.
FILING OF COMPLAINTS
Applicability – The complaint procedures apply to the beneficiaries of the
City’s programs, activities, and services, including but not limited to the public,
contractors, subcontractors, consultants, and other sub- recipients of federal
and state funds.
Eligibility – Any person or class of persons who believes that he/she has
been subjected to discrimination or retaliation prohibited by any of the Civil
Rights authorities, based upon race, color, sex, age, national origin, or
disability may file a written complaint with City’s Human Relations
Department. The law prohibits intimidation or retaliation of any sort. The
complaint may be filed by the affected individual or a representative and must
be in writing.

Time Limits and Filing Options – A complaint must be filed no later than
180 calendar days after the following:
 The date of the alleged act of discrimination; or
 The date when the person(s) became aware of the alleged discrimination; or
 Where there has been a continuing course of conduct, the date on which that
conduct was discontinued
or the latest instance of t
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Title VI complaints may be submitted to the following entities:


City of High Point Human Relations Department, 211S. Hamilton Street,
High Point, NC 27260; 336.883.3124 TDD: 336.883.8517



North Carolina Department of Transportation, Office of Civil Rights,
Title VI/EO Contract Compliance Section, 1511 Mail Service Center,
Raleigh, NC 27699-1511; 919-508-1830 or toll free 800-522-0453



US Department of Transportation, Departmental Office of Civil Rights,
External Civil Rights Programs Division, 1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE,
Washington, DC 20590; 202-366-4070
Federal Highway Administration, Office of Civil Rights, 1200 New
Jersey Avenue, SE, 8th Floor, E81-314, Washington, DC 20590, 202366-0693 / 366-0752
Federal Highway Administration, North Carolina Division Office, 310
New Bern Avenue, Suite 410, Raleigh, NC 27601, 919-747-7010
Federal Transit Administration, Office of Civil Rights, ATTN: Title VI
Program Coordinator, East Bldg. 5th Floor – TCR, 1200 New Jersey
Avenue, SE, Washington, DC 20590
Federal Aviation Administration, Office of Civil Rights, 800
Independence Avenue, SW, Washington, DC 20591, 202-267-3258



US Department of Justice, Special Litigation Section, Civil
Rights Division, 950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Washington,
DC 20530, 202-514-6255 or toll free 877-218-5228
Format for Complaints – Complaints shall be in writing and signed by the
complainant(s) or a representative and include the complainant’s name,
address, and telephone number. Complaints received by fax or e-mail will be
acknowledged and processed. Allegations received by telephone will be
reduced to writing and provided to the complainant for confirmation or revision
before processing. Complaints will be accepted in other languages including
Braille.
Complaint Basis – Allegations must be based on issues involving race,
color, national origin, sex, age, or disability. The term “basis” refers to the
complainant’s membership in a protected group category. Allegations against
transit entities must be based on issues involving only race, color, or national
origin.

Protected Categories

Definition

Examples
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Race

An individual belonging to
one of the accepted racial
groups; or the perception,
based usually on physical
characteristics that a
person is a member of a
racial group

Black/African America,
Hispanic/Latino, Asian,
American Indian/Alaskan
Native, Native
Hawaiian/Pacific Islander,
White

Color

Color of skin, including
shade of skin within a
racial group

Black, White, light brown,
dark brown, etc.

National Origin

Place of birth. Citizenship
is not a factor.
Discrimination based on
language or a person’s
accent is also covered by
national origin

Mexican, Cuban,
Japanese, Vietnamese,
Chinese

Sex

Gender

Women and Men

Age

Persons of any age

21 year old person

Disability

Physical or mental
impairment, permanent or
temporary, or perceived

Blind, alcoholic, paraamputee, epileptic,
diabetic, arthritic

Complainant Notification

1. When a complaint is received, the Human Relations Department will provide
written acknowledgment to
the C omplainant,
days by registered mail.
2. If the complaint is complete and no additional information is needed, the
complainant will be sent a
letter of acceptance alon
plainant
Consent/Release form.
3. If a complaint is deemed incomplete, additional information will be requested,
and the Complainant will
be
30provided
business days to submit the
required information. Failure to do so may be considered good cause for a
determination of no investigative merit.
4. Within 15 business days from receipt of a complete complaint, the Human
Relations Department will determine its jurisdiction in pursuing the matter and
whether the complaint has sufficient merit to warrant investigation. Within ten
(10) days of this decision, the Human Relations Department will notify the
Complainant and Respondent, by registered mail, informing them of the
disposition.
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a. If the decision is not to investigate the complaint, the notification shall
specifically state the reason for the decision.
b. If the complaint is to be investigated, the notification shall state the
grounds of the City’s jurisdiction, while informing the parties that their
full cooperation will be required in gathering additional information and
assisting the investigator.
5. If the complaint is incomplete, the Complainant will be contacted in writing or
by telephone to obtain the additional information. The complainant will be
given 15 business days to respond to the request for additional information.
6. The Complainant will be notified that CITY will attempt to resolve complaints
within 180 days after CITY has accepted the complaint for investigation.
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APPENDIX B
CITY OF WINSTON-SALEM LEP POLICES AND PROCEDURES
I.

Commitment Statement
The City of Winston-Salem is committed to improving the accessibility of services to
persons with Limited English Proficiency (LEP) and to developing and implementing a
system that gives LEP persons “meaningful access” to the City of Winston-Salem’s
programs and services. The City of Winston-Salem has adopted the goal of improving
Hispanic Relations, as per the City Council’s Strategic Plan. As a result, the City of
Winston-Salem has delegated authority for an LEP Compliance Coordinator (the Human
Relations Director) within the Human Relations Department.

II.

Purpose
This policy sets forth the basic requirements and procedures intended to ensure City of
Winston-Salem government takes reasonable steps to consistently meet its legal
obligation of language access requirements in compliance with Title VI and E.O. 13166.

III.

Background
Congress enacted Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to ensure federal money is not
used to support discrimination on the basis of race or national origin in government
activities. Section 601 states: “No person in the United States shall, on ground of race,
color, or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or
be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial
assistance.” Neither Title VI, nor its implementing regulations discuss linguistic access
per se; however, the courts have consistently found a close connection between national
origin and language.
In 2000, the President signed Executive Order (E.O.) 13166 mandating all federal
agencies and recipients of federal financial assistance take reasonable steps to ensure
meaningful access to their programs to limited English proficient (LEP) individuals.
These individuals may be entitled to language assistance with respect to a particular type
of service, benefit, or encounter.
The City of Winston-Salem receives federal funding in support of programs, services,
and activities through the following all departments receiving federal funding. The City
also receives special federal grants or appropriations from time to time to undertake
capital projects.

IV.

Definitions

A. Limited English Proficiency (LEP) Person: An LEP individual is defined as someone
who does not speak English as a primary language and has a limited ability to read, write,
speak or understand English.
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B. Federal Financial Assistance: Includes but is not limited to, grants and loans, grants or
donation of federal property, the detail of federal personnel, the sale, lease or permission
to use federal property at little or no cost, and any other federal agreement, arrangement,
or other contract which has as one of its purposes the provision of assistance.
C. “Four Factor” Test: The US Department of Justice in 2002 issued LEP Guidance that
articulated a starting point for achieving Title VI compliance. Affected City Departments
should use the Four Factor test to determine the “reasonable steps” they should
implement in order to be Title VI compliant. The four factors that should be balanced are:
1. Proportion of the general public served or likely to be encountered by the
program or Department – The greater the number of LEP individuals, the more
likely it is that language services are required.
2. Frequency of contact with the general public dictates the level of contact and
likelihood that language services are required.
3. Nature and importance of the program, activity or service – The more
important the program the greater the need for language services; i.e., Will denial
or delay of service have serious or life-threatening consequences? Does
government make the program compulsory?
4. Resource availability will be dependent upon the size and budget of the
Department which, in effect, will deem what is reasonable.
D. Title VI - Section 601 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
No person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, color, or national origin, be
excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to
discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.
E. Executive Order 13166 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
Federal agencies and recipients of federal financial assistance must take reasonable steps
to ensure meaningful access to their programs to limited English proficient individuals
who are five (5) percent of the total population or 1000 individuals, whichever is less.
F. Who is Limited English Proficient or LEP?
Persons who do not speak English as their primary language, who have a limited ability
to read, write, speak, or understand English. These individuals may be entitled to
language assistance under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, with respect to a
particular type of service, benefit, or encounter.
G. “Reasonable Steps to Ensure Meaningful Access”
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The standard of “reasonable steps to ensure meaningful access” was designed by The US
Department of Justice in 2002 to be a flexible, fact- dependent, starting point in an
agency assessment of LEP persons eligible to be served or likely to be encountered by the
program, the frequency of contact, nature or importance of the program, activity or
service provided, and resources available.
The City of Winston-Salem had a population of approximately 224,000 according to
Census 2000. Four and one-half percent (4.5%) of the population was Latino or Hispanic.
To date, City efforts, under the “reasonable steps” standard, have meant providing
meaningful access to Spanish speaking LEP individuals. Such efforts include having
multi-lingual translations for the City’s website, hiring multi-lingual employees,
translating documents into Spanish, airing a Spanish city services-based television show,
and offering pay incentives to employees who learn and/or use fluent Spanish during the
normal course of their work duties.
H. “Voluntary Compliance”
The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) has required that all
agencies receiving federal funds to submit voluntary compliance plans consistent with
expectations from the federal government. The City of Winston-Salem has met this
requirement by including the designation of a staff person to serve as agency specific
LEP coordinator, specifically the Human Relations Department Director, to ensure rights
and due process for LEP individuals.
V.

Procedures
All City Departments that receive federal funding should have in place a written
Limited English Proficiency (LEP) Plan based upon the “four factor” test.

The elements of an LEP Plan are:
a. Identifying LEP individuals who need language assistance
b. Identifying ways in which language assistance will be provided
c. Training staff
d. Providing notice to LEP individuals
e. Monitoring and updating the LEP Plan
Helpful websites to aid and assist in developing the written LEP include:
www.lep.gov
http://www.usdoj.gov/crt/cor/ http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/index.html
http://www.hud.gov/offices/fheo/promotingfh/lep.cfm
http://epa.gov/civilrights/lepaccess.htm
http://www.usdoj.gov/crt/lep/guidance/guidance_index.html
A. LEP Guidance
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Affected Departments, depending on budget restrictions and feasibility, are encouraged to
explore a range of strategies to communicate with multi-lingual customers, such as
identifying staff persons capable of serving as interpreters, contracting with outside
interpreters, using telephonic interpreter services (i.e., AT & T Language Line), and/or
engaging community volunteers. Interpreting is a complex task and requires skills
different from those needed for translation. Caution and consideration should guide the
use of informal interpreters due to concerns regarding competence, confidentiality, and
conflicts of interest.
Affected Departments are encouraged to explore a range of strategies to provide for
written language assistance or the translation of vital documents, including providing
“on-site” interpretations of vital documents or brainstorming suitable alternatives to
written documents. A document is considered vital if it contains information that is
critical for obtaining federal services, benefits, or is required by law.
B. LEP Resources Available
The LEP Compliance Coordinator (Human Relations Director) in the Human Relations
Department is responsible for examining all City services, providing outreach to the
growing LEP community, and interfacing with all City Departments to help ensure
meaningful access to LEP clients and customers. The LEP Compliance Coordinator is
able to assist and support Departmental staff in assessing their specific needs and
preparing a draft LEP document. The LEP Compliance Coordinator performs the role of
resource and advocate for effective plan development.
The LEP Compliance Coordinator also coordinates the Spanish Language Assessment
Tool used by hiring Departments in conjunction with normal Human Resources processes
to evaluate the Spanish language proficiencies of prospective employees whose jobs may
require or prefer bi-lingual abilities, or current employees who may be called upon by the
Department to assist their Spanish-speaking customers or clients.
The LEP Compliance Coordinator is not unilaterally responsible for directly providing
translation or interpretation services to City Departments. The LEP Compliance
Coordinator is responsible for identifying and maintaining a network of qualified
community resources for referral to City Departments.
Human Resources can provide guidance and support in the recruitment, retention and
professional development of bi-lingual staff (staff fluent in two languages) or staff with
specific skills (certifications, credentials) in translation/interpretation assistance.
C. LEP Enforcement
While planning is an important part of ensuring that reasonable steps are being taken to
provide meaningful access to LEP individuals seeking services, benefits, or information,
there is no blanket requirement that the plans themselves be submitted to federal agencies
providing federal financial assistance. In certain circumstances, such as in complaint
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investigations or compliance reviews, recipients may be required to provide to federal
agencies a copy of any plan created by the recipient.
Most federal agencies have an office that is responsible for enforcing Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act. The Coordination and Review Section (COR) of the Civil Rights Division of
the Department of Justice has taken the lead in coordinating enforcement.
D. City Services and Public Signage
The Neighborhood Services Department contracted for a Hispanic Community Survey to
be conducted in 2008 that would assess how City services are perceived and utilized by
Hispanic residents. This report also identified gaps in service for those with a language
barrier. Recommendations included developing consistent design standards and
contracting for expert translation services. The Report has been provided to
Neighborhood Services and Human Relations. The results of the survey will assist in the
responsibility for on-going improvements in the elimination of language barriers as the
City continues to construct or renovate new facilities. Technical support and assistance to
the Department is available through the Human Relations Department. Also, while not
specifically addressed within Title VI legislation, the City of Winston-Salem may choose
to utilize signage that is written in Spanish, as needed.
E. City Web Pages
Again while not specifically addressed within Title VI legislation, the City of WinstonSalem, through its Information Systems and Marketing and Communications
Departments, should assume responsibility for review of its official internet presence and
how critical information on essential services for Spanish speakers, and future target
languages, can be provided in a creative, concise, cost-effective manner on the web.
Technical support and assistance to the Department is available through the Human
Relations Department.
F. LEP Critical Services
The following LEP Critical Services City Departments fall under the “reasonable
steps to ensure meaningful access” standard based on the receipt of federal funding
and/or their significant interaction with the general public:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Emergency Services
Police
Fire
Inspections
Utilities
Human Relations
Housing Neighborhood Development
Neighborhood Services
Economic Development
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10. City Link
11. Marketing and Communications
12. Winston-Salem Transit Authority
13. Department of Transportation
14. Stormwater
15. Streets
16. Vegetation Management
17. Recreation and Parks
18. Information Systems
19. Planning
All City departments, with technical assistance and support from Human Relations,
are required to be conscious as circumstances change to continue and evaluate
potential barriers to programs and services.
Under Title VI, any City department that receives grants and loans from the federal
government should have in place a written plan for identifying LEP individuals and
including language assistance measures.
G. LEP Policy Goals
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
VI.

VII.

Oral Information (Language Assistance)
Written Information (Translation of Vital Written Materials)
Electronic Information (Web Pages)
Signage (Within Publicly Accessible Buildings maintained/Administered)
Staff Training
Outreach

Evaluating City performance under the LEP Policy Goals
A.

Contact the LEP Critical Services departments regarding their oral/written
translation capabilities.

B.

Review foreign language translations on the City website (IS Department,
Marketing and Communications Department).

C.

Conduct a field audit of bi-lingual building signage, as needed.

D.

Review current practices and explore new measures in staff training and outreach.

E.

Utilize the comprehensive Hispanic Community Survey results of how Hispanic
residents view City services.

Policy and Plan Implementation Recommendations
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A. Continue offering participating employees increased options for skills improvement,
tuition reimbursement, or incentive pay based on their Spanish language skills.
(Human Relations; Human Resources)
B. List expert, professional contractors or trainers available to provide Spanish language
translation and interpretation services on the City intranet site. (IS; Human Relations)
C. Provide department directors with mandatory Title VI Training beginning in FY
2009-2010. (City Attorney’s Office, Human Resources)
D. Incorporate an LEP overview into management/supervisory training for departments
receiving federal funds. (City Attorney’s Office, Human Resources)
E. Re-evaluate bi-lingual or multi-lingual hiring policy and related recruitment
incentives as part of the overall update of the Personnel Ordinance. (Human
Resources)
F. Clarify individual City departmental responsibilities versus those of Human Relations
under Title VI, Executive Order 13166.
1. Each federal grant recipient expected to have an LEP plan.
2. Human Relations LEP Compliance Coordinator serves as a resource/advocate
for plan development.
G. Use the Spanish Language Resource Liaison (Human Relations Specialist) in
assessing barriers to language interpretation and understanding for users of City
services.
H. Use telephonic translation and/or bi-lingual employees as an asset to City Link.
I. Encourage the Critical Service departments to utilize their state or national affiliates
as resources to present and provide appropriate document translations as needs arise.
J. Complete a review of the City website to ensure the effectiveness of Spanish
translation.
K. Use bi-lingual signage on display at various work sites, as needed.
L. Use results of the Hispanic Community Survey of how Hispanic residents view City
services and use findings to increase understanding and motivate improvements.
Continue to draw upon the survey to better develop outreach, communications, and
city services. (City Departments)
M. Although Title VI and E.O. 13166 specifically obligate only those City Departments
that directly receive federal funding, the fundamental philosophy and practice of the
City of Winston-Salem is that all City Departments should strive to take reasonable
steps to ensure meaningful access to their programs, activities, and services by LEP
individuals.
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Outline of LEP Grievance Process
I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

Intake
A.
Jurisdiction and Standing
1.
City Code
2.
Federal Laws
3.
Mediation
B.
Complaint Form
1.
Required Information
2.
Required Signatures
C. Record Keeping/Filing
1.
Case Tracking System
2.
Storage and Files
Notification
A. Content of Notification Letter
B.
Time Frames/Deadlines
Processing
A.
Documentation
1.
Contract Agreements
2.
Photographs
3.
Public Information
a.
Police Reports
b.
Tax Records
4.
Releases/Consent Forms
B.
Interviews
1.
Identifying Witnesses
2.
Witness Statements
C. Investigation Timeline
1.
45-Day Turnaround
2.
Exception to 45-Day Turnaround
Final Determination and Case Closure
A. Findings of Fact
B.
Mediation Agreements
C. Recommendation from the Director
D.
Final Determination Notification from the City Manager
E.
Case Closure Form
Levels of Appeal
A. City Manager
B.
Attorney
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LEP Grievance Process
The following policy reflects the LEP grievance process procedures for complaints filed
with the Human Relations Department:
I.

Intake
A.
Jurisdiction and Standing
A Limited English Proficiency complaint is a complaint that is based on a
citizen’s right reasonable access to city-related services, grants, donations,
properties, or programs that are funded in whole or in part by federal funding. The
Human Relations Department is authorized to advise complainants regarding their
rights and to investigate complaints based on a violation of reasonable access. It is
the responsibility of the Human Relations Department to consult with potential
complainants via telephone or in person regarding such complaints.
1.

Jurisdictional Basis under the Winston-Salem City Code
The Human Relations Department will determine the jurisdiction of the
complainant’s concerns by assessing whether the concerns fall within the
realm of the Winston-Salem City Code. The Human Relations Department
has the jurisdiction to assist complainants regarding the following limited
English proficiency issues:
a.

A Limited English Proficiency (LEP) Person is defined as
someone who does not speak English as a primary language and
has a limited ability to read, write, speak or understand English.

b.

Federal Financial Assistance includes but is not limited to, grants
and loans, grants or donation of federal property, the detail of
federal personnel, the sale, lease or permission to use federal
property at little or no cost, and any other federal agreement,
arrangement, or other contract which has as one of its purposes the
provision of assistance.

c.

The “Four Factor” Test, as issued by the US Department of
Justice in 2002, articulated a starting point for achieving Title VI
compliance and is adopted by the City of Winston- Salem.
Affected City Departments should use the Four Factor test to
determine the “reasonable steps” they should implement in order to
be Title VI compliant. The four factors that should be balanced are:
i.

Proportion of the general public served or likely to be
encountered by the program or Department – The greater
the number of LEP individuals, the more likely it is that
language services are required.
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ii.

Frequency of contact with the general public dictates the
level of contact and likelihood that language services are
required.

iii.

Nature and importance of the program, activity or
service will be determined by the importance of the
program in relationship to the need for language services.

iv.

Resource availability will be dependent upon the size and
budget of the Department which, in effect, will deem what
is reasonable.

2. Federal Laws
a. Title VI - Section 601 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 No
person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, color,
or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied
the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any
program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.
b. Executive Order 13166 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
Federal agencies and recipients of federal financial assistance
must take reasonable steps to ensure meaningful access to their
programs to limited English proficient individuals who are five
(5) percent of the total population or 1000 individuals,
whichever is less.
3. Mediation
Based on the delegating authority of the Human Relations
Director, a Human Relations Specialist (also, “Specialist”) will
advise the complainant and respondent of his/her option to mediate
the complaint. The mediation will remain available to the parties
throughout the investigative process.
The Human Relations Specialist will implement mediation only
after both the complainant and respondent have agreed to it. Such
an agreement must be in writing and signed by both parties (see the
attached template for Mediation Agreements).
The Mediation Agreement will set forth the terms and conditions
of any and all mediation sessions that will be entered into by the
parties. The Human Relations Specialist will preside over the
mediation sessions and set the rules of protocol. Each party will be
allowed to speak, uninterrupted, while the other party listens.
Afterwards, the Specialist will ask the opposite party to repeat the
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key points the other party made. Then, the Specialist will
communicate the key points made by both parties. The Specialist
will then encourage resolution by asking for proposed solutions
from both parties and negotiating the proposals until a final
resolution is achieved. Once a final resolution is achieved, the
Specialist will note the proposals and record them in a Conciliation
Agreement. If mediation fails, landlords and/or tenants may pursue
legal action through court or a private attorney. Both parties may
refuse to mediate at anytime during the mediation process.
B.

Complaint Form
The LEP Complaint Form (see the attached LEP Complaint Form) will be
completed by the complainant. It is not the practice of the Department to process
anonymous complaints. The complainant must write the exact basis for filing the
complaint. The complaint must be filed within one year of the allegation. The
complaint must also write the dates, locations, and witnesses for all issues noted
in the complaint. The complainant must also write the remedy that is sought as a
result of filing the complaint. A copy of the complaint form will be made
available to the respondent, upon request, and any other city
administrators/officials who have a legitimate need to know. Otherwise, the
Human Relations Department will deem the complaint form and other
information. The LEP Complaint Form must include the notarized signature of the
complainant.
1) Case Tracking System
The Human Relations Department will track all LEP complaints through an
internal tracking system. This system will be maintained by the Human
Relations Administrative Secretary. The Administrative Secretary will
generate a report that reflects all LEP Complaints. This report will be shared
with the City Manager’s Office and the City Attorney’s Office, as needed.
2) Storage and Files

II.

All documents pertaining to an LEP complaint will be put into a complaint
file created by the Human Relations Specialist or Human Relations
Administrative Secretary. Files will be organized and stored based on the
fiscal year in which the LEP complaint was filed.
Notification
A.

Content of Notification Letter
The Human Relations Director will mail each complainant and respondent a
notification letter regarding the filing of the LEP complaint. The Human Relations
Administrative Secretary will mail the notification letter by certified mail, return
receipt requested.
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At a minimum, the content of the notification letter will include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

the name of the complainant;
the name of the respondent;
the date the complaint was filed;
the basis of the complaint;
the name of the Human Relations Specialist assigned to investigate the
complaint;
any deadlines within which the parties have to respond;
the availability of mediation as a means for resolution;
any appeal rights available to both parties; and
contact information for the Human Relations Specialist.

6.
7.
8.
9.
B.

Time Frames/Deadlines
1.

Deadlines for Parties’ Responses
The complainant and respondent will have five (5) business days within
which to respond to any requests for information or requests for
interviews. Failure of the complainant or respondent to respond within this
prescribed time will result in the possible closure of the complaint. Any
requests for extensions of this five (5) day response time must be made to
the Human Relations Specialist via writing or telephone call within the
first five (5) day response time. The Specialist will confer with the party
requesting the extension to determine a reasonable extended date. The
Specialist will convey the request for extension to the opposite party in
writing within three (3) days of the agreed upon extended date.

III.

Processing
A.

Documentation
The Human Relations Department will seek to gather documentation pertaining to
the complaint in order to identify, request, retrieve, and collect all relevant, factual
evidence pertaining to the filed complaint.
1. Contract Agreements
The Human Relations Specialist will request a copy of the written contract or
other binding agreement immediately upon receiving the written LEP
complaint form from the complainant. The Specialist will examine the
agreement to assess the terms and conditions of the agreement as well as other
pertinent information.
2. Photographs
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The Human Relations Specialist may deem it necessary to take photographs of
objects or areas that are relevant over the course of the investigation. These
photographs may be used by the Specialist to analyze the credibility of
asserted evidence.
3. Public Information
During the discovery process, the Human Relations Specialist will retrieve
copies of relevant documents that are available, as per the NCGS § 132 (the
Public Records Law), the Federal Freedom of Information Act, and/or other
venues of public record. Such information may include, but will not be limited
to criminal and civil records, sex offender records, inspection records, police
reports, and tax records. The Human Relations Specialist may obtain this
information by requesting it from the respective agencies or by accessing the
information on the Internet.
4. Releases/Consent Forms

B.

The complainant or respondent may sign a waiver that will authorize the
Human Relations Specialist to obtain information that is only available upon
the consent of the complainant or respondent. The complainant or respondent
may also sign a release or consent form that would authorize the Human
Relations Specialist to access medical information that the complainant or
respondent deems necessary for a thorough investigation. Such waivers,
consent forms, or releases must be witnessed by a Human Relations staff
member in addition to the investigating Human Relations Specialist. The
complainant, witness, and authorizing party will sign and date the waiver,
consent form, or release in order for it to be deemed fully executed.
Interviews
The Human Relations Specialist will advise all interested parties that the
investigation, including information shared and investigation questions/answers,
should be treated confidentially in order to maintain the integrity and credibility
of the investigation.
1. Identifying Witnesses
The Human Relations Specialist, with the assistance of the complainant and
respondent, shall identify witnesses who have information relevant to the filed
complaint. The Specialist will compile the list of witnesses and contact each
one, via written letter or telephone, for an interview. Upon interviewing the
witnesses, the Specialist will make the witnesses aware of the nature of the
complaint and the names of the complainant and respondent, unless it has
been communicated by the complainant or respondent that his or her safety
and welfare will be at risk.
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2. Witness Statements
The Human Relations Specialist will prepare a list of witness questions. The
Human Relations Specialist will confer with
the Human Relations Director to ensure that the questions will be unbiased
and will not lead the witness in his or her answers to the questions. The
Human Relations Specialist will advise the witness that the questions and
answers are confidential and should not be shared with anyone during the
course of the investigation. The complainant and respondent are not privy to
knowing the exact questions and answers posed to the witnesses. Documented
responses from each witness will be treated as confidential information.
C.

Investigation Timeline
1. 45-DayTurnaround
The Human Relations Specialist will advise the complainant and respondent
that he will make every reasonable effort to ensure that the housing complaint
investigation is completed and closed within 45 (forty-five) business days
from the original complaint filing date.
2. Exception to the 45-Day Turnaround
In the event that the investigation takes longer than 45 (forty-five) business
days, the Specialist will advise the complainant and respondent as to the
reasons for the delay and the approximate date it will be completed. If the
complainant or respondent objects to the extended deadline, he or she must
notify the Human Relations Director in writing within five (5) business days
after receiving the notice from the Human Relations Specialist.

IV.

Final Determination and Case Closure
A.

Findings of Fact
The Human Relations Specialist will prepare a final report in which he analyzes
the unbiased findings of fact as they pertain to the housing complaint. The report
will include the complaint form, discovery items, witness statements, and other
relevant documentation. This report will be submitted to the Human Relations
Director for final review and determination.

B.

Mediation Agreements
The Conciliation Agreement (see attached Mediation Agreement template) will
set forth the terms and conditions of the actual mediation sessions. Both parties
will sign and date the Mediation Agreement. Afterwards, the Specialist and the
Human Relations Director will sign and date the Mediation Agreement. A copy of
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the fully-executed Mediation Agreement will be shared with the complainant and
respondent. The Specialist will also retain a copy for the Commission’s files.
Once all interested parties have signed the Mediation Agreement, it will be
deemed fully executed and the case file will be closed.
C.

Recommendation from the Director
At the conclusion of the Final Report, the Human Relations Specialist will
recommend to the Human Relations Director an unbiased, neutral investigative
assessment based on the facts collected during the investigation. The Human
Relations Director will independently assess the evidence and facts reported in the
final report. The Director will advise the Specialist if there are areas in the
investigation that need further examination or analysis. The Director will also
consider the credibility and objectivity of the evidence gathered and witnesses
interviewed in making the final determination. The final determination will be
based on the Winston-Salem City Code and other relevant laws and ordinances.

D.

Final Determination Notification from the Director
The final determination and the basis of the determination will be articulated in a
determination letter from the Director to the complainant and respondent. The
notification letter will also include any appeal rights available to the parties. The
Director’s determination letter will represent the final decision on behalf of the
Human Relations Department.

E.

V.

Case Closure Form

Upon the acceptance of the final investigation report by the Director and the
Director’s letter of determination to the parties, the case will be deemed closed by
the Human Relations Commission. The Human Relations Specialist will complete
a case closure form that will become a part of the housing complaint file. The
form will indicate the basis of the complaint, how the complaint was resolved,
and the dates that notification letters were mailed. The form will be signed and
dated by the Specialist and the Director.
Levels of Appeal
A.

City Manager’s Office
If the complainant or respondent wishes to appeal the final decision made by the
Human Relations Director, he or she may file such an appeal with the City
Manager. If the complainant or respondent wishes to appeal the final decision of
the City Manager, he or she may consult with a private attorney for further review
and/or investigation.

This policy shall be reviewed and updated as needed by the City Manager and City Attorney.
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